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Abstract 
Currently the Laser Interferometric Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO) is undergoing 
upgrades from Initial LIGO to become Advanced LIGO. Amongst these upgrades is the 
addition of a signal recycling mirror at the output port of the interferometer; upgrades of 
the mirror suspensions to quadruple pendulums; the implementation of less invasive and 
hence weaker test 1nass actuators; and the change of readout scheme fro1n a heterodyne 
based RF readout to a ho1nodyne based DC readout. 
The DC readout scheme requires the installation of an Output Mode Cleaner (OMC) , 
to stop 'junk light' generated in the interferometer fro1n making its way to the DC photode-
tector where it can limit the sensitivity of the gravitational wave detector. The steering 
of the interferometer beam into the OMC will be handled by Tip Tilt 1nirrors designed at 
the Australian National University. The first core piece of work presented in this thesis 
was: 
• The characterisation of a prototype Tip Tilt mirror , which involved 1neasuring the 
various eigenmodes of the mirror. 
The Advanced LIGO upgrades are critical in improving the gravitational wave sensi-
tivity of the interfero1neter , however they also add to the complexity of the instru1nent. 
Lock acquisition is the process of taking the multiple degrees of freedom of the interferom-
eter to their required oper'ating points. The lock acquisition proble1n is made considerably 
. ' 
1nore difficult by ~hese upgrades and as such a detenninistic lock acquisition scheme will 
. ' 
be i1nplemented as opposed to the probabilistic scheme of Initial LIGO. 
An i:rpportant part of this deterministic lock acquisition scheme will be the Ann Length 
Stabilisation system. The Arm Length Stabilisation systein will be responsible for the 
stabilisation and tuning of the arm cavities of the interferometer independent of the other 
degrees of freedo1n during the lock acquisition process. The majority of the work presented 
in this thesis is motivated by the Arm Length Stabilisation system. This work includes: 
" 
• The experimental verification of an Arm Length Stabilisation syste1n on a benchtop 
suspended Fabry-Perot cavity formed from two Tip Tilt mirrors. 
• The development of a new technique fop the stable transfer of an optical frequency 
through an optical fibre. 
.. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Summary of PhD Activities 
As part of the LIGO Scientific Collaboration (LSC) , the work presented in this thesis is 
motivated by research and development for the Laser Interferometric Gravitational Wave 
Observatory (LIGO). 
My PhD began with a year at LIGO where I participated in the Astrowatch program 
which involved a group of like-minded PhD students operating the 2km interferometric 
gravitational wave detector at the LIGO Hanford site. During this time I gained ·consider-
able insight into the complexity of such an instrument , particularly in sensing and control, 
and in lock acquisition. 
During this time at LIGO , I also assembled and installed newly designed Tip Tilt 
mirrors. From the installation of the Tip Tilt mirrors , improvements were made to the 
Tip Tilt mirror design. Chapter 4 presents results , characterising the performance of a 
prototype Tip Tilt. mirror incorporating the new design. 
Upon my return to the Australian National University, I continued working on LIGO 
research and development, participating in the design study of an Arm Length Stabilisa-
tion system to be used as part of a deterministic 1ock acquisition scheme for Advanced 
LIGO. Th.e majority of the work presented ih this thesis is motivated by the Arm Length 
Stabilisation (ALS) system. 
My ir~itial work on this ALS ·system was on a new technique for the stable transfer of 
an optical frequency through an optical ,fibre: This work is presented in Chapter 7. The 
most significant piece of work however is associated with prototyping the ALS system on 
a bench-top experiment using a dual freque:rfcy Pound-Drever-Hall readout method. This 
work is. presented in Chapter 6. 
1.2 Thesis Overview 
In Chapter 2· a ~ackground on gravitational waves is given. This includes the theory 
behind their prediction, and a summary of the expected astronomical and cosmological 
sources. This is followed by a description of the techniques , both past ~nd present , that 
., 
1 
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have been used in a global effort to detect them. Since the content of this thesis is aimed 
towards ground-based interferometric gravitational wave detection, the last two thirds 
of Chapter 2 are devoted to interferometric detection, which includes a description of 
the Michelson interferometer , the main limitations to detector sensitivity, and the use of 
Fabry-Perot cavities for enhancing their sensitivity. The chapter ends with a closer look at 
the current long baseline ground-based interferometric detector - the Laser Interferometric 
Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO). A description of Initial LIGO and details for the 
planned Advanced LIGO are given. 
In Chapter 3 a general overview of the interferometric sensing techniques used for 
detecting the operating condition of the interferometer are presented. These techniques 
include heterodyne and homodyne interferometry, and the Pound-Drever-Hall technique. 
It should be noted that this chapter has two purposes , the first is to provide the required 
background to the interferometric sensing techniques used for the main experimental work 
presented in this thesis. The second is to give a working understanding of the techniques 
used for the readout of the LIGO degrees of freedom. At the end of the chapter a descrip-
tion of the Initial LIGO RF and Advanced LIGO DC readout schemes are provided. The 
Advanced LIGO DC readout includes a description of the Output Mode Cleaner. 
Chapter 4 gives an overview of the design of the Tip Tilt mirrors and presents results 
measuring the performance of a prototype Tip Tilt mirror. The Tip Tilt mirrors will be 
responsible for actively steering the Advanced LIGO interferometer output beam into an 
Output Mode Cleaner as part of the DC readout scheme. A complete description of the 
mechanical design and requirements is provided. The sensing and control schemes are 
described in detail. The chapter ends showing measurements characterising the perfor-
mance of the Tip-Tilt mirrors. The design of these mirrors was predominantly carried out 
by Dr. Bram Slagmolen at The Australian Nat'ional University, who also assisted in the 
measurements of the performance, along with Dr. John Miller. 
Chapter 5 discusses the difficulties of lock ·acquisition of a gravitational wave detector 
and looks at how the problem was approached in Initial LIGO and how it will be carried 
out for Advanced LIGO. This leads to the introduction of the notion of an Arm Length 
Stabilisation system to be used as part of a deterministic lock acquisition scheme for 
Advanced LIGO. The end of the chapter discusses three techniques proposed for the 
Arm Length Stabilisation system - the suspension point interfer~1neter , digitally enhanced 
heterodyne interfero1netry and dual frequency Pound-Drever-Hall. 
Chapter 6 gives a detailed step by step description of the setup of an experiment to 
en1ploy an Arm Length Stabilisation system for a suspended Fabry-Perot cavity made from 
two of the Tip Tilt mirrors. This Arm Length· Stabilisation system is based on the dual 
frequency Pound-Drever-Hall readout method. The end of the chapter presents results 
measuring the performance of the system with respect to two requirements. 
Chapter 7 discusses the stable transfer of an optical frequency through an optical fibre. 
A new technique is described and the results for an experiment testing thi.s technique are_ 
presented. 
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Chapter 2 
Gravitational Wave Detection 
At the beginning of the 20th Century, Albert Einstein dramatically changed the way we 
think about the universe. First he derived his Special Theory of Relativity [l] , which 
proposed that the speed of light is constant in all inertial reference frames. One conse-
quence of Special Relativity was that nothing in the universe could travel faster than the 
speed of light. This was in direct disagreement with Newton's theory of gravity, which 
was considered to be instantaneous, even between objects large distances apart. This led 
Einstein to formulate his own theory of gravity, and ten years after he published his work 
on Special Relativity, he published a paper on his General Theory of Relativity· [2]. 
The central idea of general relativity is that gravity is really just a warping of space-
time around massive bodies. The planets are really movip.g in a straight line through 
space, but· _the space is curved around the sun and therefore the planets move in an orbit. 
An object free falling towards Earth, .is really moving at a: constant velocity through space 
but space becomes more stretched closer to the Earth and therefore the object appears to 
accelerate. · 
A less obvious consequence of general relativity, is the prediction of oscillations of 
the space-time metric called Gravitational Waves '[3 , 4]. Gravitational Waves and their 
elusive detection provide the ultin1ate motivation for this thesis , and will be covered in 
this chapter. 
2.1 Gravitational Wave Theory 
Applying a weak field limit to the Einstein field equations yields an approximation of the 
space-time metric: 
9µv ~ T/µv + hµv 
~ . 
(2.1) 
where T/µv is the Minkowski metric, which represents, flat space, and hµv is a small pertur-
bation. It is shown in [5] a<t1.d [6] that the small perturbation yields wav~like 'solutions: 
5 
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Figure 2.1: A ring of test masses as a gravitational wave passes through. The top set 
shows the h+ polarisation, and the bottom set shows the top shows the hx polarisation 
hµv = 
0 0 0 0 
0 h+ hx 0 
0 hx -h+ 0 
0 0 0 0 
cos ( w ( t - z IC)) (2.2) 
where w is the gravitational wave frequency. Just like their electromagnetic counterparts 
gravitational waves travel at the speed of light and have two polarisation states. Unlike 
electromagnetic waves which are generated by accelerating charges, gravitational waves 
are generated by acceleratin_g mass. They also have a quadrupole like geometry, which is 
best illustrated by the effect they have on a ring of test particles, shown in Figure 2.1. A 
gravitational wave passing through this ring of test masses , results in one axis expanding 
and contracting while the other axis contracts and expands. The strength of a gravitational 
wave is described in terms of the strain in space, h, that it induces. The induced fractional 
length change caused by the gravitational wave as it passes is given by 
h ~L 
- -
2 L (2.3) 
where ~Lis the induced length change and Lis the length over which the measurement 
is made. 
2.2 Astrophysical Sources of Gravitational Wav~s 
Gravitational radiation arises from accelerating mass distributions , where the motion isn 't 
spherically or cylindrically symmetric. Our attempts to build an instrument sensitive 
enough to detect gravitational waves ,-· are largely motivated by the desire to gain an un-
derstanding of the astrophysical or cosmological objects that produce them. In this section 
a brief description of some of the predicted sources is given , however for a more in-depth 
look at the astrophysics of gravitational waves , the reader is directed to _the review article_ 
[7]. 
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Binary Star Systems 
High mass binary systems, made up of black holes and neutron stars, are a good target 
for gravitational wave searches, as the mechanism by which they generate gravitational 
waves , according to general relativity, is well understood and modelled [7]. 
As the two stars orbit one another , they lose orbital kinetic energy to gravitational 
radiation, which in effect reduces their orbital period and distance. The efficiency of this 
energy transfer increases as the stars move closer to each other. The resulting gravitational 
wave signal therefore accelerates in its frequency increase, resulting in what is commonly 
referred to as a chirp. 
Coalescing binaries are the most promising source of gravitational wave signals as the 
waveform of such a signal is accurately predicted and can be searched for using matched-
filtering [8]. 
There is indirect evidence of the existence of gravitational waves , from the observations 
of the neutron star system PSR1913+16 [9]. One of the neutron stars is a pulsar meaning 
that the orbital period of the system can be accurately measured. The orbital period 
was plotted verse time and shown to be decaying exactly as if it were losing energy to 
gravitational waves , as predicted by general relativity [10]. 
Pulsars 
Gravitational waves are generated from imperfections in the spherical geometry of a ro-
tating neutron star. The gravitational wave carries angular momentum and energy away, 
a 
resulting in the neutron star spinning down. For pulsars the spin rate can be measured, 
which makes them ideal for targeted gravitational wave searches. 
The observed spin-down times for most of the known pulsars are too long for _the asso-
ciated gravitational wave signals to be detectable by current gravitational wave detectors. 
For the few candidates with short enough spin-downs, an upper limit can be set on the 
percentage of rotational energy lost to gravitation~ radiation, based on the sensitivity of 
current gravitational wave detectors. 
One su·ch example is the Crab Pulsar , whose young age means that it has a relatively 
short spin-down. An upper limit of 2% has been set on the amount of rotational energy 
lost in the from of gravitational waves [11]. 
Gravitational Collapse 
A highly evolved star collapsing under its own gravity can result in the emission of gravi-
tational waves through many different mechanisms [12]. Some of these collapses result in 
the largest explosions in the universe, referred to as Supernovae ( and Hyperriovae) which 
can also produce &ravitational waves [13]. 
Numerical -siIJ?:ulations of gravitational wave collapse events is a very active area in 
computational astrophysics [12] , however due to the complex nature of the collapse and the 
limitations of current computers , much of the physics behind the collapse is still unknown. 
.. 
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Observations by gravitational wave detectors should provide unique information of these 
stellar core collapse events. 
Stochastic 
Quite possibly the most enticing aspect of gravitational wave astronomy is the prediction 
of a stochastic background of gravitational radiation. Some of this stochastic background 
is due to countless unresolved astrophysical sources. The more interesting part is due to 
sources of cosmological origin, referred to as a cosmic gravitational wave background. 
Unlike its electromagnetic astronomy counterpart, the cosmic microwave background, 
which only provides observations as far back as 380000 years after the Big Bang, the detec-
tion of a cosmic gravitational wave background would allow for the recovery of information 
about the universe in its earliest epochs , going as far back as 10-30 seconds after the Big 
Bang. 
Predictions from standard inflation models put stochastic gravitational wave induced 
strains at a magnitude beyond the detection capabilities of even the next generation of 
gravitational wave detectors , however limits have been set by correlating the output of 
multiple detectors [14]. 
2.3 Gravitational Wave Detection 
Whilst gravitational waves are generated by the most violent events in the universe, the 
extreme stiffness of space-time means that gravitational waves have tiny amplitudes. Con-
sider that for a coalescing binary system with each star 1.4 solar masses located in the 
nearby Virgo cluster , the maximum strain we expect to see on Earth is 10-21 [15]. This 
is equivalent to the distance from here to the sun changing by the diameter of an atom. 
It is obvious that instruments of unprecedented sensitivity are required to measure such 
tiny fluctuations. 
The first gravitational wave detectors were resonant bar detectors , designed and con-
structed by Joseph Weber [16]. These detectors were aluminium bars , with a natural res-
onance frequency the same as the gra?itational wave frequency of some predicted sources. 
In 1969, Weber reported that two of his detectors had been simultaneously excited by a 
gravitational wave [17]. However his results could not be repeated. Despite this apparent 
failure to detect a gravitational wave, Weber 's work sparked more interest in the field. 
In current times , optical interferometry techniques provide the best chance for detect-
ing gravitational waves . It was one of Weber 's fonner students , Robert Forward, who in 
the early 1970s along with his colleagues built ·the first gravitational wave interferometer 
[18 , 19]. At about the same tilne Rainier Weiss performed a detailed analysis outlining the 
1nain limitations to the sensitivity of a long baseline interferometric detector [20]. This 
work, along with work from other pioneers such as Ron Drever has led to the construction 
of a global network of kilometre scale interferometric gravitational wave detectors. 
The largest ( 4 km long) and 1nost sensitive of · these detecto_rs belong to the Laser 
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Interferometric Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) [21] in the US. Next in scale and 
sensitivity is the French-Italian built 3 km Virgo detector [22] located in Italy, followed by 
the 600m German-British built GEO-600 [23 , 24] in Germany and then TAMA-300 [25] in 
Japan. The goal of the first generation of detectors has been to show that instruments of 
such sensitivity could be built , operated for sustained periods of time, and record useful 
data. In this regard they have been a success , however , to date there has been no direct 
gravitational wave detection. 
Over the next decade, the second generation of detectors will come online. These 
detectors are expected to have the required sensitivity to detect gravitational waves on 
a regular basis. Currently LIGO and Virgo are undergoing substantial upgrades to be-
come Advanced LIGO [26] and Advanced Virgo [27] respectively. GEO600 is undergoing 
upgrades to become GEO-HF, where HF (High Frequency) refers to the detector's im-
provement in sensitivity at frequencies above 1 kHz by about an order of magnitude [28]. 
The construction of the Large-Scale Cryogenic Gravitational-Wave Telescope (LCGT) [29] 
in Japan began in 2010. 
In addition to the ground-based detectors , there are plans to put interferometric grav-
itational wave detectors into space. The most well known of these is the Laser Interferom-
eter Space Antenna (LISA) [30] , which is being developed by the European Space Agency 
(ESA) 1 . 
Each ground-based gravitational wave detector is a Michelson interferometer enhanced 
by coupled Fabry-Perot cavities. In the following section we will analyse a Michelson 
interferometer and deduce why it is an ideal device for gravitational wave detection. We 
will then d_iscuss the main li1nitations to the sensitivity of such a device, which will then be 
followed by an introduction to Fabry-Perot cavities and how they can be used to enhance 
a Michelson 's sensitivity. 
2.4 The Michelson Interferometer 
. 
A Michelson interferometer 1 illustrated in Figure 2.2, consists of a beamsplitter and two 
end mirror.s. Laser light incident on the Michelson is split into two perpendicularly prop-
agating beams by the beam splitter , which travel down to the end mirrors where they are 
reflected back towards the beam splitter to be recombined. There are two ports where the 
light can exit the interferometer. The port where the light exits back towards the laser is 
referred to as the symmetric port , and the other exit port is referred to as the asymmetric 
port. 
Asswning no scattering or absorption losses the responses of the symmetric field 'Esym ' 
and asymmetric field 'Easy ' to the incident field 'Einc ' can be derived from the reflectivity 
' Raptic ' and transmissivity 'Toptic' of each optic, where the reflectivity and transmissivity 
are defined as the ~atio of optical power they reflect or transmit. The optical power is the 
square of the elect_ric field amplitude, and therefore we will define the amplitude reflectivity 
1 This was originally a joint NASA-ESA project however recent developments in 2011 have led to ESA 
pursuing the project on their own. 
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Figure 2.2: A Michelson Interferometer and it's optical fields. BS = Beam-splitter , EMX 
= End Mirror X, EMY = End Mirror Y 
of each optic as roptic = ~' and the amplitude transmissivity as toptic = ✓Toptic· 
The convention where a field receives a 1r phase shift upon reflection off the coating side 
of the optic is adopted. 
The beam-splitter is 50% reflective (Rbs = Tbs = 0.5). The length of each arm, i.e. the 
distance between bea1n-splitter and end mirror , is denoted with 'Lx' and 'Ly'. The phase 
shift imparted onto the optical field after it has probed the arm, commonly referred to as 
the roundtrip phase is given by: 
4nLx,y 
</>x,y = ), (2.4) 
where>. is the optical wavelength of the light source used. The symmetric and asymmetric 
field responses to the incident field are given by: 
Esym l ( · · ,1.. •r1.. ) -
- i'f/X i'f/y Fsym - E · - -- remxe + remye 
inc 2 
Easy l ( ·,1.. •r1.. ) - - i'f/X i'f/y Fasy - E · . - -- remxe - remye 
inc .· 2 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
If the end mirrors have equal reflectivity, remx = remy = i'em (typical for gravitational 
wave detectors) , then the Michelson responses can be rewritten as: 
Fsym 
Fasy 
-r emei</>+ cos</>-
-r em_i<I>+ i sin</>-
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
where ¢+ = ( <f>x + </>y) /2 is the con1mon arm phase and </>- = ( <!>x - </>y) /2 is the differential 
arn1 phase. 
The differential and common arm phase information are encoded onto the phase of 
the light , which can be read out using heterodyne detection technique~ (see Chapter 3): 
Due to its quadrupole mo1nent , a gravitational wave with the right polarization traveling 
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perpendicular to the interferometer plane would impose itself onto the differential arm 
phase of the interferometer. Changes in the differential arm phase are given by: 
/:::..¢_ = 41r L_ l:::..v + 41rv /:::..L_ (2.9) 
C C 
where L_ is the macroscopic differential arm length, v is the optical frequency, c is the 
speed of light in a vacuum, l:::..v represent changes in optical frequency, and f:::..L_ represent 
changes in the differential arm length. 
A gravitational wave of strength h, will result in a change of length l:::..Lx = hLx/2 in 
one arm and !:::..Ly = -hLy /2 in the other, resulting in differential arm length change of 
/:::..L_ = hL+· Here L+ is the average arm length. There are a variety of noise sources 
that will shake the mirrors differentially, which we will label /:::..d_. Substituting f:::..L_ = 
hL+ + /:::..d_ into Equation 2.9 gives: 
/:::..¢_ = 41r L_ l:::..v + 41rv /:::..d_ + 41rv L+ h 
C C C 
(2.10) 
Note that the above equation assumes that the travel time of the light in the arms 1s 
considerably less than the period of the gravitational wave. Equation 2.10 shows that to 
detect the gravitational wave the laser frequency noise and displacement noise components 
need to be made small enough so as not to mask the gravitational wave. 
2.5 Limitations To Sensitivity 
The sensitivity is defined in terms of signal to· noise ratio. From the third term in Equa-
tion 2.10 the response to the gravitational wave signal i~ given by 41rvL+/c. The other 
two terms in the equation constitute· noise, as they are unwanted signals that can mask 
the gravitational wave signal. 
2.5.1 Noise 
The first term in Equation 2.10 represents laser frequency noise l:::..v. The second term 
. 
represents displacement noise f:::..d_ which refers to any noise that results from unwanted 
motion of the interferometer optics. Another important type of noise that isn 't represented 
in Equation 2.10 is readout noise which aris~s from uncertainty in the read out of the 
differential arm phase /:::..¢_. 
Laser Frequency Noise 
Various sources can result in the frequency of the laser fluctuating. These sources include 
technical noise such as temperature fluctuations of the laser gain medium and -quantum 
noise. There exist various techniques for stabilising the frequency of a laser , such as locking 
..__ 
.... . . 
to a highly stabl~ cavity [31]. Also from the first term in Equation 2.10, one obvious 
way to reduce the instruments response to laser fre.quency fluctuations is to reduce the 
macroscopic differential arm length f:::..L_ , ( make the arms the same lengt h). ' 
" 
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Figure 2.3: Magnitude of the transfer function from the motion of the pendulum suspension 
point ( sp) to that of the test mass ( tm). 
Displacement Noise 
Displacement noise refers to any noise that results from unwanted motion of the interfer-
ometer optics. Notable sources of displacement noise include seismic noise, thermal noise 
and radiation pressure noise. 
Ideally for a gravitational wave detector , the mirrors would be free-falling. Here though 
we are considering ground-based detectors for which the mirrors are connected to the 
surface of the earth. Seismic vibrations therefore couple directly to the motion of the 
mirrors. This seisn1ic noise can be anthropogenic (man-made) or natural. The mirrors 
can be seismically isolated by suspending them on pendulums. Figure 2.3 shows the 
transfer function from the motion of the suspension point to the suspended test mass , 
for a pendulum with a resonance frequency of 1 Hz. Below the pendulum resonance the 
response is unity and flat , around resonance the motion of the suspension point is amplified 
and above resonance the response falls off as the inverse Fourier frequency squared (f-2). 
Therefore the pendulum acts as a filter of high frequency seismic noise. 
Thermal or Brownian motion of the individual particles within the mirror substrates 
and coatings, and also within the mirror suspensions is another type of displacement noise. 
From the Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem [32 , 33] , using high -Q (low loss) materials for 
the suspensions [34, 35] and 1nirror coatings [36 , 37] reduces thermal noise. 
Radiation pressure noise refers to noise that occurs from fluctuations- in the intensity 
of the light pushing on the 1nirrors in the arms. It can be either classical or quantum. 
More often then not classical radiation pressure fluctuations will be common to both anns. 
However they can couple into the differential arm phase through ilnbalances in the masses 
of the arm mirrors or through imbalances in the circulating cavity power between the arms 
due to differing scatter losses in the coatings of the -test masses or the beam-splitter not 
being perfectly 50 / 50. 
Quantum fluctuations in the amplitude of the light are uncorrelated between the arms 
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and therefore result in differential displacement of the end mirrors , limiting the gravita-
tional wave sensitivity [38]. The quantum radiation pressure limited signal to noise scales 
inversely-with the square root of the power in the arms [39] . 
1 
SNRrpn ex ff (2.11) 
Therefore radiation pressure noise can be reduced by decreasing the power incident on the 
Michelson. The first generation of interferometric detectors were not limited by radiation 
pressure noise, however the second generation detectors are expected to be limited between 
10 and 50 Hz [40] . 
Readout Noise 
Any uncertainty that arises from the readout of the differential arm phase /J..cp_ is referred 
to as readout noise. The most noteable form of readout noise is photo-electron shot noise. 
The readout of the differential arm phase fJ..¢_ , involves detection of the optical field 
that falls onto the photo-detector ( explained in Chapter 3). A photo-detector is a device 
that measures optical power by effectively counting the photons that hit the diode per 
some interval of time. 
The photon number in a given laser beam follows Poissonian counting statistics and 
as such will have some statistical uncertainty. The shot noise limited sensitivity is pro-
portional to the square root of the pow:er in the arms [39]. 
SNRsn ex ff (2.12) 
Therefore shot noise can be reduced by increasing the power incident on the Michelson. 
First generation detectors were limited and the second generation detectors are expected 
to be shot noise limited above a few hundred Hertz. 
. . 
2.5.2 Increase the-Response to ~the Signal 
From the third term_ in Equation 2.10 one clear method for boosting a Michelson 's response 
. . 
to a gravitational wave is to increase the length of the arms. However , Equation 2·.10 
assumes t!lat the storage time of the light in the arms is considerably less than the period 
of the gravitational wave. Increasing the length of the arms increases the light storage 
time which in turn decreases the frequency rarige of which the Michelson will be sensitive 
to gravitational waves. This is demonstrated _in Figure 2.4, which shows the frequency 
response of the differential arm phase sensit ivity to a gravitational wave for 4 km and 
40 km long Michelson interferometers. 
The nulls in the sensitivity curves result when the gravitational wave period (inverse 
of the frequency) is equal to the light storage time. Conceptually this is · because the 
light experiences p_ositive and negative phase shifts ( equal in magnitude) fro~ the trough 
and crest of the g;ravitational wave. Figure 2.4 shows the trade off between sensitivity 
and bandwidth (frequency range) that one needs to consider when designing a Michelson 
. . 
based gravitational wave detector. 
., 
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Figure 2.4: Sensitivity of the differential arm phase to a gravitational wave signal for 
Michelson interferometers with arm lengths of 4 km and 40 km. 
Unfortunately for ground-based Michelson gravitational wave detectors , this trade-off 
can't be explored due to the complications that accompany an increase in the length of the 
arms, such as the cost of the vacuum system, finding the space and the curvature of the 
earth. This is or1e of the advantages that space-based interferometers possess. For ground-
based detectors however , there is a simple method that increases the effective length of the 
Michelson arm, and that is to fold the arms over multiple times. This technique, referred 
to as an optical delay line [41], allows the light in the arms to interact with a gravitational 
wave longer , just as it would if the arms were considerably longer. This method is limited 
by scattering between the different paths [42]. Alternatively the beam can be folded back 
on itself, by using a Fabry-Perot cavity in the arms. 
2.6 Fabry-Perot Cavity Enhancement 
A Fabry-Perot cavity [43] is another __ type of interfero1neter that is just as , if not more 
important in ground-based gravitational wave detection, due to some iinportant properties 
that allow it to enhance the sensitivity of the detector. 
The Fabry-Perot cavity has a simple configuration, depicted in Figure 2.5 , consisting 
of two parallel partially transmissive mirrors - the input mirror (IM) and the end mirror 
(EM). Light incident on the partially transmissive input mirror , is split into a promptly 
reflected beam and a leakage beain which then travels back and forth inside the cavity, 
gradually leaking back outside of the cavity as it encounters the two cavity mirrors. If the 
phase of the intra-cavity field reflected off the input mirror matches that of the incident 
field transmitted through the input mirror , then resonance occurs and the optical power 
builds up inside the cavity. This occurs when the roundtrip phase of the_ cavity <l>crt , which 
is a function of the cavity length L and the optical ·wavelength A, is an integer multiple of 
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Figure 2.5: The optical fields of a Fabry-Perot cavity formed between two mirrors, the 
input mirror (IM) and the end mirror (EM). 
21r. More specifically: 
41rL 
</>crt = T = 0 (mod 21r) (2.13) 
The light field interacting with the cavity can be broken down into three optical, fields 
- intra-cavity, reflected and transmitted. The intra-cavity or circulating field ( Ecirc) is 
equal to the summation of the transmitted incident field and the circulating field after 
one roundtrip of the cavity. The reflected field (EreJZ) is equal to the instantly reflected 
incident field plus the circulating field that leaks back out througl]. the input mirror. The 
transmitted field (Etrans) is equal to the circulating field that is transmitted through the 
end mirror. The cavity r<:sponse of each of these fields to the incident field (Einc) can be 
derived . using a self consistent approach. The responses are: 
Ecirc tim (2.14) psc _ _ 
circ - E - 1 . ic/> inc - rimreme 
psc _ Erefl _ rim - Temeicf> (2.15) 
ref l - E - l . ic/> inc - rimTeme 
Etrans t· t eicf>/2 (2.16) psc im em -
-
1 - rimTemeic/> trans - Einc 
The amplitude and phase for each response is plotted in Figure 2.6 for the case of 
an under-~oupled cavity (rim > 'rem), an impedance matched cavity (rim = rem) and an 
over-coupled cavity (rim < rem)-
In the reflected field response, it can be seen that on resonance the over-coupled re-
. sponse is 7(, whereas it is O for the under-coupled case and undefined for the impedance 
matched case. This 1r response is equivalent to a flip in the· sign of the reflected field , 
which is an important effect in gravitational wave detectors. 
The resonance condition of the cavity depends on the round trip phase. If it is an integer 
multiple of 21r then the light will resonate. There are an infinite number of solutions or 
._ 
... ~ 
modes for the cavity. There are two parameters which can be controlled to meet this 
. . 
condition, the optical frequency v and the length of the cavity L. The free spectral range 
(FSR) is defined as · the spacing between modes, which can be represented as' a frequency 
~ 
' . 
--~-·-·:- ~ 
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Figure 2.6: Plots for the cavity responses, for under-coupled (red) , impedance matched 
(green) and over-coupled (blue) cavities. The top plots are for the amplitude response, 
the bottom plots are the phase response. 
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Another useful cavity parameter is the finesse F , which is a measure of the sharpness of 
the resonance peaks, and is given in terms of the mirror reflectivities: 
F = n✓rimrem 
l - ·r imrem (2.19) 
The line-width of the resonance peaks is defined as the full width at half maximum and 
is the ratio of the FSR and the finesse. Therefore the line-width in both frequency and 
displacement is given by: 
bv 
bL 
C 
2LF 
A 
2F 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
Properties of the resonant Fabry-Perot cavity that make it useful in gravitational wave 
detection are its large optical storage time and· its amplification of the light power within 
the cavity. 
2.6.1 Arm Cavities 
The phase of t he Fabry-Perot reflected field is more sensitive to the cavio/ roundtrip phase 
near resonance than off resonance (where it is quite-flat) as can be seen in Figure 2.6. Also 
0 
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Figure 2.7: The optical fields of a Michelson interferometer with arm cavities. The arm 
cavities can be treated as compound mirrors with complex reflectivities Fxarm and Fyarm· 
the reflected field phase is approximately linearly dependent on the arm cavity roundtrip 
phase. For an over-coupled cavity, the reflected phase near resonance can therefore be 
approximated by the linear equation: 
<Prefl = ~cf>crt + 1f (2.22) 
where the addition of 1r is· due to this over-coupling and~ is the on resonance reflected field 
to cavity phase response, which is dependent on the reflectivities of the cavity mirrors. 
:rem(l - rfm) 
~ = ----------
(rem - rim)(l - r imrem) 
(2.23) 
. 
By introducing a resonant Fabry-Perot cavity in each arm the gravitational wave sensitivity 
of the detector can be enhanced. Figure 2. 7 shows the basic layout of a Michelson enhanced 
with Fabry-Perot cavities in each arm. The _ compound mirror approach, is where an 
interferometer (Fabry-Perot cavity · or Michelson) is treated as a mirror with complex 
reflectivity and complex transmissivity. 
Treating the resonant arm cavities as compound mirrors ; t4e complex reflectivities are 
given by: 
Fxarm = -Aei~<I?x 
D - A i~<I?y ryarm - - e .. 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
where A is· the amplitude reflectivity. The negative. sign is due to the over-coupled na-
ture of the cavities. Substituting these compound mirror reflectivities into Equation 2.5 
---=--- q:, 
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Figure 2.8: The optical fields of a power recycled Michelson interferometer. 
and Equation 2.6 and changing to a common and differential mode representation, the 
symmetric and asymmetric responses of the resonant Fabry-Perot Michelson are given by: 
pfpm = Ai~K:<I>++¢+) cos(~<I>- + <P-) sym 
pf Pm = Aei(K:<I>++¢+) i sin(~<I> - + <P-) asy 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
where <I>+ = <I>x1<I>y and <I>_ = <I>x;<I>y are the common and differential arm phase respec-
tively. The common phase between the short l'v1;ichelson arms is given by¢+ = ¢x;;¢u and 
the differential phase between the short Michelson arms is given by ¢ - = ¢x--;_¢y. 
The roundtrip to field phase response~, is what amplifies the detectors response to the 
gravitational wave. In the low frequency limit , the Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometer 
can be thought of as having an effective arm length given by Leff = ~L. 
2.6.2 Power Recycling 
The shot noise lilnited sensitivity of an interferometric gravitational wave detector is most 
sensitive at or very near a point where the asyinmetric port is dark [39]. As such interfer-
ometric gravitational wave detectors are held in a configuration where the light returning 
fro1n the two arms, interferes destructively at the asymmetric port. Co.nsequently, con-
structive interference occurs at the sy1nmetric port , and all the light heads back towards 
the laser where it can no longer contribute to the shot noise limited sensitivity of the 
interferometer. 
Effectively the Michelson acts as a highly reflective mirror , and by placing a partially 
trans1nissive n1irror before the beam-splitter a cavity can be formed. Matching the loss 
of this mirror with the losses of the the interferometer and position}ng the mirror S(? 
that resonance occurs, the circulating power inside · this cavity can be optimised, giving 
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Figure 2.9: The optical fields of a signal recycled Michelson interferometer. 
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maximum power in the Michelson. The technique is referred to as power recyclin~ (44, 45 , 
46] , the basic layout of which can be seE:n in Figure 2.8. The power recycling gain is given 
by: 
K,pr = . A 
1 - Tprm2 
tprm (2.28) 
The shot-noise limited sensitivity of a, Michelson scales with the square root of the power 
incident ·on the beam splitter (see Equation 2.12) and therefore power recycling enhances 
. . 
the signal to noise ratio by the square root of the power recycling gain. 
2.6.3 Signal Recycling 
The gravitational wave interacting with the arms can be thought of as creating modulation 
sidebands _on the light at the signal frequency, which constructively interfere at the asym-
metric port. A mirror placed at the asymmetric port , and held at the right position with 
the right reflectivity, can reflect the .gravitational wave signal back into the interferometer 
where it .constructively interferes with the new modulations. This technique is commonly 
referred to .as signal recycling [ 45 , 4 7, 48] . 
There are two configurations for the signal recycling cavity - broadband and narrow-
band. The broadband configuration uses a signal recycling mirror with lower reflectivity, 
which ensures a larger frequency response to the gravitational wave. This configuration is 
desirable when trying to detect gravitational waves of unknown frequency, such as those 
-. ~ . ' 
from binary coal~scence, supernovae and stochastic sources. For this configuration the 
signal recycling cavity is resonant with the carrier ( n,on-detuned). 
The narrowband configuration uses a signal recycling mirror with higher reflectivity, 
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Figure 2.10: The design sensitivities for Initial and Advanced LIGO , and the achieved 
sensitivity for Initial LIGO during the fifth science data run (S5). 
which gives a smaller bandwidth to the gravitational wave signal, but a much higher 
recycling gain and therefore signal to noise ratio. This configuration is desirable when 
detecting a gravitational wave of known frequency such as those from a Pulsar . In this 
configuration the signal recycling cavity needs to be detuned from the carrier , and made 
resonant with the gravitational wave modulation sidebands. 
2.7 LIGO 
As part of the LIGO Scientific Collaboration (LSC) , our research . is carried out with 
applicability to the LIGO detectors our main motivation. However the core architecture 
and technologies are largely the same for all the ground-based interferometric detectors 
and the work in this thesis is also applicable to other detectors. 
LIGO is a network of three interferometric Gravitational Wave detectors constructed 
by the Californian Institute of Technology and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
with the support of the US National Science Foundation, located at two sites in the U.S. 
The first site at Hanford, Washington, is home to a 4km long detector (Hl ) and a 2km 
detector2 (H2): whereas the second site at Livingston, Louisiana, has one 4km detector 
(Ll ) [21). 
The LIGO detectors are currently undergoing upgrades to increase sensitivity by an 
order of 1nagnitude in the LIGO detection band. At first this seems like a modest im-
proven1ent , however it equates to a detection volume of space 1000 times larger . We refer 
to the LIGO instrument prior to the upgrades as Initial LIGO , whereas the instrument 
2 For Advanced LIGO this second detector will be upgraded to a 4 km interferometer, and possibly be 
moved to Inrua (pending a final decision from the National Science Foundation) 
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Figure 2.11: The Initial LIGO architecture - a power recycled Michelson interferometer 
with arm cavities 
after the detector upgrades is referred to as Advanced LIGO [26]. In this final section of 
the chapter , a brief description of Initial LIGO is given, followed by a description of some 
of the upgrades of Advanced LIGO. The predicted improvement in sensitivity across the 
detection frequency band of Advanced LIGO is shown in Figure 2.10 [49 , 50]. 
2. 7.1 -Initial LIGO 
The Initial LIGO detector was a power-recycled Michelson with arm cavities , as depicted 
in Figur~ 2.11. Each core optic (EMs, IMs, BS and RM) was suspended as a pendulum 
by a single l?OP of steel wire, as shown in Figure 2.12(a). The length of the pendulum was 
set to give a pendulum mode resonance of approximately 0.75 Hz [51]. For frequencies 
above the resonance frequency, the pendulum attenuates the seismic motion by a factor 
of ( 0.7} HZ r. 
. Further-more, each pendulum structure was mounted to a stack of four alternating 
mass spri:r:ig layers [52], as shown in Figure 2.12(b). Each mass spring layer provided 
an extra attenuation factor prop~rtional to 1-2 above the mechanical resonances of the 
springs. Therefore the total attenuation, factor was propo~tional to 1-10 . This level of 
attenuation was enough to reduce the seismic _motion to the Initial LIGO S5 sensitivity 
shown in Figure 2 .10 , (below 40 Hz) . 
The .science laser was . an Nd:YAG laser , frequency stabilised to a temperature con-
trolled reference cavity, and also intensity stabilised. The laser produced light with an 
optical wavelength of A= 1064 nm at a power of l0W. This power is reduced to 6W at 
the input to the recycling mirror, due to light loss at the various input optics such as the 
...._ 
"> • ~ 
input mode clean~r which is a three mirror ring cavity responsible for spatially filtering 
the laser light[53]. 
For the detector to reach maximum sensitivity, the arm. cavities and' power recycling 
. 
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Figure 2.12: Schematics of (a) the suspended core optic for Initial LIGO , showing the four 
coil-n1agnet actuators and (b) the seismic isolation system for Initial LIGO , showing the 
four 1nass-spring layers of the passive stack. 
cavity need to be resonant with the 1064nm light, and the Michelson held so that the 
asymmetric port is dark. For Initial LIGO the finesse of the arm cavities is approximately 
210 [54), and therefore from Equation 2.21, the line width of the cavity is about 2.5 nm. 
Within the gravitational wave detection band (>40Hz), the motion of the mirrors is 
much less than the line-width of the cavity. However due to the amplification of anthro-
pogenic noise by the passive stack resonances (between 1.5 and 12 Hz) and the suspension 
resonance ( 0. 7 5 Hz) and also due to the lack of i_solation fro1n seismic disturbances such as 
the ocean induced double frequency microseism (f"'J0.15Hz), the RMS (root mean squared) 
n1otion of the mirrors is considerably more than this (f"'Jlµm). Therefore the arm cavities 
left uncontrolled, would swing through multiple resonances. 
To hold the mirrors at their required operating points , feedback control systems [55) 
were utilized. This involved sensing the power recycled Michelson's degrees of freedom 
using heterodyne techniques ( discussed in Chapter 3) , and producing correction signals 
which were then fed back to the n1irror actuators. 
A force was applied to the n1irror via electromagnetic actuators , 1nade up of inductor 
coils surrounding magnets that were glued to the back of the mirrors._ Each mirror had 
four of these coil-magnet actuators , which along with position control. · allowed for the 
n1irror to be controlled in pitch and yaw. The maxi1num force that these actuators could 
apply to the test masses was f"'J25 mN [56). These electromagnetic actuators are quite 
invasive and are known to introduce noise sources [57, 58), the most noteable source being 
Barkhausen noise [59). 
It should be noted that if the range of the coil magnet actuators is less than the 
seisn1ic noise, than they will not be able to hold the arm cavities on _resonance. In thf? 
earlier science runs, at Livington during the daytime hours. this was the case. Two schemes 
··~ 
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were implemented to improve the Livingston duty cycle. Both involved actuating on the 
end passive stack support positions (in the direction of the arms) using the long range fine 
actuation- system, which had been installed to correct for the tidal induced motions. The 
velocity of the support structure was sensed and fed back to reduce the motion at the first 
two passive stack resonances. The ground motion was also sensed using highly sensitive 
seismometers and fed forward to the fine actuators to reduce the microseism disturbance 
to the mirrors [ 60] . 
The five degrees of freedom as seen in Figure 2.11 are <I>x, <I>y, ¢x, ¢y, and ¢p• However 
three of the DOFs can be reduced to two, leaving four in total. Here we will adopt 
the LIGO terminology, and define the degrees of freedom in terms of CARM (Common 
Arm), DARM (Differential Arm), MICH (Michelson) and PRCL (Power Recycling Cavity 
Length), the phase of these four degrees of freedom in terms of the original five are given 
below: 
<I>darm -
<I>x - <I> 
-
y 
2 
(2.29) 
<I>carm -
<I>x + <I> 
-
y 
2 
(2.30) 
¢mich -
¢x - <py 
-
2 
(2.31) 
¢prcl - <pp+ ¢x + <py - 2 
- (2.32) 
By sensing and controlling these four degrees of freedom the interferometer could be 
held at the required operating point for optimal sensitivity. A heterodyne technique for 
sensing these four degrees of freedom is discussed in Section "3.4. 
2.7.2 .Advanced LIGO 
For the Advanced LIGO detector upgrade, a signal recycling mirror will be installed at the 
. 
asymmetric port, making ~];ie instrument a dual-recycled Michelson with arm cavities as 
shown in Figure 2.13. A:i extra degree of freedom, r.eferred to as SRCL (Signal Recycling 
Cavity Length), needs to be controlled. The phase of SRCL is defined as: 
· ¢srcl = ¢s + ¢x + <py 
2 
(2.33) 
The seismic isolation systems are al~o being upgraded to increase the instrument's 
detection band (>10 Hz). Each core optic will now be suspended from multistage pendu-
. lums. The arm cavity input and end mirrors will be suspended from quadruple pendulums 
whereas_ the beam splitter and recycling mirrors will be suspended from triple suspensions. 
In this section we'll focus only on the seismic isolation of the arm cavity mirrors as they 
are of most concern to the topic of this thesis, and from here on we will refer to these 
mirrors as test masses. 
~ 
Each quadrupl_~ suspension is mounted to an in-vacuum two-stage six-degree-of-freedom 
active isolation platform, which in turn is supported .by an external six-degree-of-freedom 
hydraulic actuation stage [61). A solidworks diagram of the total seismic 'isolation system 
., 
--~-.......:._ 'iCI 
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Figure 2.13: The Advanced LIGO architecture - a dual recycled Michelson interferometer 
with arm cavities 
for the test mass can be seen in Figure 2.14, along with the main components [62]. The 
two stages of the internal seismic isolation (ISI) platform combined with the four stages 
of the quadruple pendulum, give an attenuation factor proportional to 1-12 above the 
resonance frequencies of the suspensions stages and the platform stages. These resonance 
frequencies are approximately an order of magnitude less than that of the Initial LIGO 
passive stack. Therefore the seismic noise of the test masses in Advanced LIGO roll off 
earlier and faster than in Initial LIGO. This can be seen in Figure 2'.15 , which shows the 
approximate displacement noise of the test mass [63]. 
The electromagnetic actuators of Initial LIGO are being replaced with less invasive 
electrostatic actuators. These less invasive actuators are also considerably weaker than 
the electromagnetic actuators , with .a maximum force of 100 µN [64], which presents 
difficulties in lock acquisition ( discussed in Chapter 5). 
Other changes include an increase in laser power to 165W and an increase in the finesse 
of the arm cavities by about a factor of 2. This gives a line-width of about ·l nm. The RMS 
n1otion of the mirror is approximately 0.1 µm ( calculated from Figure 2.15). Therefore 
the RMS rnotion is approximately 2 orders of magnitude more than the line-width of the 
arm cavity and as such the various c~vities still need to be locked. 
A heterodyne sensing scheme will still be used to readout the various degrees of free-
dom1 except for the gravitational wave readout (DARM) which will use a homodyne 
sensing scheme commonly referred to as 'DC readout ' which will be discussed at the end 
of Chapter 3. 
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Figure 2.14: Solidworks drawings of (a) the to~al seismic isolation setup for the test mass 
(b) the quadruple suspension (c) the internal seismic isolation table and (d) the hydraulic 
external pre-isolator. 
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Figure 2.15: The modeled displacement noise for an Advanced LIGO test mass (TM) and 
also the internal seismic isolation (ISI) platform. 
2.8 Summary 
This chapter has given an overview on gravitational waves , including the theory behind 
their predicted existence and a description of some of the expected astronomical and 
cosmological sources. This was followed by a brief description of the techniques that have 
been used in a global effort to detect them. 
The rest of the chapter was devoted to ground-based interferometric gravitational 
wave detection: looking at a Michelson interferometer as a gravitational wave detector , 
its limitations and the use of Fabry-Perot cavities to enhance sensitivity. The chapter 
ended with a closer look at the current long baseline detector - LIGO , which included a 
description of Initial LIGO and some of the planned upgrades for Advanced LIGO. 
Chapter 3 
Interferometric Sensing 
Techniques 
The motivation for the inclusion of this chapter is twofold. The first motivation is to 
provide the reader with sufficient background into the interferometric sensing techniques 
used to extract information about the various degrees of freedom of a gravitational wave 
detector from the optical fields used to probe them. This is important in gaining the 
sufficient insight into the lock acquistion problem and hence the need for an Arm Length 
Stabilisation system (both discussed in Chapter 5). 
The second is to provide the necessary background of the sensing techniques used in 
the experimental work presented in this thesis , which are largely the same as those utilised 
in gravitati9nal wave detection. 
3.1 Heterodyne and Hoinodyne Interferometry 
Consider a beam which has been used to probe some simple system, such as a mirror 
(shown in Figure 3.1). The motion of the mirror , X m , is encoded onto the phase of the 
probe beam. The phase •change due to the mirror motion is: 
~¢m = 41r~X m 
,,\ 
(3.1) 
To recover information about the displacement of the mirror , one simply has to measure 
the phase of the probe beam. However , unlike for radio or microwaves , measuring the 
phase of the oscillating electric field is not so trivial , due to the much more rapid rate at 
which it varies. For an optical beam with a wavelength of 1 µm , the phase varies at a rate 
of 3 x 1014 cycles per second (Hz). There exists no device capable of measuring such a 
rapid variation of an electric field. 
Heterodyne interferometry refers to a technique where such a probe beam is interfered 
on a photo-detecto~ with another beam of simil~r frequency, commonly referr~d to as the 
local oscillator be~m, to down-convert the wanted signal to a lower frequency (less than 
108 Hz) , in order to obtain the phase information via common signal processing techniques. 
The _electric field at · the photodetector, Epd is given by: 
" 
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Figure 3.1: A common scheme for obtaining a heterodyne measurement of the phase of a 
system. 
E d - E ei(27rVprot+cf>m) + E ei21r(vlot) p - pro lo (3.2) 
where Epro and Ez0 are the electric fields of the probe and local oscillator beams, and 
Vpro and Vz 0 are their respective frequencies. A photo-detector is a device that converts 
incident light power into electrical current via the equation: 
r;e 
Ipd = hv Ppd (3.3) 
where Ipd is the photo-current, Ppd 'is the optical power incident on the detector, r; is 
the quantum efficiency, e the charge of an electron, h is Planck's constant and v is the 
optical frequency. This current is converted to a measurable voltage via a trans-impedance 
amplifier. The finer details of photo-detection won't be discussed here, instead the reader 
is referred to [65]. The power at the photodetector can be calculated using Ppd = 1Epdl 2 , 
which yields: 
Ppd = 1Eprol2 + IEz0 12 + 2EproEz0 cos (21r (vpro - Vz 0 ) t + cf>m) (3.4) 
The first two terms are time independent , whereas the third term oscillates at the difference 
frequency, which for the rest of this thesis we will refer to as the heterodyne or beat 
frequency: 
Vh = Vpro - Vzo (3.5) 
The third term in Equation 3.4 carries the phase information of the system and can be 
isolated by AC coupling the photo-detector output. Using trigonomettic identities the 
AC-coupled PD output is 
Ppd- ac = 2EproEz0 { cos(21rvht) cos( cf>m) __: sin(21rvht) sin( cf>m)} (3.6) 
To simplify the analysis we will define in-phase and quadrature co1nponents: 
EI = EproEzo cos ( cf>m) 
EQ = EproEz0 sin( cf>m) 
.(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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The AC coupled photo-detector output in Equation 3.6 can be written in tenns of these 
components: 
Ppd-ac = 2E1 cos(21rvht) - 2EQ sin(21rvht) (3.9) 
If the in-phase and quadrature components can be isolated, then the phase can be obtained 
via: 
¢m = arctan ( ~~) (3.10) 
The in-phase and quadrature terms can be isolated by electronically multiplying (mixing) 
the AC-coupled photo-detector output from . Equatign 3.9., with a sinusoid at the same 
frequency, (the heterodyne frequency vh). From convolution theory [66], a 1nultiplication 
in the time domain is equivalent to a convolution in the· frequency domain. 
Effectively mu~tiplication by ½his sine wave, results in the · two terms in Equation 3.9 
being up and down converted by the heterodyne frequency, yielding terms that oscillate 
at twice the heterodyne frequency (2vht) as well as terms at baseband. The 2vht terms 
can be eliminated by qending the output of the mixer through a low pass filter , leaving 
only the baseband .tenns. 
For convenience, we'll assume that the AC-coupled photo-detector output is mixed 
with a cosine function with tunable phase, Bmix , before being sent through a low pass 
filter. Note that a cosine function is simply .a sine function offset in phase by 90°. The 
. ' 
output of the low pass filter is given by: 
S = 2E1 cos(Bmix) + 2EQ sin(Bmix) (3.11) 
Therefore by_ tuning the mixing phase, the in-phase and quadrature components or so1ne 
combination of both can be recovered. A mixing phase of Bmix = 0° will give the in-phase 
component only whereas a mixing phase of Bmix = 90° will yield only the quadrature 
component. A scheme for obtaining both compone:O:ts is shown in Figure 3.2·. 
Equation 3.10 shows one way to obtain a readout of the phase, ¢m: Alternatively, if 
¢m is small, the small ang~e approxhnation 1neans that EQ is proportional to ·¢m, and will 
" 
----- ·- .. 
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be enough to deduce information about the mirror's motion. 
E Q = EproEzo<Pm (3.12) 
One way to ensure that ¢m is sufficiently small is to feed back the c Q measurement to 
the mixing phase, so as to create a control loop that suppresses the measurement and 
therefore also <Pm· This idea is exploited in the phase-locked loop based frequency-meter , 
in Chapter 6. 
Homodyne interferometry refers to a special case of heterodyne interferometry where 
the frequencies of the probe and local oscillator beams are equal, so that the desired signal 
is down-converted to baseband at the photo-detector. Substitution of vlo 
Equation 3.4 gives: 
Ppd = I Epro 12 + I Ezo 12 + 2EproElo COS (<Pm) 
Vpro into 
(3.13) 
Essentially a fluctuation in the phase ¢m gives a direct change in the intensity of the light 
Ppd incident on the photodetector. The sensitivity of the power to phase is maximum 
half-way up the fringe , and zero at the maxima and minima. 
Homodyne interferometry is commonly overlooked in favor of a heterodyne scheme 
due to the signal we are trying to detect being indistinguishable from laser intensity 
fluctuations. 
3.2 Pound Drever Hall Readout of a Simple Cavity 
The heterodyne scheme in Figure 3.1 can only read out the motion of one mirror , and is 
unsuitable for displacement readout of multiple optics (i.e. cavities). A derivative of the 
heterodyne technique is the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique [67, 68). 
The PDH technique is the most common technique for sensing the roundtrip phase of 
a cavity. The light is sent through an electro'."""optic modulator [65), which consists of a 
Pockels crystal. A voltage applied across this crystal results in a change in its refractive 
index, and therefore also a change in the phase of the light passing through it. A time 
varying voltage then leads to a time varying phase shift of the optical field , an effect 
referred to as phase modulation. 
For sinusoidal phase modulation with small modulation .depth ( 5 < < l) the phase 
modulated field can be represented mathematically as: 
E in e Eoeiwct [1 + ~ i sin (wmt)] 
Eoeiwct [ l + ~ eiwmt _ ~ e-iwmt] 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
where W e = 21rve is the carrier angular frequency and Wm · 21rvm is the modulation angu-
lar frequency. From the super-position principle [69) .the phase modulated field in Equa-
tion 3.15 can be decomposed into three optical fields , a carrier field Ee = Eoeiwct , an upper 
sideband field , E su = + Ea !ei(wc+wm.) t and a lower sideband field , Esz = ~ Ea ~ei(wc-Wm.)t. 
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Figure 3.3: A Pound Drever Hall readout scheme for a Fabry-Perot cavity. 
The optical frequencies of the sidebands are offset from that of the carrier by plus 
and minus the modulation frequency and therefore incur different cavity responses. It is 
here that the PDH technique can be considered a type of heterodyne technique,· as the 
sidebands act as local oscillators to the carrier. 
By picking off the modulated field after it has interacted with the cavity and shining 
it onto a photo-detector, a beat signal between the carrier and sidebands can be obtained. 
This beat signal can be de1nodulated and an error signal for the cavity roundtrip phase 
can be derived. 
Consider the PDH readout sche1ne for a simple two 1nirror cavity in Figure 3.3. The 
cavity · needs to be held on, or near resonanc~ with the carrier bea1n as this is where the 
intra-cavity power builds up and the phase of the cavity fields are 1nost sensitive to changes 
in cavity roundtrip phase. 
Mathe1natically, the picked o~ 1nodulated field is the 1nultiplication of the 1nodulated 
incident .field with the complex transfer function , Fport for each component , i.e. 
.. 
Esc (/4 ) = E· eiwct [psc (/4 ) +·-psc (/4 ) ~ eiwrnt _ psc (/4 ) c5 e-iwrnt] port tf/c . inc port tf/c port tf/su 2 port tf/sl 2 (3.16) 
The round trip phase for the upper and lower sidebands are ¢su = 2 [we+ wm] L / c and ¢sz = 
2 [we - w~] L / c respectively. The pick off could be fro1n the reflected bean1, transmitted 
beam, or from within the cavity, in which case Fport is either the transfer function from the 
. ' 
incident field to - the reflected field Frefl , the transmitted field Ftrans or the circulating 
fieid F circ . 
Since a photodetector can only measure power, phase modulation cai;i not be sensed 
directly. Upon interaction with the cavity so1ne of this phase modulation is converted to 
amplitude modulation. 
The optical power, given by Pport = E;or! Epor~ , consists of component_s that don't 
oscillate (DC . tenns) , components that oscillate at the modulation frequency ( Wm terms) , 
and components .that oscillate at twice the modula~ion frequency (2wm terms). The DC 
terms are ·t4e carrier and , sideband fields multiplied by themselves. The 2wm terms are 
...____....,..:_►- ~ 
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the sidebands multiplied by their opposite sidebands. And the Wm terms are the carrier 
multiplied by the sidebands. 
The Wm terms sample the cavity roundtrip phase most strongly. Just like for the 
heterodyne scheme in Section 3.1 the DC terms can be eliminated by AC coupling the 
photo-detector and the 2wm terms can be eliminated by sending the signal through a low 
pass filter , leaving the Wm terms. Therefore to simplify the analysis we will only look at 
the Wm terms. The Wm components of the optical power at the pick off are given by the 
following equation: 
Pport-wrn ( <Pc) = 2j PcPs (F;grt( <Pc)* F;grt( <Psu)eiwrnt - F;grt( <Pc)* F;grt( <Psz)e-iwrnt 
+psc (/4 )Fsc (/4 )* -iwrnt psc (/4 )Fsc (/4 )* iwrnt) port lf/c port lf/su e - port lf/c port lf/sl e 
(3.17) 
where Pc and P8 are the powers in the carrier and sidebands respectively ( dependent on 
the modulation depth). The above equation can be manipulated using complex analysis 
to give: 
Pport-wrn (</>c) = s;~rt-1(</>c) cos(wmt) _+ s;~rt-Q(<Pc) sin(wmt) (3.18) 
Where s;~rt-I refers to the component in-phase with the real part of the complex term 
s;~rt and s;~rt-Q refers to the quadrature phase component (imaginary part) of s;~rt· 
The complex term s;~rt is given by: 
c;~rt( <Pc) = 2j PcPs ( F;grt ( <Pc)F;grt ( <Psu) * - F;grt (<Pc)* F;grt( <Psz)) (3.19) 
As in Section 3.1 the in-phase and quadrature components can be extracted by mixing 
the output of the photodetector with a sine wave oscillating at the same frequency (the 
modulation frequency). The mixing process results in the wmt terms in Equation 3.18 
being up-converted to 2wmt terms and also down-converted to base-band. The 2wmt 
terms are again eliminated by passing the mixer output through a low pass filter. 
The phase 0mix of the mixing signal can be tuned, and the resulting demodulated 
signal is given by: 
s;~rt(<l>c) = s;~rt- 1(</>~).cos (0mix ) + s;~rt-Q(<l>c) sin (0mix ) (3.20) 
The in-phase and quadrature components or a combination of both can therefore be ob-
tained by tuning the electronic mixing phase. Figure 3.4 shows the in-pliase and quadra-
ture error signals for when the modulation sidebands are within the cavity line-width and 
for when they are outside it. If the modulation frequency is larger than the line-width of 
the cavity then the sidebands will be mostly reflected off the cavity, won 't build up in the 
cavity nor transmit through it. This lack of sideband for the carrier to beat with is why 
the size of the transmitted and circulating error signals are much smaller than for when 
the modulation frequency is within the line-width. 
Near resonance, the reflected error signal with the faster modulatiol} frequency, is 
mostly imaginary when the carrier is resonant. This is because the carrier receives a 
,) 
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Figure 3.4: The in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) error signals, for the reflected, circulating 
and transmitted pick-offs. Top row: Vm >> HWHM. Bottom row: Vm = HWHM 
phase shift from the cavity, whereas the sidebands receive effectively none, meaning that 
the relative change between the carrier and sidebands is in phase and not amplitude. 
When the sidebands lie inside the linewidth, the sidebands and carrier receive similar 
phase shifts from the cavity. The amplitude for the sidebands however is much larger than 
that for the carrier. · Therefore the ~elative change between the carrier and sidebands is 
mostly ·in amplitude, h~nce the error signal is more real than imaginary near resonance. 
There are 6 err.or signals, two quadratures for each of the three ports. They are all zero 
crossing 
0
for the cavity carrier roundtrip phase, some are more sensitive than others. The 
' .. 
', 
sensitivity depends mostly on the modulation freqµency. Figure 3.5 shows the sensitivity 
<, 
of each error signal to the cavity rpundtrip phase, when the cavity is carrier resonant. 
As can be seen, when the modulation frequency is much greater than the half width half 
maximum of the cavity, the im.aginary reflected error signal is the most sensitive error 
signal. 
3._3 Pound Drever Hall Read,out of a Three Mirror Coupled 
. Cavity 
The PDH technique is capable of producing multiple error signals from one· modulation, 
essentially two for every port. Therefore, in theory multiple degrees of freedom can be 
~ . . 
read out. To se; how this works we will consider a PDH readout scheme for a three 
mirror coupled cavity where there are two degrees C?f freedom that need to be controlled. 
Figure 3.6-shows this sche.me, where the reflected port and a pickoff frdm fi:r~t cavity are 
I) 
- -----~ .... ~ 
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Figure 3.5: The sensitivity of the error signal to the cavity roundtrip phase on resonance 
as a function of the modulation frequency. 
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Figure 3.6: Pound Drever Hall readout scheme for a three mirror coupled cavity. 
used , to derive the error signals. 
Just as for the single cavity case the light fields interacting with a three-mirror cavity 
can be broken down into reflected, transmitted and intra-cavity fields , however here there 
are two intra-cavity fields ( one for each cavity). The responses of these fields to the incident 
field can be derived using a compound mirror approach and are given below: 
F;'~Jz(</>1 , <P2) = rim(l - rc:mremei</>2) + (rem - remei<l>2)ei</>1 
1 + Ti mTcmei.</>1 - TcmTemei</>2 - TimTemei(</>1+</>2) 
F~~cl ( ¢
1
, ¢
2
) = . t i m ( 1 - r cm rem ei</>2) 
1 + Ti mT cmei</>1 - r cmTemei</>2 - TimT emei(</>1 +</>2) . 
F c_c (/4 ,.-1., ) _ timt ei<l>i/
2 
circ2 lf'l, l.f-'2 - cm 1 + TimT cmei</>i - r · r ei</>2 r cm em . - · 
p ee (/4 ,.-1., ) _ timtcmtemei(</>1 +</>2)/2 
trans lf'l, l.f-'2 - -:;---:-----~~:..:_::_..:::.:...:..:......:::~----~ 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
It is obvious from these four cavity field responses , why the cavity is referred to as 'cou- -
pled ' . Each field response is a function of the round trip phase of both cavities, p ee ( ¢1 , ¢2). 
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The electric field at each port can be derived in the same way as for Equation 3.16: 
Ecc _ E iwct [pee (,,/-,. ,,1.,. ) + pee (,,/-,. ,,1.,. ) 8 iwrnt pee (,,/-,. ,,1.,. ) 8 - iwrnt] port - ince port \f'cl , \f'c2 port \f'sul , \f'su2 2 e - port \f'sll , \f'sl2 2 e 
(3.25) 
Carrying out the same analysis as in the previous section, a complex error signal term 
that is dependent on the roundtrip phase of both cavities, can be derived for each port: 
€~~rt(</Jc1 , ¢c2) = F;grt(</Jc1 , </Jc2)F;grt(</Jsul , </Jsu2)* - F;grt(</Jc1 , ¢c2)* F;grt(</Jsll , ¢sz2) (3.26) 
Remembering that each error signal term is made up of two isolatable quadratures , 
then for the three port example in Figure 3. 6, there are in theory six error signals from 
which we can retrieve our two cavity phase readouts. 
Of course there are configurations where these error signals would be insensitive to one 
or both cavities. In this regard the choice of the modulation frequency and cavity lengths 
is crucial, as they are the properties that decide the sideband resonance condition in both 
cavities in relation to the carrier resonance condition. 
For example through the right choice of modulation frequency and cavity lengths , the 
sidebands can be made resonant in the first cavity, and anti-resonant in the second cavity, 
when the carrier is resonant in both. 
This ensures that the sideband is interacting with the second cavity, and will result in 
the reflected and pick-off port error signals being sensitive to fluctuations in both cavities 
when the .carrier is resonant. This relationship can be represented by a system of linear 
equations, ·shown in the matrix equation below. 
[ 
A CC ] u€refl 
~€~frc1 [ 
Sl➔refl 
81-+circl 
--+ 
~€ s 
S2-+refl 
S2-+circl ][ ~::] 
--+ 
~<I> 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
The matr ix S in the above equation is· referred to · as the sensing matrix. Providing this 
matrix is invertible, it can be diagonalized, yielding an input matrix M which can be used 
to obtain isolated measurements of the two degrees of freedom , -i.e. 
~~ = M ~E (3.29) 
Here w~ have shown that the PDH technique, utilising one set of modulation sidebands, 
allows for the readout of multiple degrees of freedom. The limitat ion to the number of 
degrees of freedom that can be read-out is ultimately decided by the number of light 
pick-offs from different parts of the coupled cavity system. 
3.4 Initial _LIGO Readout 
In this section we· describe the frontal modulation sc~eme [70 , 71 , 72] used for the readout 
of the Initial LIGO degrees of freedom. The optimum sensitivity for ·a, power-recycled 
., 
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Figure 3.7: The readout scheme for the Initial LICO detector. 
interferometer occurs when the arm cavities and power recycling cavity are held on reso-
nance with the carrier, and the asymmetric ( or transmitted) port of the Michelson is held 
on a dark fringe. 
Mathematically this is the same as requiring . that the phases of the four degrees of 
freedom, CARM, DARM, :tv1ICH and PRCL, equals zero 1nodulo 21r, i.e. 
qJDARM 
qJCARM 
<PMICH 
<PPRCL 
0 (mod 21r) 
0 (mod 21r) 
0 (mod 21r) 
0 . (mod 21r) 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
To ensure that this condition is met these degrees of freedom need to be read out and fed 
back to the mirror actuators. In the previous section the PDH technique was extended to 
a syste1n with two degrees of freedom and here it is extended to obtain readouts of the 
four Initial LICO degrees of freedom. 
The LICO readout problem involves finding a vector of four suitable error signals, 
that are a function of these four degrees of freedom , i.e. the sensing 1natrix needs to 
be realisable and diagonalisable. The interaction of the modulation sidebands with the 
various cavities during carrier resonance is what ultimately determines this. As in the 
previous section, the choice of modul~tion frequency and cavity lengths are crucial here. 
A si1nplified diagram of the PDH readout scheme adopted for Initial LICO is shown in 
Figure 3.7. The modulation sidebands are imposed onto the science beam at a frequency 
of 24.5 MHz. 
There are three ports of which the error signal$ are derived from - the reflected port 
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(REFL), a pick-off from the power recycling cavity (POP) and the asymmetric port (AS). 
Therefore there are in theory six error signals from which readouts of the four degrees of 
freedom can be constructed from. 
The modulation frequency and the average power recycling cavity length were chosen 
so that when the carrier is resonant inside the arm cavities and power recycling cavity, the 
modulation sidebands are resonant in the power recycling cavity while being anti-resonant 
in the arm cavities. This ensures that the REFL and POP error signals are sensitive 
to PRCL and CARM ( analogous to the coupled cavity readout scheme in the previous 
section). 
The asymmetric port is held on a dark fringe. To obtain an error signal some of the 
sideband power needs to be made to exit at this port. The arm cavities when resonant with 
the carrier act as perfect reflectors for the sidebands. As such the sidebands only see the 
short michelson. Therefore the asymmetric port can be made brighter for the sidebands by 
introducing an asymmetry into the short Michelson arm lengths, while remaining dark for 
the carrier. This asymmetry in the short Michelson is referred to as 'Schnupp' asymmetry 
(73]. Fluctuations in DARM, which can be caused by a passing gravitational wave, result 
in some carrier light exiting at the asymmetric port , where it beats with the sidebands 
and gives a reading in the AS error signal. 
In reality these error signals are a linear combination of the degrees of freedom and 
the sensing matrix needs to be derived. The inverse of this sensing matrix is used as the 
control matrix, which yields readouts .of the four degrees of freedom which are then fed 
back to the actuators , to hold the detector at its operating point. 
3.5 Advanced LIGO Readout 
The Advanced LIGO detector differs from Initial LIGO , with the inclusion of a fifth degree 
of freedom that needs to .be controlled, i.e. the signal recycling cavity. The asymmetric 
readout has also been converted from heterodyne readout to a type of homodyne readout , 
referred to as DC readout [7 4, 75]. . 
In the DC readout scheme, a slight offset is injected into DARM, which slightly detunes 
the arm cavities from resonance; resulting in the asymmetric port being no longer dark to 
the carrier beam. This offset induced carrier light acts as the local oscillator for any grav-
itational wave induced carrier light to interfere with. This is a homodyne scheme because 
the local oscillator and signal light are at the same frequency. A more intuitive picture 
for DC readout , is to think of the power at the asymmetric port to DARM fluctuations , 
which is non-zero when offset from a dark fringe. 
With the addition of the signal recycling cavity, the response of the detector can be 
varied. For broadband operation the signal recycling cavity is held on carrier resonance, 
whereas for narrowband operation it is slightly detuned. The power recycling cavity is still 
held resonant with the carrier. The operating point of the Advanced LIGO detector can 
be reached by holding the roundtrip phases of the five degrees of freedom to -the following 
.. 
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Figure 3.8: Basic schematic for the readout scheme for the Advanced LIGO interferometer. 
values (modulo 21r): 
q>DARM - q>dc (mod 21r) (3.34) -
q>CARM - 0 (mod 21r) (3.35) -
<PMICH - 0 (mod 21r) (3.36) -
<PPRCL - 0 . (mod 21r) (3.37) -
. <PSRCL-bb - 0 (mod 21r) (3.38) -
<PSRCL-nb - <Pdet ( mod 21r) -
Where <PSRCL-bb refers to the DARM phase for broadband operation and c/>sRCL- nb refers 
to the DARM phase for narrowband operation. q>dc represents the detuning of the DARM 
degree of freedom in order to invoke DC readout and <Pdet is the detuning of the SRCL 
degree of freedom for narrowband operation. From here on, we will only consider the 
broadband operation of the signal recycling cavity. A simplified diagram depicting the 
layout for the proposed Advanced LIGO readout is shown in Figure 3.8. Again the reflected 
field and a pick from the power recycling cavity are demodulated to obtain error signals. 
Besides the signal recycling mirror , there are two other important additions to the readout 
sche1ne. 
The first addition is the extra set of modulation sidebands. In theory the five error 
signals that would be obtained fro1n one set of sidebands with the REFL and PO ports , 
and the DC error signal from the AS error port , should be sufficient to cover the five 
degrees of freedo1n. However in praGtice, such a readout scheme is more complicated. 
Hence the need for the second set of sidebands. 
The second addition is that of the four mirror bow-tie cavity at the asymmetric port 
( after the signal recycling mirror). This cavity, referred to as the Output. Mode Cleaner 
(OMC) [76], is used to filter off unwanted modes o{ light that exit out the interferometer 
~ 
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Figure 3.9: Layout of the OMC cavity. The carrier from the Dual Recycled Fabry-Perot 
Michelson (DFM) is transmitted through the OMC, while the junk light is reflected off. 
towards the AS photo-detector. 
The science beam is phase modulated at two frequencies , f 1 = 9 MHz and f 2 = 45 MHz. 
As in Initial LIGO. both set of sidebands are anti-resonant in the arm cavities when the 
I -
carrier is resonant. The 9 MHz sidebands are made resonant inside the power recycling 
cavity again through careful choice of the power recycling cavity length and sideband 
frequency. 
The 45 MHz sidebands are made to resonate inside the signal recycling cavity. This is 
achieved by introducing a Schnupp asymmetry into the MICH degree of freedom for this 
sideband ( c/>mich-sb2 # 0) , so that the sideband is transmitted to the asymmetric port. 
The 45 MHz sidebands also need to-be made resonant in the power recycling cavity1 . 
Output Mode Cleaner 
The optic~ fields that exit the interferometer and shine onto the AS photodetector are 
intended to exist only in the fundamental gaussian spatial mode'. Any higher order spatial 
modes (Hermite-Gauss and Laguerre-Gauss) will corrupt the measurement via unwanted 
noise couplings. An input mode cleaner is used at the input of the interferometer to 
. , 
remove higher order modes produced by the laser , however imperfections in the interfer-
ometer optics also lead to production of higher order modes that make their way to the 
photodetector. The control-sidebands also find their way to the asymmetric port. These 
unwanted modes of light are referred to as 'junk light ' . 
The Output Mode Cleaner (OMC) is responsible for filtering off this junk light. Fig-
ure 3.9 shows the configuration of the OMC, which is a four mirror bow tie cavity. The 
ONIC is made resonant with the carrier light ·that · is transmitted by the dual recycled 
1 The sigjial recycling cavity forms a coupled cavity with the power recycling cavity ( with the Fabry-
Perot Michelson acting as the coupling mirror) 
.. 
., 
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Fabry-Perot Michelson. The higher order spatial modes that make up the junk light re-
ceive a larger phase retardation from the guoy effect than the gaussian mode and are 
therefore reflected off the cavity (shown in Figure 3.9). 
To sense and control the length of OMC , and lock it on resonance with the carrier 
light a technique called 'dither locking' is used. The length of the cavity is modulated by 
a small amount at l0kHz. The transmitted light intensity is demodulated at this frequency 
to sense the cavity resonance condition. 
The length dither is supplied by a piezo-electric transducer (PZT) on the back of one 
of the mirrors. The OMC cavity readout is fed back to this PZT, however the range of this 
PZT is quite short ( < 0.1 µm) , and can not track over a full cycle (0.5 µm). A thermal 
actuator is fitted to the back of one of the other mirrors (resistive heater). This thermal 
actuator has a range of 20 µm. 
3.6 Summary 
This chapter provided a background on the main interferometric sensing techniques used to 
readout the degrees of freedom , such as heterodyne interferometry and the Pound-Drever-
Hall technique. These techniques were also used in the experi1nental work presented in 
Chapters 6 and 7. 
The final sections in this chapter looked at the readout scheme for Initial LIGO and 
the planned readout scheme for Advap.ced LIGO. The homodyne DC gravitational wave 
readout was discussed , and the Output Mode Cleaner (OMC) introduced. 
The need for an OM C has led to the design of the Tip Tilt mirrors , which are used to 
steer the interferometer output beam into the OMC. The design of these Tip Tilt mirrors is 
presented in the next chapter , along with results from the characterisation of a proto-type 
Tip Tilt. 
" 
Chapter 4 
Tip Tilt Mirrors 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, an Output Mode Cleaner (OMC) cavity will be 
used at the readout port of the interferometer, as part of the new DC readout scheme 
for Advanced LIGO. The added complexity that comes with the inclusion of this OMC 
is that misalignment fluctuations of the interferometer output beam into the OMC will 
couple into the gravitational readout. As such the design of the optics used to steer and 
mode-match the beam into the OMC are critical to the performance of the DC readout. 
We refer to these optics as Tip Tilt mirrors [77). 
4.1 Cavity Misalignment Coupling 
Angular and translational misalignments 0f the beam inside the OMC [76) result in in-
tensity fluctuations of the transmitted beam, and th_erefore into the gravitational wave 
readout. 
Translational Angular 
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- .;, 
Figure 4.1: Translational (x) and Angular Misalignments (0) inside a Fabry-Perot Cavity. 
wo is the waist radius and 0o is the divergence angle of the cavities fundamental mode. 
To first order the power of the transmitted beam ( derived from [78)) is given by: 
Pt= Pt0 (1-2 (;J 2 -2 (:J 2) ( 4.1) 
-
where Pto is the transmitted power for optimal alignment , when the interferometer beam 
is perfectly aligned to the cavity, x and 0 are the ~ranslational and angular misalignments 
respectively between the beam axis and the cavity axis, and w0 and 0o' are the waist radius 
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Figure 4.2: Steering of the interferometer output beam into the OMC by the Tip Tilts. 
and divergence angle respectively of the fundamental Gaussian beam of the cavity (see 
Figure 4.1 1 ). 
A minimum of two mirrors are therefore required to steer the interferometer output 
beam into the OMC, as shown in Figure 4.2. These mirrors are also curved appropriately 
to mode-match the interferometer output beam into the OMC cavity. The translational 
and angular displacement of the beam with respect to the OMC can be controlled, through 
control of the angles of the two mirrors. This is how the mirrors get their name 'Tip Tilt' 
mirrors. 
Misalignment fluctuations into the OMC, arise through two mechanisms: 
• via ground motion coupling to the angular n1otion of the Tip Tilt mirrors 
• through relative angular jitter of the interferometer bea1n with respect to the OMC 
To counter the misalignments via the first mechanism the Tip Tilts are suspended as pen-
dulums. Above the pendulum resonance frequency of the Tip Tilt suspension, the mirrors 
act as free masses and are therefore isolated from the ground 1notion (see Section 2.5.1). 
In addition to the longitudinal mode, the other two linear degrees ( vertical and trans-
verse) and the three rotational degrees (pitch, yaw and roll) of freedo1n also need to be 
seismically isolated, for reasons discussed in Section 4.2. 
In relation to both the first and second mechanisms, the angular and translational 
misalignments of the cavity are sensed directly, and suppressed by feeding back to the 
angles of the Tip Tilt mirrors in a control loop. The sensing and actuation of the Tip 
Tilts is discussed further in Section 4.3. 
4.2 Mechanical Design 
The Tip Tilt mirror suspension has been designed to provide isolation in all six degrees of 
freedom. The eigenfrequencies of the six degrees of freedom are all designed _to be less than . 
1The OMC is illustrated as a linear cavity for simplicity . 
~ 
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Figure 4.3: The schematic overview of the suspended optic of the Tip Tilt design, showing 
the six degrees of freedom - longitudinal, transverse, vertical, yaw, pitch and roll. 
10 Hz which is at the lower end of the Advanced LIGO sensitivity band (see Figure 2.10). 
The quality factors of these eigenmodes are required to be less than 100. 
The Tip Tilt mirror suspension is designed around a suspended aluminium ring, which 
holds a 050.8 mm x 9.52 mm optic. Seismic isolation of the mirror and mirror holder 
is provided by means of a single stage pendulum and cantilever blade springs. This is 
schematically shown in Figure 4.3. The blue hexagonal 'ground' points indicate where 
the base of the blades are attached to the mounting structure. The suspension wires are 
attached at the tip of the suspension blades via a clamping mechanism as indicated by 
the green circles. At .the other end of the suspension wire, the wire is clamped to the 
aluminium ring. 
. 
The blade springs a,.r:e mounted to the Tip Tilt structure, which is also responsible 
for holding the mirror actuators. The structure .is manufactured from standard vacuum 
compatible materials (aluminium .and stainless steel) and is f'v250 mm in height. The 
. 
structure was designed to be stiff so that its mechanical modes would have eigenfrequencies 
greater than 150 Hz [79]. This design requirement was to ensure that the structure had 
1ninimal impact on the platform it was mo-q.nted to . 
. . 
The whole unit was designed using Solidworks, an engineering rendering of the whole 
Tip Tilt stage can be seen in Figure 4.4. From Solidworks theoretical values of the moments 
of inertia and various eigen-modes of the Tip Tilt can be obtained, which are important 
properties for the seismic isolation of mirror. 
The seismic isolation is provided by means of the single stage pendulum and the 
cantilever blade springs. Ideally it would only be the pitch and yaw degrees of freedom 
- . ' 
that would need to be isolated, as in theory these are the only degrees of freedom that affect 
the translational and angular misalignment in the cavity. However there are mechanisms 
that can· couple the other degrees of freedom into the misalignment. O:q.e such mechanism 
.. 
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Figure 4.4: An engineering rendering of the Tip Tilt suspension stage. 
is the curvature of the mirror , which couples in the longitudinal, transverse and vertical 
motion. Longitudinal motion also diverts away from optimum mode matching into the 
cavity. 
The longitudinal, transverse, pitch and yaw degrees of freedom , are isolated via the 
single stage pendulum, whereas the vertical and roll modes are isolated via the blade 
spnngs. 
4.2.1 Pendulum Isolation 
Horizontal isolation is achieved by suspending the mirror by a simple pendulum with ·two 
wires , one on either side of the aluminium ring. The wire ends are clamped between two 
metal plates. 
The pendulum has a length of 140 mm. The suspension wir_e is 127 µm in diameter , 
thin enough to reduce flexing of the wire near the wire clamps, and thick enough to prevent 
the wire from breaking during handling and asse1nbly. 
The resonance frequencies for the linear 1nodes are determined by the resistance to the 
displacement in that mode, and the mass. For angular modes , they are determined by 
the resistance to angular deviations a:qd the 1noment of inertia. The resonance frequency 
of each degree of freedom is i1nportant , as above this frequency the mirror acts as a free 
mass and is isolated from the motion of the suspension point. 
For the pendulum isolated modes - longitudinal , transverse, pitch and yaw; the resis--
tance is mostly due to gravity [80]. The resonance frequency of the longitudinal mode is 
.. 
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simply given by: 
l /9 
fzong ,.._, 21r V l 
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(4.2) 
where l is the vertical distance from the centre of mass to the suspension point (l = 
140 mm). The transverse mode receives its isolation via the same mechanism, however it 
also receives extra resistance from strains in the wires, and therefore has a slightly higher 
resonance frequency than the longitudinal mode 
f tran ~ !Zang (4.3) 
The mirror suspension point is above the centre of mass, meaning that the main resistance 
to pitch is gravity. The pitch resonance is dependent on the displacement of the suspension 
point above the centre of mass, denoted dpit, and is approximately equal to: 
l /Mgdpit 
f pit '.::='. 21r \ I pit (4.4) 
where M is the mass of the mirror and Ipit is the moment of inertia of the mirror about the 
pitch axis of rotation. When the mirror twists or rotates in yaw, the mirror rises in height, 
and therefore gravity again provides the main resistance. The yaw resonance frequency is 
given by: 
1 
Jyaw '.::='. 21r 
Mgdeffdyaw 
4Iyawl 
(4.5) 
where Iyaw is the moment of inertia of the mirror about the yaw axis of rotation, deff is 
the effec.tive diameter of the optic and dyaw .is the distance between the upper suspension 
points (see Figure 4.3). 
N<?te that these equations only provide an approximation of the eigenmode frequencies. 
In reality the eigenmodes of the pendulum are more complex, mostly due to the elastic 
properties of the wire [51]. In particular, their exists a coupling between the longitudinal 
and pitch mode, due to the stiffness of the wire near the aluminium ring clamping point. 
The modelled eigenmode frequencies for the pendulum isolated modes are: 
Mode Modelled Frequency 
Longi tu din al 1.31 Hz 
Transverse 1.34 Hz 
Pitch ' 1.65 Hz 
Yaw 1.60 Hz 
Table 4.1: The modelled frequencies of the pendulum isolated modes. 
4.2.2 Blade-Springs 
Vertical isolation for the suspended mirror is provided by two triangular shaped beryllium 
copper cantilever blade springs. Beryllium copper has been chosen as the blade spring 
4.2. Mechanical Design 
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Figure 4.5: The cantilever blade springs and their mounting unit. 
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material , due to its elastic properties and high tensile strength. These blades are of 
similar design to those used in the VIRGO and Advanced LIGO test mass suspensions 
[81 , 82). Each blade is mounted in an aluminium structure with a lockable height adjuster , 
which allows for the height of the suspended optic to be adjusted relative to the backplane 
of the Tip Tilt structure. To reduce the bending of the wire at the suspension point , the 
blades are launched at an angle such that the wires leave the clamps at 90° when loaded 
with the mirror. A solidworks illustration of the blade spring unit is shown in Figure 4.5. 
The vertical and roll modes receive 1nost of their isolation via the blade springs. The 
blade vertical resonance frequency is given by 
1 
fvert ~ 2n Ew6lade ttlade 
4Ml~ladea 
(4.6) 
where E is the Young's Modulus , Wblade is the width of the blade at the base, tblade is 
the blade thickness, lblade is the length of the blade, and a is defined as the shape factor , 
which is 1.5 for this blade [81]. The vertical resonance was set , by choosing these blade 
parameters carefully ( thickness , width .and length). 
A practical balance was achieved between the length of the blades ( to simplify manu-
facturing and keep the unit small) and the requirement to keep the resonance under 10 Hz. 
The modelled frequencies of the two modes isolated by the blade spring ·are: 
Mode Modelled Frequency 
Vertical 6.0 Hz 
Roll 8.7 Hz 
Table 4.2: The modelled eigen1node frequencies of the blade spring isol~ted modes. 
" 
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4.3 Tip Tilt Mirror Control 
Active suppression of the misalignments into the OMC, requires that the Tip Tilt mirrors 
be controllable in pitch and yaw. This is achieved through electromagnetic actuation , and 
a combination of sensing techniques - local sensing and dither locking. 
The electromagnetic actuation consists of four voice-coils surrounding magnets which 
are mounted to the mirror holder. The local sensing scheme, uses four flags mounted on 
the back of the magnets , and therefore the mirror holder. Each flag is positioned between 
a 'shadow sensor' which consists of an LED shining light onto a photodiode. Movement of 
the mirror and therefore the flag , results in a change in optical power falling on the diode, 
providing a readout . See Appendix B for a description on dither locking. 
Each shadow sensor and voice-coil are integrated into a single unit , referred to as the 
Optical Sensor and Electro-Magnetic actuator ( OSEM). The four OSEMs are mounted 
into the backplane of the Tip Tilt structure. The particular OSEMs used in the Tip Tilts 
were designed and built at the University of Birmingham and are referred to as BOSEMs 
[83]. 
The actuation controllers and readouts of the degrees of freedom are all digitally con-
tained on a system commonly referred to as the Control and Data System (CDS). 
4.3.1 Electromagnetic Actuation 
A simplified schematic of the actuation scheme of the Tip Tilt mirror 's longitudinal, pitch 
and yaw degrees of freedom is shown in Figure 4.6. 
Actuation of the longitudinal, pitch and yaw degrees "of freedom is provided by four 
voice coils , which are part of the BOSEMs. Each voice-coil is paired with a magnet , which 
is mounted to the suspended aluminium ring. The four coil magnets are located in the 
upper left (UL) , . upper right (U,R) , lower left (LL) and lower right (LR) corners of the 
m1rror. 
The magnets used in the Tip Tilts .are Nickel plated Sm Co (Sm2Co17 /Sm Co 2: 17) , and 
are 02 ·mm x 3 mm long. The magnets are arranged with alternating polarities to reduce 
the magµetic moment of the mirror assembly. 
A force is exerted on each magnet by sending current through the coil. The force is 
dependent on the magnet strength and polarity, the magnet to coil separation and the 
current magnitude and sign. The magnitude and sign of the current through the coil ( and 
theref?re the force) is controlled by a digital coil controller. The digital signal from the 
controller passes through a digital to analog converter (DAC) , which converts the signal 
from a digital number in counts ( cts) to a voltage. This voltage passes . through a series 
resistor where it is converted to current for the coil. 
The longitudinal position of the mirror is controlled by the POS controller which sends 
signals of the same magnitude to the controllers of the upper left coil (ULC) , upper right 
coil (URC) ;. lower left coil (LLC) and lower ; ight ·coil (LRC). The pitch of the mirror is 
controlled by the PIT controller which sends signals of the opposing magnitude to the 
upper and lower coil controllers so as to impose a torque about the hor_izontal axis of the 
~ 
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Magnet 
Figure 4.6: A schematic overview of the electromagnetic actuation of the Tip Tilt 1nirror 
showing the coil-magnet configuration. 
m1rror. The mirror is controlled in yaw by the YAW controller which sends signals of 
opposing magnitude to the left and right coil controllers so as to impose a torque on the 
mirror about its vertical axis. 
The decoupling filters (shown in Figure 4.6) between the degree of freedom controllers 
and the coil controllers provide a way of reducing frequency dependent cross-coupling 
between the degrees of freedom. One example of such a frequency dependent cross coupling 
is the one that exists between the longitudinal and pitch degrees of freedom [84]. Due to 
the mirror suspension point being above the centre of mass , to actuate on the mirror's 
position the force on the upper part of the mirror needs to be greater than the force on the 
lower part, so as to ensure that the net pitch torque is zero. However above the pendulum 
resonance, the 1nirror acts as a free mass and the upper and lower forces should be equal. 
4.3.2 Local Sensing 
Local sensing of the mirror's longitudinal, pitch and yaw degrees of freedom relative to 
the Tip Tilt structure are obtained by mounting four flags to the rliirror holder ( over the 
magnets). Each flag is positioned such that it blocks half of the light falling onto a photo-
diode (PD) fron1 an opposing light e1nitting diode (LED). This combinati9n of the PD and 
the LED is referred to as a shadow sensor. Movement of the flag and hence ·the aluminium 
ring, registers as a change in optical power falling on the PD. The photo-current from the 
PD is converted to voltage by a trans-impedance amplifier , which in turn is converted to a 
digital signal by the analog to digital converter (ADC). This digital signal is the BOSEM 
shadow sensor readout. A siinplified diagram of the local sensing scheme is shown in 
Figure 4.7. 
A readout of each degree of freedom is obtained through combinations qf each shadow · 
sensor readout , in the same way that the three actuations were achieved. The readout 
.. 
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Figure 4.7: The local sensing scheme for the Tip Tilt mirrors, showing the flags attached 
to the back of the 1nirrors and the shadow sensors which consist of a Light Emitting Diode 
(LED) shining light onto a Photo-diode (PD). 
of the mirror's longitudinal position (POS readout) is obtaine-d by su1nming the upper 
left shadow sensor (ULSS) , upper right shadow sensor (ULSS) , lower left shadow sensor 
(ULSS) and lower right shadow sensor (ULSS) readouts. The readout of the pitch of 
the mirror (PIT readout) is obtained by s~1nming the upper and subtracting the lower 
SS readouts. The readout of the yaw of the mirror is obtained by su1nming the left and 
subtracting the right SS readouts . . 
Local sensing will only be use~ for initial coarse steering into the OMC and for damping 
of the mechanical resonances. The damping is carried out by feeding the local sensor 
readouts back to the actuators via ac-coupled filters. The frequency dependent controller 
also has to have a roll off above the resonance frequency to ensure that the 1nirror re1nains 
isolated from the 'Tip Tilt structure and still acts as a free 1nass. In addition to this active 
local dainping, the mirror will be passively damped via the eddy-current da1nping, which 
arises due to the magnets being surrounded by conductors i.e. the copper coils. 
4.4 Tip Tilt Characterisation 
The performance of a prototype Tip Tilt mirror suspension, shown in Figure 4.8 , was 
measured and compared to numerical models. First the shadow sensors were calibrated 
so that the POS, PIT and YAW readouts could be derived. · The transfer functions of the 
longitudinal, pitch and yaw modes were then measured and from these transfer functions 
- . 
the modal resonances and quality factors were obtained and compared to the design re-
quirements. A shadow sensor scheme was used to measure the resonance frequencies of 
the vertical and roll modes. The eigenmodes of the Tip Tilt structure were also measured . 
., 
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Figure 4.8: The prototype Tip Tilt mirror. 
4.4.1 Shadow Sensor Calibrations 
Prior to the transfer function measurements , each OSEM shadow sensor had to be cali-
brated. This was achieved by mounting a flag onto a translational stage that allowed the 
position of the flag between the LED and the PD , to be tuned. The translational stage was 
fitted with a micro-metre gauge for precise readout of the position. The position of the 
flag was tuned over a range of rvl mm, and the micro-metre and shadow sensor readouts 
recorded. More points were recorded near where the flag was blocking half of the light , to 
emphasise the linearity at this position. The results of these measurements are plotted in 
Figure 4.9. 
A line was fitted to the linear region , and the sensitivity of each OSEM shadow sensor 
obtained at this point. Each OSEM shadow sensor was nonnalised by multiplying by a 
sensor gain in the CDS. The sensitivities and sensor gain are listed in Table 4.3. The 
normalised sensitivity for each OSEM was 16.36 ct/ µ1n. 
The POS readout is the sum of the four OSEM shadow sensor readouts , and there-
fore the calibration for the position of the 1nirror is found by summing the four OSEM 
norn1alised sensitivities. This calibration was found to be: 
Bsspos = 65.4 ct/ µm (4.7) 
The calibration for the angle (PIT and YAW) _ of the mirror is calculated from the 
. .. 
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Figure 4.9: Calibration of the four OSEM shadow sensors over a range UL = Upper Left , 
UR= Upper Right , LL= Lower Left , LR= Lower Right. 
OSEM Normalised 
Shadow Sensitivity . Sensor Sensitivity 
Sensor (ct/µm) Gain (ct/µm) 
UL 15.83 1.0329 16.36 
·UR 17.44 0.9380 16.36 
LL 15.82 1.0336 16.36 
LR 16.A2 0.9956 16.36 
Table 4.3: Measured sensitivity and calculated gains for the normalisation of the shadow 
sensors. 
OSEM calibrations and the distance between the flags ( 48 mm) . This was found to be: 
. . . 
S ssangle , 1.57 ct/ µrad (4.8) 
4.4.2 Transfer Functions Measurements 
The transfer functions for the longitudinal, pitch and yaw were measured between 0.5 
and 20 Hz. This was achieved by exciting each degrees of freedom using the POS , PIT 
and YAW controllers and recording the corre; ponding readouts derived froin the shadow 
sensor signals. 
The longitudinal tran,sfer function was calibrated using Equation 4·. 7 and is plotted in 
" 
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Figure 4.10: Transfer function from force applied by the coil actuators to longitudinal 
position of mirror. 
Figure 4.10). As expected the response is that of a pendulum (see Figure 2.3) , with a 1-2 
response above resonance. 
The pitch and yaw transfer functions were calibrated using Equation 4.8 and are plotted 
in Figure 4.11 and 4.12 respectively. The responses of these degrees of freedom also have 
a 1-2 response above resonance, which is expected as they are also seismically isolated 
via the pendulum. 
Each response was fitted and values for the resonance frequency and mechanical quality 
factor were obtained. These values are listed in Table 4.4. The Tip Tilt responses were 
also modeled using Mark Barton 's suspension modeling toolkit [85], and are plotted with 
the responses. 
Mode Measured Modelled Quality 
Resonance Resonance Factor 
Longi tu din al 1.30 Hz 1.31 Hz 40 
Pitch 1.63 Hz 1.65 Hz 40 
Yaw 1.59 Hz 1.60 Hz 23 
Table 4.4: The 1neasured and modelled resonance frequencies and the mechanical quality 
factors of of the pendulum isolated modes. 
The measured resonances differ from the modelled values by less than 2%, and are all 
1nuch less than 10 Hz, meeting the requirement. The quality factors are les~ than 100 ·and. 
therefore also meet the Advanced LIGO requirement. 
.. 
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Figure 4.11: Transfer function from torque applied in pitch by the coil actuators to mirror 
pitch. 
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4.4.3 Vertical Mode Measurement 
54 
10 
The vertical bounce mode was measured by creating a shadow sensor at the tip of one of 
the suspension blades. A laser was shone onto the wire clamp of one of the blades, which 
blocked approximately half of the light , and let the half past to a photo-detector. 
The mirror was excited by the air turbulence and seismic noise naturally present in 
t he laboratory. Intensity fluctuations. due the oscillations in the blade were recorded. 
Figure 4.13 shows the spectra of this read out. The measured resonance frequency and 
mechanical quality factor were fitted and are listed in Table 4.5. The roll 1node was 
also excited sufficiently t o register on the shadow sensor readout. The fitted resonance 
frequency and quality factor of the roll mode are also included in Table 4.5. 
Mode Measured Modelled Quality 
Resonance Resonance Factor 
Vert ical 5.87 Hz 6.0 Hz 67 
Roll 8.55 Hz 8.7 Hz 16 
Table 4.5: The measured and n1odelled frequencies and t he quality factors of the blade 
spring isolated modes. 
4.4.4 Tip Tilt Structure Eigenmodes 
The T ip T ilt structure was designed to be stiff so t hat its lowest mechanical mode would 
be above 150 Hz [79]. To 1neasure these mechanical modes, the Tip Tilt structure was 
1nounted on a vertically actuated vibration table (TIRA TV 55240/ LS-340), and ac-
celero111eters mounted to the structure and vibration table were used t o record t he relative 
vibrat ions. 
The eigenmode of t he structure t hat corresponded to longitudinal mirror mot ion was 
--- ----- ···-· .. ,, 
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Figure 4: 14: Setup for measuring the eigenfrequencies of the mechanical modes of the Tip 
Tilt structure. 
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measured first. This mode was measured by mounting the Tip Tilt structure horizontally 
to the vibration table via a rigid L-bracket, as shown in Figure 4.14. Three accelerom-
eters were used to record the vibrations, one was mounted on the base of the platform 
(Accelerometer 1) , one on top of the L-bracket (Accelerometer 2) and the other on top of 
the Tip Tilt structure (Accelerometer 3). The measurement of the longitudinal eigenmode 
was obtained by taking the ratios between the three accelerometer measurements: 
Accelerometer 3 / Accelerometer 1 Measurement = --------------
Accelerometer 2 / Accelerometer 1 (4.9) 
The structure was then rotated by 90° , and the procedure repeated to obtain a mea-
surement of eigenmode corresponding tci the transverse direction. The results for both 
1neasure1nents are shown in Figure 4.15. The largest resonances were fitted and were 
found to be at ~306 Hz in the longitudinal -direction and ~249 Hz in the transverse 
direction , with respective quality factors of 37.9 -and 42.1. 
4.5 Summary 
The Tip Tilt mirrors will be installed in Advanced LIGO as part of the DC readout. These 
suspended mirrors will be responsible for steering the interferometer bea1? into the OM C. 
The Tip Tilt mirrors are controllable in position , pitch and yaw, so that active beam jitter 
noise 1nay be suppressed. 
Through careful mechanical design , the eigenmode frequencies of the Tip Tilt mirrors 
linear and rotational degrees of freedqm , are less than 10 Hz to ensure that they don 't 
affect the Advanced LIGO performance across the sensitivity band (see Figure 2.10). The 
measuren1ents of .the proto-type presented in this chapter have shown that the Tip Tilt 
n1irrors meet the design specifications. The eigenmodes of the Tip Tilt structure were -also . 
measured and found to meet design specifications. . 
--~--..: .. ____ tl 
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Two of these Tip Tilt mirrors were used as mirrors for the Fabry-Perot cavity, in the 
Arm Length Stabilisation experiment presented in Chapter 6. 
" 

.. 
Chapter 5 
Lock Acquisition and Arm Length 
Stabilisation 
Lock acquisition is the process of taking an interferometer from an uncontrolled state 
where the mirrors swing freely and the interferometer's cavities flash through resonances 
to the locked state where the light is resonant in the interferometer and the various lengths 
are controlled. 
In this chapter the problem of lock acquisition for Gravitational Wave Detectors and 
why it is difficult will be discussed. A summary of how lock acquisition was "achieved in 
a first generation gravitational wave _detector (Initial LIGO) will be given, followed by a 
summary of the proposed lock acquisition solution for a second generation gravitational 
wave detector (Advanced LIGO). It is here _that Arm Length Stabilisation will be intro-
duced, which is the motivation behind the experimental work presented in Chapters 6 and 
7. 
5.1 .. The Lock Acquisition Problem 
The main difficulties with lock acquisition are: 
• The mirrors are moving too fast through the linear range of the error signal, for the 
force limited actuators to catch them. (Threshold velocity) 
• The sensing matrix for the · degree of freedom readout changes, as the fields in the 
interferometer change. (Dynamic Sensing Matrix) 
5.1.1 Threshold Velocity 
One of the main difficulties in lock acquisition is · the idea of threshold velocity. Consider 
the control of a simple cavity with suspended mirrors, where a reflection PDH error signal 
is derived (see Section 3.2) and fed back to the mi~ror actuators to hold it ·on resonance. 
Generally, obtaining lock is as simple as closing the feedback loop. Off resonance the error 
signal has zero slope. \3/hen the cavity swings onto resonance, the li~ear zero crossing 
~ 
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region of the error signal is reached and the actuators provide a force which acts to catch 
the mirrors and hold the cavity on resonance. 
However if the mirrors are swinging too fast , and the actuators can't supply a sufficient 
force to stop the mirrors within the linear range of the error signal then the cavity will 
fail to acquire lock. This scenario has led to the definition of the threshold velocity. The 
threshold velocity is the maximum velocity the mirrors can be swinging at for which the 
actuators can still catch them and hold the cavity on resonance. 
To calculate the threshold velocity, it is assumed that the velocity of the 1nirror is 
constant over the linear range of the error signal. The range over which the actuators have 
to slow the 1nirror down to a stop is equal to half the cavity linewidth (from Equation 2.21) , 
which is equal to the optical wavelength over four times the finesse of the cavity: 
>. 
~x= 4F (5.1) 
The actuator force will be constant, as it saturates in its attempt to stop the mirror. From 
the equations of motion [86), the threshold velocity can be derived: 
~ 
Vth=v~ (5.2) 
where Fmax is the 1naximum force of the actuators and mis the mass of the mirror. 
To demonstrate the idea of threshold velocity, the lock acquisition of a simple Fabry-
Perot cavity was simulated using Simulink [87). We set the Fabry-Perot cavity such that 
one of the mirrors was unmoveable, while the other was moving with velocity, Vmirror. 
The cavity had similar parameters as a LIGO arm cavity, i.e. the mass of the moveable 
mirror was 40kg and the finesse of the cavity was 400. The threshold velocity Vth was 
calculated from the chosen parameters and the simulation was run with Vmirror < Vth and 
then with Vmirror > Vth· In the simulation the feedback loop was engaged only when the 
cavity swung onto resonance through. 
Figure 5.1 shows the results of this simulation for the two cases. The top plots show 
the displace1nent of the mirror over ti1ne, whereas the bottom plots show the force of the 
actuator and the error signal sent to the actuator. In Figure 5.1 (a) it can be seen that 
the locking system catches the mirror and holds the mirror on resonance, whereas in (b) 
the mirror is 1noving too fast for the system to catch it. 
5.1.2 Dynamic Sensing Matrix 
Due to the cross-coupling between the optical fields inside each cavity, the· sensing matrix 
e1nployed when the gravitational wave detector is locked , is invalid for the other states of 
t he instru1nent. 
There are two solutions to this problem. The first solution is to calculate the sensing 
matrix as it varies for different conditions of the interferometer, and diagonalise this dy-
namic sensing 1natrix to reconstruct the degree of freedom readouts throughout · the lock 
acquisit ion process. This type of lock acquisition solution was employed in Initial LIGO-
and will be described briefly in the next section. 
---~- ., 
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Figure 5.1: Shows the lock acquisition of a simple cavity when ( a) the velocity of the mirror 
is less than the threshold velocity (b) the mirror velocity is greater than the threhold 
velocity. The top plots show the mirror displacement over time, whereas the bottom plots 
show the force applied by the actuator (green) and the error signal sent to the actuator 
(red). 
The other solution is to use an alternative sensing scheme where the readouts for the 
degrees of freedom are already decoupled from each other and ~herefore there is no need 
to calculate the sensing matrix during the lock acquisition process. This type of lock 
acquisition will be adopted for Advanced LIGO and will be described in Section 5.3. 
5.2 The Probabilistic Approach to Lo.ck Acquisition in Ini-
tial LIGO 
It is useful to look at how lock acquisition of a ground based gravitational wave detector 
has been carried out in the past. Here a summary of the lock acquistion process for Initial 
'' 
LIGO y.rill be given [88, 89]. Recall .that Initial . LIGO is a power recycled Fabry-Perot 
Michelson and therefore has only ~our deg~ees of freedom ( defined in Section 2. 7 .1) that 
' 
need to 'be locked. The lock acquisition is split into five states, which are depicted in 
Figure 5.2 and described belov.:. 
1. In the first state the mirrors are swinging freely as none of the degrees of freedom 
' , 
~re being controlled yet. In this state the elements of the sensing matrix are all zero. 
• 
2. In the second state the sidebands become resonant inside the power recycling cavity. 
·The REFL error signals (I and Q) are used in a 2x2 sensing matrix to control PRCL 
and MICH. The sideband frequency and power recycling cavity length have been 
' ' 
chosen such that the carrier anti-resonance coincides with the sideband resonance. 
As such the carrier is anti-resonant in the power recycling cavity in this state. 
3. In the third state, due to the arm cavities being over-coupled, when each arm cavity 
becomes carrier re~onant , the sign of the reflected carrier field o:{f that cavity flips 
~ 
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Figure 5.2: The five states of lock acquisition for Initial LIGO (see text for description of 
these states). 
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sign. After state 2 has held, if one of the arms flashes through carrier resonance , 
while the other one remains anti-resonant , the asymmetric port will become bright 
_ for the carrier. This arm cavity can be held on resonance, using a combination of 
the AS-Q error signal and the REFL-I error signal, and feeding back to CARM. The 
sensing matrix is 3x3 in this state. 
4. In the fourth state, the as yet unlocked arm cavity swings through carrier resonance, 
causing a flip in the sign of the reflected carrier field. With both arm cavities on 
resonance with the carrier , the power recycling cavity also becomes resonant. Both 
CARM and DARM degrees of freedom are fed back to, using the REFL, POB and 
AS error signals to hold both arm cavities on resonance. 
5. The final state of lock acquisition, is where the interferometer has survived in state 4 
long enough for the power to build up in the coupled cavity (power recycling cavity 
and arm cavities). 
The middle states (2 to 4) in the Initial LIGO lock acquisition are all unstable due 
to the unlocked degrees of freedom still swinging around, and for the interferometer to 
achieve full lock, the lock acquisition process needs to happen fast ( on the order of a few 
seconds) so as not to stay in one of the unstable states too long. To do this , various scripts 
have been written to guide the instrument through the lock acquisition process. 
This lock acquisition process is probabilistic, because it depends on certain uncontrol-
lable conditions being met for it to work. One condition is that both of the arms catch 
lock (in states 3 and 4) as they swing through carrier resonance. If the control system 
fails to_ catch the mirrors , the calculated control matrix will be incorrect , and will push 
the other degrees of freedom off. lock. The arms will fail to catch lock if the velocity of 
the ·mirrors surpasses the threshold velocity, which would occur at times of high seismic 
. . 
activity. In this respect the ocean driven double frequency microseism [90] is particularly 
troublesome. 
5.3 The Deterministic Approach to Lock Acquisition in Ad-
vanced LIGO 
The addition of the signal recycling mirror will add to the ( already considerable) complex-
. 
. . 
ity C?f the control system for Advanced LIGO. 
Recall from Section 2.7.2 that the maximum force that the Advanced LIGO actuators 
can apply to the test masses will be of the order of 100· µN [64], wh,ich is considerably 
weaker than that of the Initial LIGO actuators ( r-v25mN [56]). The test masses weigh 
40 kg. The threshold velocity is therefore calculated to· be only r-v60 nm/s. The RMS · 
motion of the mirrors (see Figure 2.15) is-of the order of 1 µm/s , which is 20 times that 
of the threshold velocity, meaning that the. prob.ability . of the arms locking is low. 
A probab.ilistic approach to lock acquisition was taken for Initial LIGO , because the 
· probabilities were high, enough to guarantee the lock of the interferoµiet er. In Advanced 
• 
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LIGO this will not be the case and therefore a more deterministic and robust approach 
based on a decoupled readout scheme will be implemented. 
The main source of lock acquisition destabilisation is due to the arm cavities [91]. 
Therefore to acquire lock for Advanced LIGO a separate sensing scheme will be used to 
readout the arm cavities. This scheme will be used to hold the arms off resonance so 
that they act as perfect reflectors to the science beam. This reduces the lock acquisition 
problem for the central degrees of freedom to that of a dual recycled short Michelson. 
The central degrees of freedom are also decoupled, using the relative field responses 
between the first and second order modulation sidebands to read out each degree of free-
dom. For details on this readout technique, referred to as the 3f m technique, the reader 
is directed to the technical document (92]. 
With the arms detuned from resonance and the central cavities locked using the 3f m 
technique, the carrier becomes resonant inside the central cavities. The 9 MHz sidebands 
(see Section 3.5) resonates inside the power recycling cavity only and the 45 MHz sidebands 
resonate inside the power recycling and the signal recycling cavities. The arm cavities are 
then tuned onto resonance, which changes the distribution of the carrier power throughout 
the interferometer dramatically, but as the the five degrees of freedom are controlled using 
error signals mostly independent from the science carrier light1 the lock remains stable. 
After the cavities are tuned onto resonance, the control of the interferometer is handed 
over to the readout scheme described in Section 3.5. 
5.4 Arm Length Stabilisation 
The system that will be used t o hold each arm cavity off resonance during the lock acquisi-
t ion of the central degrees of freedom and then tune them onto resonance, is referred to as 
the Arm Length Stabilisation (ALS) system. In addition to having to control the detuning 
of the cavity from resonance, the ALS system has to suppress the RMS fluctuations of 
the cavity length relative to the science laser frequency, to avoid random flashes though 
resonance 1 which are undesirable during the lock acquisition process. Thus the two main 
requirements (93] of the ALS system are: 
1. Efficient control of the cavity tuning over an FSR. 
2. Suppression of the RMS fluctuations of the cavity length (relative_ to the science 
laser frequency) to less than the line-width (rv 1.3 nm). 
The rest of this section looks at three different techniques proposed for the Advanced 
LIGO ALS system. The techniques arei the implementation of a suspension point interfer-
ometeL digitally enhanced heterodyne interferometry and dual frequency PDH rea-dout. 
The advantages and disadvantages of each technique a.re discussed. 
1The carrier to third order interaction has a negligible effect 
______ .:_ _ ~ 
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A suspension point interferometer (SPI) [94] refers to an auxiliary interferometer made of 
mirrors from which the gravitational wave interferometer mirrors are suspended from. The 
standard PDH readout techniques are used to sense the distance between the suspension 
points of the input and end mirrors in each arm cavity. This PDH readout is fed back to 
the suspension points, to force the arm cavities of the SPI into resonance. This correlates 
the motion of the input mirror and end mirror suspension points , thus suppressing the 
relative motion between the suspension points within the ban_dwidth of the locking servo. 
Conceptually, the SPI can be thought of as forming a rigid bar between the suspension 
points of the arm cavity mirrors. · 
To meet the ALS requirements, the laser beam used to probe the SPI would need to 
be phase coherent and offset in frequency with the science laser. To meet the first ALS 
requirement the optical frequency difference between the auxiliary laser used to interro-
gate the SPI and the science laser would need to be controllable. To meet the second 
requireµient the auxiliary laser would need to be phase coherent with the science laser. 
Both· requirements can be achieved by means of a phase-locked loop between the lasers 
or alternatively by sending a tap-off of the science laser light through an acousto-optic 
. . 
modulator (AO_M). 'A simple diagram for one o·f the arm cavities for the suspension point 
interferometer is shown in Figure 5.3. 
Aµ advantage of an SPI system over the other two techniques is that it is an indepen-
dent system, and can be run whenever required. It can potentially be run during science 
mode, and used to improve the seismically limited low frequency band of the detector. A 
disadvantage is that it requires extra optics to be mounted to the suspension chain, which 
is quite invasive: 
_5.4.2 Digitally Enhanced Heterodyn~ Interferometry 
Digitally enhanced heterodyne interferometry (DEHI) [95] is a relatively new technique 
that combines- standard heterodyne interferomet.ry with direct sequence spread spectrum 
modulation and demodulation using binary Pseudo Random Noise (PRN) codes. 
The combination of these two techniques creates an interrogation process that allows 
. 
. 
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Figure 5.5: A table showing heterodyne signals for PRN encoding and decoding. 
isolation of individual reflections based on their optical-electronic propagation delay while 
retaining the full interferometric sensitivity determined by the optical wavelength. 
Consider the optical layout shown in Figure 5.4 for the case of three partial reflectors. 
The laser beam is split into a local oscillator ·and probe beam by the beamsplitter. The 
local oscillator is sent through an Acousto-Optic Modulator (AOM) where it receives a 
frequency shift , fh , so that it can provide a heterodyne signal at the photodetector. ·The 
PRN sequence is encoded onto the light by an electro-optic modulator (EOM) , which 
phase shifts the probe beam by either O or 1r before it is sent to interrogate the multi-
1nirror system. The reflected probe beam is combined with ·the LO beam to create the 
PRN encoded heterodyne signal. 
The main difference from conventional heterodyne interferometry is the PRN modula-
tion. Without PRN modulation the heterodyne signal is determined by the vector sum of 
the reflections from all three mirrors and information about the individual mirror positions 
is lost. With the PRN modulation , th~ signal from each mirror will possess a time-varying 
phase shift unique to its time of flight from the EOM. 
The effect of the PRN encoding and decoding on. the measured signals can be seen in 
Figure 5.5. Let's consider only the encoding and decoding of the reflection _signal from the 
input mirror. The fist row shows the conventional heterodyne signal (no PRN encoding). 
' 
. .. 
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The PRN code (2nd row) randomly flips the sign of the amplitude of the heterodyne 
signal, producing the chopped sine wave (3rd row). For channel 1, the photodetector 
output is multiplied by the PRN code with a delay ( TJM) matched to the path time from 
the EOM off the input mirror to the mixer. This matched decoding (4th row), recovers the 
full heterodyne signal. The phase of this heterodyne signal gives a readout of the mirror 
displacement. 
For channel 2, the decoding delay is matched to the path for the CM reflected beam. 
The decoding of the encoded signal for the IM reflection in this channel, yields another 
chopped sine wave, which appears as broadband noise background to the measurement. 
This broadband noise can be strongly rejected by appropriate filtering and averaging 
in the phasemeter. It has been demonstrated [95] that each signal can be isolated by 
adjusting the decoding delay to match the total optical-electronic propagation delay for 
each optic. An error signal for each cavity can be derived by taking the difference between 
the measurement for each mirror in the cavity. This error signal can then be fed back to 
the mirror to suppress the cavity fluctuations relative to the PRN laser. 
The DEHI readout technique measures the phase of each mirror directly and as such 
the error signal is linear over a large range ( multiple FSRs). The first ALS requirement 
can therefore be met by simply injecting an offset into the feedback control loop. The 
second requirement is met by phase-locking _ the PRN laser to the science laser. 
An advantage of DEHI system is that multiple cavity lengths can be r~ad out using 
one simple metrology system meaning that it has the potential to handle the whole lock 
acquisition for a gravitational wave detector and not just the lock of the arms. 
A 1isadvantage of this technique is that it is largely untested. 
5.4.3 Dual Frequency Pound Drever Hall 
The 9ual frequency PDH readout scheme involves probing the arm cavity using light from 
an auxiliary laser at a different optical frequency to that of the science laser. Using light 
at a different wavelength ensures that it is not detected on the interferometers main port 
photo-~etectors·, which are optimised for· 1064 nm light. 
The relative fluctuations between the frequency of auxiliary laser light and the length 
of the cavity are read out using the PDH sensing technique. The PDH error signal is fed 
back to the frequency actuator of the auxiliary laser to lock it to the cavity. The frequency 
. ' 
of the auxiliary laser tracks the cavity length and acts as reference. A measurement of 
the cavity length relative to the science 1aser can therefore be obtained by measuring the 
relative frequency fluctuations between the auxiliary and science laser~. 
. . 
An optical wavelength of 532 nm (green light) is the ideal choice for the · auxiliary 
laser, as it can be generated by frequency doubling 1064 nm light ( the wavelength of the · 
science laser light) by means of a second harmonic generator (SHG). This is important 
in obtaining the relative frequency measure~ent, as the frequency differeiice in frequency 
between 532 nm light and 1064 nm is too fast for any existing photodiode to detect. 
The 532 nm beam is inherently phase coherent with the 1064 nm, beam it is derived 
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from. Therefore a measurement of the frequency difference between the science laser and 
the auxiliary laser's 1064 nm beams provides a measurement of the relative fluctuations 
between the science laser frequency and the cavity length. 
Figure 5.6 shows this dual frequency PDH scheme where 532 nm light is injected via 
the end mirror. The green light is injected through the end mirror to avoid adding more 
input optics to the interferometer that may impede the standard science PDH scheme. A 
disadvantage of this scheme is that by choosing to send the auxiliary light through the end 
mirror, the two lasers will be 4 km apart. As such a comparison between the two beams 
requires that one of them has to travel 4km to the other station. This can be achieved 
by sending the science laser beam through an optical fibre, however the fibre may add 
noise to the science laser frequency and degrade the relative frequency measure1nent. The 
transfer of an optical frequency through a fibre is the subject of Chapter 7. 
Another disadvantage is that the cavity mirror coatings need to be altered so that 
they are highly reflective for 532n1n light. It was thought that this change to the mirror 
coatings might increase coating thermal noise, however this was found not to be an issue 
[96). 
The main advantage of this scheme is that the various techniques that make it up, 
such as PDH, heterodyne detection and second harmonic generation, are well tested. 
5.5 Summary 
This chapter discussed the theory behind the lock acquisition of a gravitational wave 
detector. The concepts of threshold velocity and a dynamic sensing matrix were introduced 
and identified as the main difficulties associated ·with acquiring lock. The probabilistic lock 
acquisition scheme of Initial LIGO was looked at , followed by a more deterministic lock 
acquisition schen1e suggested for Advanced LIGO. 
Importantly this led to the introduction to the Arm Length Stabilisation system. which 
provides the motivation for the work presented in the remaining chapters of this thesis. 
In Chapter 6 the results of an experiment testing an ALS system based on dual frequency 
_____ :_ __ "' 
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PDH readout are presented. In Chapter 7 the transfer of a frequency reference through a 
fibre is explored. 
0 t-
. ~ 
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Chapter 6 
Dual Frequency PDH Stabilisation 
Experiment 
The following chapter describes an experimental demonstration of an Arm Length Stabil-
isation (ALS) system using dual frequency PDH readout. This ALS system was used to 
stabilise a Fabry-Perot cavity formed from two of the Tip Tilt mirrors from Chapter 4. 
The dual frequency PDH readout of the cavity length fluctuations relative to the 
science laser consists of two segments. The first is a feedback control system that locks 
the frequency of an auxiliary laser to the suspended cavity. --The second i~ a frequency 
meter that measures the relative frequency between the auxiliary laser and the science 
laser. Once the dual frequency readout is obtained it is fed back to the cavity length 
actuator to actively suppress the relative ~avity fluctuations. The setup of the experiment 
can therefore be divided into four steps: 
• setting up the ~avity. 
• jmplementing a control loop to lock the auxiliary laser to the cavity. 
• -measuring the relative frequency between the science and auxiliary lasers. 
. . 
• setting u:p the the ALS control loop to stabilise the cavity to the science laser. 
These· steps will be described in the following sections. At the end of the chapter we 
present results characterising the performance of this dual frequency PDH based ALS 
. ' 
system in terms of the cavity tuµ.eability and stability requirements (see Section 5.4). We 
also present results showing a successful ,transfer of the control of the cavity between the 
dual frequency PDH readout and science laser PDH readout. The bench-top configuration 
. . 
of the experiment can be seen in Figure 6 .1. 
6.1 Suspended Test Cavity . 
The test cavity was formed using two dichroic mirrors (for green and infra-red reflectivity) , 
which were suspended from two of the Tip Tilt stages. The cavity w~ much shorter than 
" 71 
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Figure 6.1: The configuration of t he experiment for testing t he Arm Length Stabilisation 
schen1e using dual frequency PDH readout. 
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Parameter Value 
Cavity Length 1.3 m 
Free Spectral Range 115.3 MHz 
Radius Of Curvature TTl 4m 
Radius Of Curvature TT2 4m 
Waist Radius 532nm 499.9 µm 
Waist Radius 1064nm 706.9 µm 
Reflectivity 532nm TTl 0.99 
Reflectivity 532nm TT2 0.95 
Finesse 532nm 102.4 
Reflectivity 1064nm TTl 0.98 
Reflectivity 1064nm TT2 0.999 
Finesse 1064nm 296.3 
Table 6.1: The parameters of the Fabry-Perot cavity. 
the Advanced LIGO arm cavity, with a length of 1.3m. A disadvantage of having a much 
shorter cavity is that the free spectral range is considerably larger , at 115.3 MHz, meaning 
that the cavity resonance needed to be tuned over a much la1:_ger frequency range. These 
issues are discussed further in later sections. 
Each mirror had a radius of curvature of 4 m , which was chosen to meet the cavity 
stability criterion [97] , and also to make sure that the higher order Hermite-Gaussian 
modes don 't overlap in frequency with the fundamental Gaussian mode. The Hermite-
Gaussian modal spacing is 30.5 MHz. This choice of mirror curvature yields cavity waist 
radii of 499.9 µm and 706.9 µm for optical wavelengths of 532 nm and 1064 nm respectively. 
The sci~nce laser 's 1064 n1n beam and the auxiliary laser 's 532 nm beam were both aligned 
and mode-1natched into the cavity via the input optics. 
The reflectivities of ·the cavity mirrors were chosen so that the cavity finesses and there-
. . 
fore the cavity l~ngth line-widths would be comparable to that of the Advanced LIGO arm 
cavity. · Specifically the cavity fin.esses were 102.4 for the 532 nm beam, and 296.3 for the 
1064 nm beam. The cavity parameters are listed in Table 6.1. 
6.1.1 Science PDH readout 
A PDH scheme (see Section 3.2) was implemented to provide a dir~ct readout of the 
cavity length fluctuations relative to the science laser , so that the performance of t he dual 
frequency PDH stabilisation could be evaluated. 
The science laser was a diode-pumped solid stat e laser (JDSU 126) , which generat ed 
radiation at 1064nm, via a non-planar ring o~cillator (NPRO) crystal made of neodymium-
doped ·yttrium aluminium garnet (Nd:YAG) [98]. Phase modulation sidebands were im-
posed onto the science_ laser light by sending it through an electro-optic modulator (New 
• 
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Figure 6.2: Simplified diagram of the Tip Tilt cavity and PDH scheme. 
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Focus 4003), which was driven at 15 MHz by a signal generator (Agilent 33220A). This 
phase modulated light was mode-matched and steered into the cavity through Tip Tilt 1, 
where relative phase shifts were imparted onto the carrier and sideband fields reflected off 
the cavity. 
The reflected light was then detected on a high speed photodetector. The photo-
detectors RF output was sent to an an<:'log electronic mixer, to be demodulated at 15 MHz 
by the same signal generator before being passed through a Low Pass Filter with a corner 
frequency of 20 MHz to remove the 2wm terms. The resulting analog error signal was then 
digitised and sent into the CDS system ( described in Section 4.3). 
The error signal (measured in digital counts) at resonance needed to be calibrated to 
give a readout of cavity length. Typically this is done by linearly scanning the cavity length 
over at least one FSR (half the optical wavelength) and using the FSR to calibrate the 
slope of the error signal. This method relies ori the assumption that the rate of change of 
cavity length is constant ( constant velocity) and that the displacement noise of the cavity 
is negligible compared to the scan. These assumptions are invalid with our suspended 
cavity, where the cavity noise is on the order of 1 µm (twice the FSR) , and a linear scan 
with the Tip Tilt actuators is difficult : 
Instead the higher linearity laser frequency actuator was SGanned with a triangular 
signal at 5 Hz, which is faster than the pendulum resonance frequency of the suspended 
1nirrors ( rv 1.3 Hz) where most of the cavity displacement noise occurs. A ten second trace 
of the error signal was recorded and is shown in Figure 6.3(a). To show the characteristic 
shape of the error signal around carrier and sideband -resonances, a zoomed in trace is 
shown in Figure 6.3(b). 
Although, the frequency scan is approximately linear , the displacement noise of the 
cavity, still means that the rate of change over an FSR is likely to be non-linear. The scan 
over the carrier and sideband resonances is 1nore linear , and since the spacing between 
each sideband and the carrier is known to be 15 MHz (the modulation frequency) , the 
~-: ---~ 1111, 
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Figure 6.3: Calibration of the error signal. ( a) full l0s trace of the error signal (b) zoomed 
in error signal around the carrier and sideband resonance ( c) the absolute gradient of the 
error signal over 10s and ( d) the absolute gradient of the zoomed in error signal. 
slope in counts /Hz can be calculated from the following equation: 
Sv = (de) . (de) x ( tmad) 
dv dt Vmod 
(6.1) 
where tmad is the time taken to_ sweep between the-carrier and sideband, and Vmod = 
15 MHz is the modulation frequency. 
A calibration script was written in Matlab [87] , that calculated and plotted the absolute 
gradient (with respect to time) of the uncalibrated error signal (see Figure 6.3(c)). The 
. . ' 
script used a peak finding algorithm to find th~ various resonances which correspond to 
maxima in the ·error signal graqient. The carrier and sideband resonances were found 
based on their relative spacings (see Figure 6.3(c)) , in that if the spacing between the 
carrier and lower sideband differed from that of the carrier and upper sideband by more 
than some threshold value, then they were rejected from the analysis. The gradient of 
the remaining carrier resonances were calibrated in terms of frequency ( counts/Hz) and 
averaged. Using this calibration code the error signal slope at resonance was found to be: 
• 
Sv = 6.33 x 10-7 cts/Hz · (6.2) 
The cal1.bration in terms of cavity displacement ( counts/m) and cavity round trip phase . 
( counts/rad) are easily calculated from the frequency to e~ror signal calibration, using the 
cavity roundtrjp phase. They were found t u be: 
<, 
SL 
S¢ 
1.37 x 108 cts/m 
11.6 cts/rad 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
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The standard deviation in the above values found from the calibration code was approxi-
mately 9 %. 
6.1.2 Tip Tilt actuation 
The actuation of the cavity length was carried out by varying the position of Tip Tilt 1 
via the voice coil actuators. This Tip Tilt was not the same as the prototype Tip Tilt 
characterised in Chapter 4 and therefore its position response was re-measured using the 
methods from Section 4.4.2. The position to shadow sensor readout was found to be: 
Ssspos = 81 X 106 cts/m (6.5) 
The difference between this value and that of the prototype Tip Tilt (see Equations 4.7) 
is due to a difference in the gain of each trans-impedance stage. The. measured position 
response is shown in Figure 6.4. It follows the typical pendulum response, remaining flat 
below the pendulum resonance ( r-v 1.3 Hz) , and rolling off as f- 2 above it. 
6.2 Locking the Auxiliary Laser to the Cavity 
The first part of the dual frequency PDH readout scheme is to lock the auxiliary laser to 
the cavity, so that the frequency fluctuations follow the cavity length ~uctuations. This 
involves setting up a feedback control system where the cavity roundtrip -phase is sensed 
using t he PDH technique and fed back to the frequency actuator of the auxiliary laser 
via a controller , which filters and amplifies the signal. This auxiliary-laser locking loop is 
depicted in Figure 6.5. 
The auxiliary laser locking loop in Figure 6.5 can be ·represented by a block diagram 
shown in Figure 6.6. Here i6..Lcav(w) represents frequency dependent fluctuations in the 
cavity length, i6..vaux ,gr(w) represents the fluctuations in the frequency of the green light-
from the auxiliary laser , i6..¢crt ( w) represents the fluct uations in the cavity round trip phase 
" 
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~E(w) represents the fluctuations in the PDH error signal and ~T/aux,gr(w) represents 
all external disturbances to the auxiliary laser 's frequency. The main components are 
the PDH sensor represented by S¢ ( w) , the controller for the auxiliary laser locking loop 
represented by Call ( w) ( the negative sign represents negative feedback) and the actuator 
of the auxiliary laser 's frequency (for the green laser) represe~ted by Aaux,gr(w). 
AL (w) I 4nvaux,gr cav __
C 
l'l<j,crt(co!I PDH Sensorl l'IE(co)~ Controller 
S<t>(w) -Cau(w) 
All aux,g/w) 
Auxiliary 
Actuator I I Laser 
Aaux,gr(w) 
Avaux,gr( (1)) 
Figure 6.6: Blo.ck diagram of the auxiliary laser locking loop. The various components 
and signals are described in the text. 
For small variations in the cavity round-trip phase near resonance, the dependence of 
the PDH error signal is approximately linear. This is represented by the equation: 
. . 
~c = Sm~ </Jcrt 
l ' 
(6.6) 
where S¢ is the response of the error signal to the roundtrip phase on resonance. Note 
that when the control loop is closed properly, the feedback signal (PDH error signal) will 
be suppressed to some small value ensuring that the variations in the round-trip phase are 
sufficiently sm~. Variations of the cavity r_ound_trip phase are a result o~ fluctuations in 
the laser frequency and the cavity length via the equation: 
41r ' 
~</Jcrt(w) = - (Lcav ~Vaux,gr(w) + Vaux ,gr ~Lcav(w)) 
C . 
(6.7) 
e 
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where Lcav is the length of the cavity, Vaux,gr is the frequency of the green light from 
the auxiliary laser and a preceding '~' represents fluctuations of that parameter. When 
the auxiliary locking loop is closed, the fluctuations in the laser frequency ~Vaux,gr, will 
be related to the fluctuations in the cavity length ~Lcav and the external disturbance 
~'T/aux ,gr, via the following equation: 
~Vaux ,gr(w) = ( 
~ ~S,p(w )Cau(w )Aaux,gr(w) ) 
1 + ; S4>(W )Call (w )Aaux,gr(w )Lcav Vaux ,gr~Lcav(w) 
+ ( l + ~S,p(w)Cau(~)Aaux,gr(w)Lcav) f'l'T/aux,gr(w) (6.8) 
The total gain of the various stages in the loop can be represented by the open loop gain 
( 0 LG) for the auxiliary locking loop, given by: 
41r 
OLGall (w) = -z LcavS4>(W )Call (w )Aaux,gr (w) (6.9) 
Equation 6.8 can be simplified by representing it in terms of the open loop gain: 
~Vaux,gr(w) = ( -OLGall(w) ) (Vaux,gr) ~Lcav(w) 1 + OLGazz(w) Lcav 
+ ( l ( )) ~'T/aux,gr(w) 1 + OLGall W (6.10) 
In the high open loop gain limit (OLGall(w) >> 1), Equation 6.10 approximates to: 
f'lvaux,gr(w) = - (1/?::r) f'lLcav(w) (6.11) 
Therefore provided the open loop gain is sufficiently high, the feedback loop will force the 
auxiliary laser frequency to track the cavity length fluctuations. Generally this occurs at 
frequencies below the unity gain frequency of the control loop. 
Since the auxiliary laser needed to act as a reference for the cavity length fluctuations 
at frequencies for which we wished to stabilise the cavity to the science laser, the unity 
gain frequency of the auxiliary locking loop needed to be much higher than that of the 
ALS loop. This was achieved by implementing the PDH readout and controller digitally 
on a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The FPGA ·is readily re-programmable 
hardware that provides high speed pro-cessing making it ideal 'for low latency feedback 
control systems. The bandwidth achievable with a si1nilar digital PDH _ locking scheme 
has been demonstrated to be 20 kHz [99] , making it suitable for our auxiliary locking 
loop. The same bandwidth could have been ac11:ieved with an analog system, however the 
FPGA's flexibility and auto1nation made it a more convenient choice for this experiment. 
6. 2 .1 Auxiliary Laser 
The auxiliary laser (Innolight Prometheus) used in the experiment was another diode-
pu1n ped (Nd:YAG) laser. The infrared radiation at 1064 nm produced by the Nd:YAG 
~~--....:...-.. ~ tl 
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Figure 6.7: The frequency response of the auxiliary laser's green frequency to a voltage 
sent through the high voltage amplifier into the auxiliary laser PZT. 
crystal was focused into a second harmonic generator (SHG) to also produce green ra-
diation at 532nm. The Prometheus therefore produces dual frequency radiation that is 
intrinsically phase related. 
--
The laser frequency is controlled by two actuators. Fast (up to a 100 KHz) but short 
range frequency actuation is handled by a piezo-electric transducer (PZT), which exerts 
pressure on the Nd:YAG crystal. Slow but large range frequency actuation, is achieved 
by controlling the temperature of the crystal. The temperature actuator was used only to 
correct ·for drifts on timescales of 100 seconds or more, (less than 0.01 Hz), ensuring that 
the PZT didn't saturate. 
The. laser fr·equency to PZT voltage coefficient's are: 
Caux--ir = 1.85 MHz/V 
C~ux-gr · 3. 70 MHz/V 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
where Caux-ir is the infra-red frequency's ~oefficient, and Caux-gr is the green frequency's 
coefficient, which is simply twice that of the infra-red. 
The PZT can take an input of ±100 V, however the output from the DAC of the 
· digital controller has a range of ±10 V. A high voltage (HV) amplifier was therefore 
included after the DAC and before the laser PZT input, to increase the frequency range. 
This HV amplifier provided a gain of 20 and also contained a low pass filter .with a corner · 
frequency of 9 Hz, which was included to help roll off the open loop gain and reduce 
noise related to the glitch energy of the DAC. A bode plot of the modelled gain of the 
laser's ·infra-red frequency response to the voltage input of the HV amplifier is provided 
in Figure 6.7. 
e 
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The digital PDH scheme for readout of the auxiliary laser's frequency relative to the 
cavity length is shown in Figure 6.8. The green laser light was sent through an electro-
optic modulator, driven by a signal generator (Agilent 33250A) at a modulation frequency 
off mod = 10 MHz, before being injected into the cavity through Tip Tilt 2 (the opposite 
end to the science laser beam). The reflected modulated light was then shone onto a high 
speed photo-detector. 
The photo-detector output was digitised by an Analog to Digital Converter (ADC) 
which sa1npled the signal at a frequency of 40 MHz. This digitised signal was sent to an 
FPGA (NI-PXI-7833R) where the demodulat_ion and filtering was carried out. A Lab-
VIEW interface was used to program the FPGA-, which was run at 40 MHz, to match the 
ADC sampling frequency. 
On the FPGA, the digitised signal was 1nixed with a numerically controlled oscillator 
(NCO) , also at 10 MHz, to demodulate the signal and bring it down to base-band. The 
NCO (shown in Figure 6.8) was produced by sending a frequency value to an integrator, 
which gives out a phase value that is fed into a look up table (LUT) of a sine wave. 
Provided the input frequency value was calibrated correctly the produced signal would 
oscillate at the given frequency. The calibration was given by: 
2n( cts) f ( cts) = r ITT_\ f (Hz) (6.14) 
where n is the bit depth of the phase register, and ffpga· is the frequency of the FPGA. 
For correct demodulation down to baseband, the NCO needed to be synchronised with 
the signal generator that provided the modulation frequency. This was ach~eved by phase~ 
locking the FPGA 1naster clock to the signal generator clock using the 10 MHz reference 
.. 
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Figure 6.9: Calibration of the digital PDH error signal. ( a) full 10 second trace of the 
error signal (b) zoomed in error signal around the carrier and sideband resonance ( c) the 
absolute gradient of the error signal over the full 10 seconds and ( d) the absolute gradient 
of the zoomed in error signal. 
clock. 
-
The output of the mixer was sent through a 40 point cascaded integrator comb (CIC) 
filter. The CIC would integrate the input for 40 samples, and then output the integrated 
value. It therefore decimated the 40 MHz sampled signal down to 1 MHz, which was the 
output.frequency of Digital to Analog Converter (DAC). In the frequency domain the CIC 
is a sine function , and therefore acts simultaneously as a low pass filter , which is important 
for r~moving the 2fmod terms that are present from the mixing process. 
The _on-resonance digital PDH error signal was calibrated using the method discussed 
in the,science laser PDH section (Section 6.1.1). The auxiliary laser frequency was scanned 
and a time series of the error signal was taken. The traces of the error signal and error 
. . 
signal gradient are plotted in Figure 6.9. The digital PDH error signal responses to the 
laser frequency, roundtrip phase and caVIty length were: 
Sv 120 cts/Hz 
S¢ , 2.20 x 109 cts/rad 
SL 5.20 x 1016 cts/m 
6.2;3 Auxiliary Laser Locking Controller 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
The auxiliary laser control loop was completed by feeding-the digital PDH error signal to · 
the auxiliary laser PZT a.ctuator via the digital controller, and thereby locking the fre-
quency of the auxiliary laser to the cavity le'n.gth.' The controller for the auxiliary locking 
loop was based on the digital PDH error signal slope and auxiliary laser ·PZT frequency 
response, and designed to give a loop bandwidth on the order of 10 kHz, (known to be 
.. 
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Figure 6.10: The gain of the controller for the auxiliary locking loop. The DAC conversion 
is included in the gain of the controller. 
achievable from [99]) , and high gain at DC. To achieve large gain at lower frequencies while 
ensuring that the loop gain rolled off as 1 / f through the desired unity gain frequency, two 
proportional-integrator stages in series were employed with corner frequencies of approxi-
mately 450 Hz and 900 Hz respectively. The gain of the controller was modelled in Matlab 
[87) and is plotted in Figure 6.10. This response incorporates the DAC conversion from 
counts to volts. The phase rolls back up near 0° above 10 kHz, allowing for the -90° 
provided by the low pass filter in the HV amplifier , so as to provide enough phase 1nargin 
for a stable locking system. 
The total open loop gain was modelled based on the error signal, controller and actu-
ator; and measured using a spectrum analyser . (Stanford Research Systems SR 787). To 
obtain the measurement , the spectrum analyser was used to send a swept sine signal into 
the loop and measure the ratio between the output signal before and after the input signal, 
while the loop was closed. The gain of .the loop is high at low frequencies , which resulted 
in the output signal measured after the input , being suppressed below the electronic noise 
floor of the spectrum analyser. As such the gain could on~y be· measured accurately for 
frequencies above 500 Hz. 
The measured and modelled open loop gains are plotted in Figure 6.11 (a). The latency 
of the 1nodelled open loop was fitted , so that the phase roll off would match that of the 
measurement. This latency was found to be 5. 7 µsec. The unity gain frequency of the loop 
was measured at 12.6 kHz, the phase margin was 50° and the gain margin 9.7 dB. 
From Equat ion 6.10, t he open loop gain, the cavity length and the frequency of the 
auxiliary laser , the response of the auxiliary laser frequency to fluctuatio~s in the cavity 
length can be calculated. We define this response _as Gall , which from Equation 6.10 is 
----- ______ ..: ...... _. ~ . 
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Figure 6.11: Bode plots for (a) the modelled and measured open loop gain (OLG) for the 
auxiliary laser locking loop and (b) the modelled response of the auxiliary laser frequency 
to the cavity length. 
given by: 
OLGall Vaux,ir 
Gau = l + OLGau Lcav 
(6.18) 
Note that this is the response of the infrared frequency to the cavity length and not that of 
the green frequency. This response has been modelled and is plotted in Figure 6.ll(b) , and 
it shows that the auxiliary laser frequency should reference the cavity length fluctuations 
for frequencies up to approximately 10 kHz , which will be sufficient for the ALS system. 
6.3 Relative Frequency Measurement 
The second part of the · dual frequency PDH readout scheme is to sense the relative fre-
quency fluctuations -between the sdence and auxiliary laser. As the auxiliary laser fre-
quency. is sufficiently locked to the cavity· length, this readout is an indirect measurement 
~-
of the cavity length fluctuation relative to the science laser frequency . 
A~ mentioned in Chapter 5, for Advanced LIGO , measuring the relative frequency 
between the lasers is non-trivi~l du~ to the large dist ance between the lasers. In our 
bencp.-top experiment however we did not have the complication of having to send light 
. from one of the lasers over 4 km, as the two lasers were co-located. 
'fo measure the r~lative frequency between the two lasers , the infra-red light from 
each laser . was interfered on a common photo-detector to produce a heterodyne signal, 
as depicted in Figure 6.12. This photo-detecto·r was built in house [100]- and had a flat 
frequency response up to 600 MHz. The frequency of the resulting heterodyne signal is 
' . 
given by: · 
( ) _ ( ) -iWTsci ( ) - i WTaux + . . ( ) V , (w ) Vhet W - Vsci u,J e - Vaux W e Vap ,sci W - op,av,x (6.19) 
., 
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Figure 6.12: The setup for obtaining the relative frequency measurement between the two 
lasers. 
where Tsci and Taux are the travel times from the lasers to the photo-detector. Vop ,sci and 
Vop ,aux represent frequency modulations incurred onto the two light fields from fluctuations 
in the optical paths of the two lasers to the photo-detector. 
For our experiment the travel times from the lasers to the photodetector are relatively 
short ( ~ 1 ns) , which is much less than the inverse of the Fourier frequency range of 
interest ( ~ 1 ms) , meaning that the e-iwT terms approximate to unity. We also assume 
that the fluctuations in the optical path are negligible. Equation 6.19 therefore reduces 
to: 
Vhet(W). = Vsci(w) - Vaux(w) (6.20) 
meaning that a measurement of the frequency of the heterodyne signal, equates to a 
measurement of the relative frequency between the two lasers. 
Digital Phase Locked Loop 
The heterodyne frequency was read-out by a_ frequency meter based on a digital phase 
locked loop (DPLL). A diagram showing the b<?,Sic components of the DPLL is shown in 
Figure 6.13. The DPLL which is implemented on an FPGA, essentially works by phase-
locking an NCO (like the one described in section 6.2) to the digitised heterodyne signal. 
The measurable frequency of the NCQ tracks that of the heterodyne signal and therefore 
provides a readout of the heterodyne frequency. 
The two signals are 1nultiplied, and then low pass filtered using an 80 point CIC filter , 
to produce a quadrature error signal EQ , which is equal to: 
E Q = Smix sin ( ¢ _het - c/>nco) (6.21) 
where Smix equals the amplitudes of t4e digitised heterodyne and NCO signals (in counts}, 
and the CIC filter response. ¢het is the phase of the heterodyne signal and <l>nco is the 
phase of the NCO. Note that the phase of a signal is the integral of the frequency of that 
signal. In the frequency domain the phase of the heterodyne and NCO signals are given 
by: 
.. 
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Figure 6.13: Diagra1n of the Digital Phase Locked Loop 
21r 
cf>het(W) = -. Vhet(W) 
iw 
2n 
cf>nco(w) = -. Vnco(w) 
iw 
(6.22) 
(6 .23) 
where cf>het and cf>nco have units of radians and vhet and Vnco have units of Hertz. Provided 
the frequencies are the same and the phase difference is small (cf>het ~ cf>nco) , the small 
angle approximation means that the quadrature error signal fn Equation 6.21 reduces to 
something proportional to the phas_e difference: 
CQ = Smix(cf>het - cf>nco) (6.24) 
The frequency of -the NCO is controllable and can ~e set to equal the frequency of the 
heterodyne signal, however the frequency of the heterodyne signal varies as the frequency 
of each laser fluctuates ( especially the auxiliary laser which is locked to the cavity). So to 
ensure that the frequency of the NCO tracks that of the heterodyne signal , the quadrature 
error signal is fed back 'via a controller as a correction to the NCO frequency. This also 
drives the phase. difference to a small value and ensures that the small angle approximation 
is met .- The controller is just a simple Proportional-Integral stage. A block diagram 
representing the DPLL is drawn in Figure 6.14 to depict just how the output tracks the 
frequency of the heterodyne signal. 
Vheiw) 2n q>heiw) Mixer Controller vnco(w) ... ... 
"' 
"'-
-- +· 
,. 
smi)w) r ,. iw (dpll(w) 
_)~ 
2n ~ Integrator ~ 
232 ' Gint(w) ..... 
<?nco(w) 
.• 
Figure 6.14: A block diagram of the DPLL 
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Cdpll is the gain of the proportional-integrator controller. Gint is the gain of the 80 MHz 
integrator which can be approximated for w << w8 by the equation: 
Gint(W) ~ 80 X 106 
iw (6.25) 
The factor of 21r /232 represents the mapping of the 32-bit integer to the one cycle of a 
sine wave contained in the LUT. An equation for the frequency of the NCO in terms of 
the heterodyne frequency can be written: 
( ) _ ( Smix ( w) C dpll ( w) ) ( 21r ) ( ) Vnco W - 21r -. Vhet W 1 + Smix(w)Cdpll(w)Gint(w) ( 232) iw (6.26) 
The open loop gain of the DPLL is given by the gains of all the blocks in the control loop 
in Figure 6.14: 
OLGdpll(w) = Smix(w)Cdpll(w)Gint(w) G~) (6.27) 
Substituting Equation 6.27 into Equation 6.26, gives: 
( OLGdpll(w) ) ( 2
32 
) ( 1 ) Vnca(w) = 1 + OLGdpll(w) Gint(w) iw Vhet(w) (6.28) 
And substituting the integrator response from Equation 6.25 into Equation 6.28, yields: 
( OLGdpll(w) ) ( 2
32 ) Vnca(w) = 1 + O.LGdpll(w) 80 X 106 Vhet(w) (6.29) 
The open loop gain of the DPLL was modelled in Matlab [87] based on the known gains 
of the various stages. The bode plot is provided in Figure 6.15 (a) along with a bode plot 
of the closed loop response ( 0 LG dpll / ( 1 + 0 LG dpll)). The unity gain frequency of the 
loop was found to be 63 kHz, the gain margin was 12.3 dB and the phase margin was 58°. 
The frequency meter gain is defined as the response of the NCO frequency readout to the 
heterodyne frequency, and is given by: 
G _ ( OLGdpu(w) ) ( 232 ) fm - l + OLGdpll(w) 80 X 106 (9.30) 
The frequency meter response was measured by locking the NCO to a sine wave gen-
erated fro1n a signal generator. A swept sine from the SR 787 spectrum analyser was used 
to modulate the frequency of this sine wave and the frequency meter output was read 
out. The calibrated response is plotted in Figure 6.15 (b} along with _the 1nodelled fre-
quency meter response obtained fro1n the DPLL open loop gain model. · The latency of 
the modelled frequency meter had to be fitted. Apart from this fitted latency, there was 
excellent agreement between the measurement and model. The frequency meter response 
in Figure 6.15 (b) shows that for cl~sed loop operation the fluctuations in the relative 
frequency can be measured up to rv 10 kHz with phase delay of less than or equal to 19°. 
This is more than sufficient for dual frequency PDH readout. 
A 10 second trace of the relative frequency between the two lasers was recorded, while 
the auxiliary laser was locked to the cavity. This trace is plotted in. Figure 6.16 and. 
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Figure 6.15: (a) The modelled open loop gain (OLG) of the DPLL and (b) The modelled 
and measured frequency-meter gain. 
shows large fluctuations predominantly at around 1 Hz. This corresponds to the Tip Tilt 
longitudinal resonance frequency which is the dominant source of cavity noise. Therefore 
as expected, the relative frequency measurement between the lasers, provides an indirect 
measurement of the cavity displacement relative to the science laser. The acquisition of 
the relative frequency measurement completes the dual frequency PDH scheme. 
6.4 . ALS Control Loop 
To complete the ALS control system, the frequency meter output was compared with 
frequency meter offset, and th~ difference fed back to the Tip Tilt actuator , via a cavity 
contr~ller implemented on the CDS network (see Section 4.3). This feedback scheme is 
shown in Figure 6 .17. · The frequency meter offset was for setting the heterodyne frequency 
when 'the ALS loop . was closed and could also · be used to tune the cavity length. The 
differe~ce between the frequency · meter output and the offset was sent out of the FPGA 
via the 1 MHz bAC and into the CDS network via an ADC. On the CDS it was sent to 
cavity · controller which consisted of gain and filter stages. The cavity controller fed this 
signal to the Tip Tilt 1 position actuator (see section 6-.1.2). 
' 
A block diagram showing the frequency dependent components of the completed ALS 
. loop is shown in ,Figure 6.18. The loop ,consists of the auxiliary laser locking loop, the 
frequency meter , the cavity length stabilisation controller and the Tip Tilt actuator. 
From Section 6.2 the auxiliary laser locking loop forces the auxiliary laser to track 
the cavity length with a response given by Gazz(w) (Equation 6.18) , which was plotted 
in Figure 6.ll(b). From Section 6.3 the frequency meter (based on the DPLL) measures 
the relative frequency between the science a nd auxiliary laser with a response given by 
Gtm(w) (Equation 6.30) , which was plotted in Figure 6.15(b). The Tip Tilt actuator 
transfer function is represented by Att ( w) and was plotted in Figu~e 6".4. The cavity 
~ 
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Figure 6.16: A time trace of the frequency difference between the two lasers , as measured 
by the DPLL. 
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Figure 6.18: Block diagran1 of the ALS control loop 
controller is represented by the transfer function Ccav ( w) and was designed based on the 
known transfer functions of the other components in the loop and to ensure a stable and 
robust ALS control system. 
~Lcav(w) represents the cavity length fluctuations , and are equal to the sum of the 
changes brought on by the actuator and the external disturbances (seismic, acoustic) 
represented by ~T/cav(w). When the loop is closed the cavity length fluctuations will be 
related to the science laser frequency and the external disturbances via the equation: 
"L ( ) __ ( Gtm(w)Ccav(w)Att(w) ) " ·( ) 
ti cav W - --------~--- tiVsc:i W 
1 + Gjm(w)Ccav(w)Att(w)Gazz(w) 
+ ------------ ~T/cav(w) ( 1 ) 1 + Gjin (W )Ccav(w )Att(W )Gall (w) (6.31) 
The open loop gain of the ALS loop is equal to the response of the frequency meter , 
auxiliary locking loop, Tip Tilt actuator and controller: 
OLGazs(w) = Gtm(w)Ccav(w)Att(w)Gazz(w) (6.32) 
The cavity length fluctuations in terms of the open loop gain of the ALS loop is therefore: 
( - 0 LG als ( w) ) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( ) ~L<;av(w) = - 1 + OLGazs(w) · Gan(w) ~Vsci(w) + 1 + OLGazs(w) ~T/cav w 
(6.33) 
In the high loop gain limit (OLGazs >> 1) the cavity length fluctuations become: 
· ( Lcav ) 
~Lcav(w) = - . ~Vsci(w) 
Vaux ir · 
. ) 
(6.34) 
' 
Therefore the cavity length fluctuations will be suppressed relative to the frequency of the 
auxiliary laser. Note that in the high loop gain limit , the auxiliary laser locking response 
has been reduced to Gall= Vaux,ir/ Lcav· 
Based ·on transfer functions of the other components in the ALS control loop the cavity 
controller was designed to ensure a stable, robust control loop to suppress the _cavity length 
fluctuations. This controller was implemented on the CDS system and was a basic filter , 
that incorporated a zero at 20 Hz to change t he f-~· 2 response (from the Tip. Tilt pendulum 
response) above this frequency to a f- 1 response. Below the pendulum resonance a boost 
and integrator stage were employed to give the loop higher gain at lc,""o/ frequencies. 
" 
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Figure 6.19: A time trace of the relative frequency between the two lasers , when the 
measurement is fed back to the Tip-Tilt actuators. 
The bandwidth of the PDH control loop was limited by the latency of the CDS system 
which was measured to be about 0.3 ms. From the f- 1 response and the CDS latency a 
unity gain frequency of 300 Hz was calculated to give a phase margin of about 60° , which 
would correspond to a sufficiently stable ALS control loop. 
With ALS controller designed and implemented, the auxiliary laser locked to the cavity 
and the frequency meter reading out the relative frequency fluctuations between the two 
lasers , the cavity could be stabilised to the science laser. This was achieved by first 
tuning the cavity so as to bring the heterodyne frequency within the frequency meter 
offset ( calibrated in Hertz) and then closing the loop to suppress the apparent cavity 
length fluctuations. A time series of the relative frequency during this process is shown in 
Figure 6.19. As can be seen, when the feedback is engaged (just after 5 seconds) therE: is a 
noticeable suppression of the relative frequency fluctuations , and the heterodyne frequency 
locks to the frequency meter offset (which was set to 19 MHz). This suppression of the 
relative frequency corresponds to a suppression of the cavity length fluctuations since 
the auxiliary laser was locked to the cavity and the relative frequency measurement was 
dominated by changes in the cavity length. 
The initial calculation of the phase margin was only an approximation. Once a stable 
lock was achieved the loop gain was optimised to- ensure a phase 1nargin of 60° was achieved. 
A measurement of the open loop gaiI?, between 10 and 300_ Hz was obtained by sending 
a swept sine into the control loop and measuring the negative ratio between the output 
signal before and after the injection point of the input signal. This open loop gain is 
plotted in Figure 6.20 along with a model using the components of the loop. The unity 
gain frequency was 128 Hz, with a phase margin of. 58° and gain margin of 13 dB. 
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The first requirement of the ALS system was to gain control of the tuning of the cavity 
length over an FSR with respect to the science laser. To achieve this a controllable offset 
needed to be injected into the ALS control loop. 
The_ obvious choice for this offset was the frequency meter offset which was already 
implemented to control the heterodyne frequency. Since the auxiliary laser at this point 
is locked to the cavity, tuning ~he heterodyne frequency corresponds to the tuning of the 
cavity length relative to the science laser. However the frequency range of this tuning is 
limited by the sampling of the heter_odyne signal into the FPGA. From sampling theory 
[66] the maximum frequency that the heterodyne signal can change by without being 
aliased by the ADC is the Nyquist frequency. This is equal to half the sampling frequency 
. 
of the ADC. Tne sampling rate of the ADC was 80 MHz, and so the heterodyne frequency 
could only be tuned over a range of 40 MHz. This approximately corresponds to only one 
third of the range required to tune the cavity by a full FSR. 
To be able to tune the cavity over the full FSR, a method for injecting an offset into 
the ALS loop before the ADC, had to be devised. Since at this point in the loop the cavity 
length information is encoded onto the frequency of the heterodyne signal, the offset had 
to be injected via the frequency of another sinusoid. A signal generator (Hewlett ·Packard 
E4400B) with a frequency range of 250 kHz to -i GHz was used to generate this sinusoid 
which was then mixed with the RF output from the heterodyne PD, as illustrated in 
Figure 6.21. Recall from Section 3.1 that a multiplication in the time domain corresponds 
to a convolution in the frequency domain, resulting in the heterodyne frequency being 
shifted both up and down by the frequency of the signal generator. A low pass filter was 
C 
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Figure 6.21: Schematic for the tuning of the relative frequency between the lasers and 
therefore the tuning of the cavity length. 
used to elilninate the up-converted component, allowing the down-converted signal to pass 
to the DPLL. The frequency of the NCO Vnco was therefore equal to the difference between 
the heterodyne frequency vhet and the signal generator offset frequency v 890 : 
Vnco = Vhet - V sgo (6.35) 
Upon feedback, this value is driven ·to frequency meter offset Vfmo, meaning that the 
heterodyne frequency equals: 
Vhet = Vsgo + Vjmo (6.36) 
Therefore the heterodyne frequency and thus the cavity could be tuned by controlling the 
frequency offset of the signal generator. From here on we will refer · to the offset of the 
signal generator simply as the offset frequency . . 
The offset frequency was tuned over a range of 160MHz, to cover a full FSR of the 
cavity, and the transmitted science laser power was measured. The transmitted power of 
the auxiliary laser's green beam and the science laser PDH error signal were also measured. 
These n1easurements are plotted in Figure 6.22. 
The top plot in Figure 6.22 shows the normalised cavity transmitted power for the 
science infrared laser. As can be seen, the cavity passes through two resonances as the 
offset is tuned, clearly de1nonstrating the ALS system's capacity to tune the cavity over 
a full FSR. The bottom trace shows the nonnalised cavity transmission of the auxiliary 
green laser and demonstrates the high stability and robustness of the auxiliary locking 
loop while the cavity is tuned. The 1niddle plot shows the science laser PDH error signal. 
Fron1 the transmitted infra-red measurement the FSR was measured to be 115.3 MHz, in 
direct agreement with the design value from Table 6.1. The noise introduced to the ·ALS 
loop from the addition of the mixer was found to qe negligible. 
----- ·-
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Figure 6.22: Tuning of the frequency offset over 160 MHz. Top - Normalised cavity 
transmission of the science infrared laser , Middle - Science PDH error signal, Bottom -
Normalised cavity transmission of the auxiliary green laser. 
6.6 Cavity Stability 
The second requirement of the ALS system was to stabilise the RMS fluctuations of the 
arm catjty length to within one line-width relative to the science laser. 
The performance of'the ALS system in regard to this cavity stabilisation requirement 
was first tested by tuning the cavity. onto resonance with the science laser and monitoring 
the transmitted infrared power. A 100 second time domain measurement of the normalised 
infrared transmission was recorded and is plotted in Figure 6.23 , along with a time do-
main measurement of the normalised green transmission. The fluctuations of the infrared 
transmission from maximum power are less than 10%, indicating that the cavity length is 
stabilised to a level less than the line-width. 
The science laser PDH readout was used as an out -of loop sens_or, allowing for a 
more quantitative measuren1ent of the cavity stability. A 100 second trace of the sci-
ence PDH readout was recorded and calibrated ·in terms of equivalent displacement using 
Equation 6.3. The in-loop ALS signal was also measured and calibrated in terms of equiv-
alent displacement using the frequency met er gain and the FPGA to CDS conversion. 
The spectra of the calibrated science PDH and in-loop ALS measurements are plotted in 
Figure 6.24. 
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Figure 6.24: The displacement noise of the cavity measured using the science laser PDH, 
and the in-loop ALS. The ALS stability requirement and the integrated RMS of the science 
PDH 1neasure1nent have also been included. 
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The line-width of the Tip Tilt cavity for infra-red light is: 
81064 
,\ 
-
- (6.37) 
-
2F 
1064 nm 
2 X 296.3 
,..._, 1.8 nm ,..._, 
The integrated RMS fluctuations were obtained from the science PDH spectra and are 
also plotted in Figure 6.24 along with the ALS requirement. As can be seen the RMS 
motion is 30.2 pm, meeting the requirement by almost two orders of magnitude (a factor 
of 60). 
Ideally, the science PDH and in-loop ALS spectra should be equal at all frequencies , 
as they are both measurements of the suppressed cavity length fluctuations. This is the 
case for frequencies between 1 Hz and 1 kHz. 
Between 1 and 10 Hz there are a few noticeable spikes in both spectra, which are due 
to the modes of the cavity mirrors being excited. The Tip Tilt pendulum resonance can 
be seen in the spectra at 1.3 Hz. There is also a spike near 1.6 Hz which could be either 
the pitch or the yaw resonance or a combination of both. The spike at about 5.5 Hz is 
most likely the Tip Tilt vertical bounce mode. 
Above 1 kHz the in-loop ALS spectra is _ flat , whereas th~_ science PDH continues to 
decreases approximately as J-2 , following the Tip Tilt pendulum response. The extra 
noise in the in-loop ALS is due to- electronic noise from the FPGA DAC. This noise is 
above the unity gain frequency of the ALS loop and therefore is not fed back to the cavity 
length,. hence why it doesn't corrupt the science PDH measurement. 
Below 1 Hz the science PDH spectra is noisier . than the in-loop ALS spectra. It 
remains unclear what this low frequency noise is due to. The discrepancy could be due to 
the gree_n and infrared light probing slightly different lengths. The cavity is contained in 
air and so air turbulence provides a mechanism for which this discrepancy in cavity lengths 
could come about , through refractive index changes or the different volumes occupied by 
. . 
the spatial mod_es of the two intra-cavity beams. The discrepancy could also be due to 
fluctuations of alignment of the beams into the cavity. 
Optimisation 
. 
In achieving the level of stability shown in Figure 6.24 the experiment had to be optimised 
by identifying and measuring possible noise sources and where necessary reducing them. 
Figure 6.25 shows a summary of the measured noise sources. The initial and optimised 
spectra of the in-loop ALS and science PDH has also been plotted. 
The initial science PDH spectra shows a larger level of noise below 10 Hz, compared to 
the in-loop ALS. This noise was due to a discrepancy between the cavity length fluctuations 
that the green and infrared beams were seeing, which was caused by air turbulence through 
the intra-cavity beam. There are two mechanisms through which this could occur. The 
first mechanism is through the wavelength dependent refractive inde~ of air. Green and 
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Figure 6.25: The initial stability performance, optimised performance and all measured 
noISe sources. 
infrared light experience different air refractive indices and therefore different optical path 
lengths. Density changes brought on by air turbulence result in changes in the refractive 
index. These changes result in different optical path length changes seen by the infrared 
and green beams. The second mechanism is through the difference in volume occupied by 
the green and infra-red beams in the cavity. 
Air turbulence through the cavity was reduced by enclosing the beam in a perspex 
tube. The spectra labeled 'turbulence' in Figure 6.25 is for a 1neasurement of the difference 
between the infrared and green measurements of the length changes. The dashed (green) 
line shows this measurement with no beam tube. The noise at low frequencies has the same 
shape and is almost at the same level as the initial science PDH spectra. The solid (green) 
line shows the reduction of the low frequency noise when the beam tube is included. To see 
how this measurement was taken and for more on air turbulence effects , see Appendix C. 
The initial spectra of the in-loop ALS and science PDH measurements show bumps 
and spikes between 10 Hz and 100 Hz. These resonances were suspected to be due to the 
structural modes of the optical table and were minimised by floating the table on its gas 
legs. 
. 
The EOM used for phase modulation in the experiment can also impose amplitude 
n1odulation (AM) onto the light [101). The light passing through the EOM needs to 
be vertically polarised. Any deviation __ from this results in polarisation modulation at the 
modulation frequency of the EOM. The polarisation beam splitter used to reflect the cavity 
reflected light onto the reflected PD, converts this polarisation modulation to amplitude 
modulation . Since this amplitude modulation occurs at the modulation frequency, it is 
demodulated at the mixer and registers as noise i:q. the PDH measurement. To measure· 
. ~ 
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Figure 6.26: Diagram showing the basic scheme for transferring the control of the cavity 
from the ALS feedback to the science PDH feedback. 
the level of this noise, the cavity was blocked and the calibrated error signal read out. 
This was done for both PDH schemes. The spectra for these measurements are plotted as 
'green residual AM' and 'infrared residual AM' in Figure 6.25. The calibrated spectra for 
when the reflected PD was blocked has also been plotted and is labelled as 'green dark 
PD' and 'infrared dark PD ' . 
Other forms of noise that have not been measured here but could have degraded the 
stability include alignment noise and phase noise introduced by the SHG of the auxiliary 
laser. 
6. 7 Control Transfer 
The two requirements of the ALS. system are needed to ensure smooth cavity tuning and 
efficient control _transfer betwee? the two sensing schemes. As such a final test of the ALS 
system was carried out to handover the control of the cavity from dual frequency PDH 
feedback to the standard science laser PDH feedback. Figure 6.26 shows the basic setup 
on the CDS network that was used to facilitate this control transfer. 
The IR PDH and ALS factors were used to normalise the feedback signals. These 
factors were calculated based on the calibrations obtained for the science PDH and ALS 
signals, and ensured that the· response to the cavity here would be equal for each signal. 
The normalised feedback signals were then each passed through gain stages that multiplied 
the. signal by a number ranging. from' 0 to 1. After these gain stages the two signals are 
. added together and fed back to the cavity controller. 
While the cavity is under control from the ALS system, the ALS gain is 1 while the 
IRPDH gain is 0. To hand over the control from the ALS to the science PDH, the ALS 
gain is decreases linearly with time from 1 to 0, while the IRPDH gain is in.creased linearly 
from O to 1. A simple python script was written to handle and ensure a smooth control 
transfer. 
Figure 6.27 shows a successful hand-over from ALS to the science PDH control, after 
the cavity has been tuned onto resonance. The top plot shows th~ normalised cavity 
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Figure 6.27: Time traces of the transmitted science laser power (top), the ALS and science 
PDH gains (middle), and the transmitted auxiliary green laser power, during the handoff 
procedure. 
transmitted infra-red power to show the infrared resonance state of the cavity during the 
hand-over. The middle plot shows the ALS and IRPDH gains. The bottom plot shows 
the normalised transmitted green power to show the stability of the auxiliary locking loop 
during the hand-over. The traces are divided into four shaded regions , which represent 
the different stages of the transfer: 
( a) The cavity was initially stabilised at a point far from resonance by the ALS system. 
(b) The cavity was tuned onto resonance by adjusting the offset frequency of the down-
converting signal generator. The infrared power in the cavity slowly increased with 
the tuning until it reached maximum, at which point the offset was no longer tuned. 
The ALS syste1n n1aintained the cavity on resonance. 
( c) Control over the cavity length was transferred from the ALS system to the science 
PDH. This was done by running the Python script that increased the PDH gain 
while decreasing the ALS gain. 
( d) The cavity length was stabilised and under the control of the scie°:ce PDH signal 
alone. 
- - - ~----· ~ 
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6.8 Discussion 
The results presented in this chapter have shown the successful tuning of a cavity over 
an FSR by the ALS , and the suppression of the residual motion of the cavity to less 
than a cavity line-width. Despite meeting requirements , these results need to be consid-
ered in context. Any extrapolation of the work presented in this chapter to a kilometre 
scale interferometer should take into account the differences in environment and optical 
configuration. 
The LIGO arm cavities are enclosed in beam tubes which have been evacuated down 
to a pressure less than 1 x 10-9 torr [102] and as such the ALS won't be limited by residual 
gas effects such as air turbulence and temperature induced density drifts. 
The FSR for the LIGO arm cavities is 37.5 kHz, a factor of 4000 smaller than the FSR 
of our Tip Tilt cavity, due to the length being a factor of 4000 larger. The limit on the 
range of tune-ability that we initially encountered should not be an issue for the Advanced 
LIGO ALS. However this means that the ALS will be more sensitive to laser frequency 
noise from the science laser. Fortunately the science laser in LIGO is pre-stabilised to a 
reference cavity, unlike our free running science laser. 
Differences in test mass actuation and site noise also need to be considered, however 
recent simulation work [103] predicts that , taking these differences in to account , the ALS 
stability requirement can still be met. 
6.9 Summary 
In this chapter the viability of the ALS system based on the dual frequency PDH readout 
was demonstrated using a single cavity made of Tip Tilt mirrors. The setup of the ALS 
experiment was divid~d into four steps - setting up the cavity, locking the auxiliary laser to 
the cavity, measuring the relative frequency between the auxiliary and science lasers and 
the feedback of the relative frequency measurement to the cavity. The implementation of 
.. 
each step was described in detail. 
Using the implemented ALS system, the cavity's residual motion was stabilised down 
to an RMS value of 30.2 pm which was less than one cavity linewidth as per the ALS 
stability requirement. The A;LS system was also used to tune the cavity over a full FSR 
(115 MHz) as per the ALS tuning requirement. The ~mooth control handover between 
the ALS and science laser PDH· systems was also demonstrated. 
e 
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Chapter 7 
Stable Transfer of an Optical 
Frequency Through A Fibre 
In Section 5.4.3 it was briefly discussed that to obtain a heterodyne measurement of the 
relative frequency, light from the science laser needed to be sent over 4km to the· auxiliary 
laser. 
One option for achieving this is to send the light through an optical fibre. The field of 
fibre-optic dissemination of optical frequencies has grown over the last few decades. This 
growth is due mostly to the invention of ultra-precise laser frequency stabi!isation tech-
niques , such as the optical frequency comb [104, 105] , and the fact that these techniques 
are complex, expensive and not very portable, necessitating methods for distributing them 
over long distances. Fibre optic based trans:mission is generally the preferred technique due 
to its relatively easy installation, flexibility and the fact that it can yield high fractional 
frequency stabilities [106 , 107]. 
In this chapter we discuss the technical difficulties that arise with sending an optical 
freque_ncy over a kilometre scale optical fibre. We then present a novel technique based on 
phase-locked loops , for the stable transfer of an optical frequency reference over a fibre. At 
the en·d of the chapter , the results of an experiment testing this technique are presented. 
The tee;hnique and results have been published in [108]. 
7.1 · Heterodyning via a 4km Fibre 
Consider the setup in Figure 7.1 , which shows the relative frequency measurement scheme 
that was introduced in Section 6.3. Here t he science laser beam is sent through an optical 
fibre , to transfer it over a large distance. 
There are two main issues with trying to obtain a heterodyne measurement of the 
relative frequency between two lasers after one has been serit over a large distance through 
an optical fibre~. 
1. The firsfissue is that the optical path length through the fibre can vary substantially, 
through temperature and mechanical fluctuations that couple into the refractive 
e 
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Figure 7.1: Relative frequency measurement scheme when the science laser is sent through 
an optical fibre. 
index and physical length of the fibre. 
2. The second issue is that the transferred laser beam takes some finite time to travel 
over this distance. 
The variations in the heterodyne frequency ( derived from Equation 6.19) are given by: 
~Vhet(w) = ~Vsci(w)e-iwT + ~Vfib(w) - ~Vaux(w) (7.1) 
where ~Vsci and ~Vaux are the absolute frequency fluctuations of the science and auxiliary 
lasers , T is the delay ti1ne through the fibre , and ~vfib is the equivalent frequency noise 
induced by the optical path length fluctuations through the fibre. The fibre induced 
frequency noise is related to the optical path length fluctuations ~Lop via the equation: 
21r 
~Vfib(w) = iwT~Lap(w) (7.2) 
The delay of the frequency through the fibre is represented in the frequency domain by 
multiplication with the exponential term e-iwT. Effectively the noise _in the fibre and the 
delay through the fibre corrupt the heterodyne measurement, from which we only desire 
to n1easure the frequency difference between the two lasers. 
In the Arm Length Stabilisation (ALS) scheme the auxiliary laser is locked to the 
science laser indirectly via the cavity. To simplify the analysis we ignore the cavity and 
assu1ne the heterodyne 111easurement is fed directly to the auxiliary laser. This scheme, 
which is com1non in the field of fibre optic dissemination, is shown in Figure 7.2. A 
phase-locked loop (PLL) like the one from Section 6.3 is used to read 01:1t the heterodyne 
frequency. We refer to this PLL as the 'End Station PLL' . Another PLL is used to measure 
the true frequency fluctuations between the auxiliary laser and the science laser ( assume 
that the lasers and ends of the fibre are co-located). We refer to this PLL as the 'Truth 
PLL'. In the high loop gain limit , feedback to the auxiliary laser drives the frequency 
fluctuations of the heterodyne measurement from Equation 7 .1 to zero, and therefore 
the auxiliary laser fluctuations equal the delayed science laser fluctuations plus the fibre 
fluctuations: 
~Vaux(w) = ~Vsci(w)e-iw~ + ~Vfib(w) (7.3) 
_________ .. ,_OR,." 
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Figure 7.2: Feedback of the fibre transfer corrupted heterodyne to the auxiliary laser 
frequency. 
The measurement of the frequency difference between the two lasers obtained from the 
Truth PLL is given by: 
flVtrue llvsci(w) - tlvaux(w) (7.4) 
(1 - e-iwT) llvsci(w) - llvfib(w) 
Ideally we want this true measurement to be zero, as this would indicate that the auxiliary 
laser frequency tracks the science laser. As evident from the above equation, this is not 
the case. Equation 7.4 represents the contributions of the fibre induced noise and the 
science laser's absolute frequency fluctuations to the relative frequency noise between the 
science -and auxiliary lasers. 
The ·transfer function from these contributions to the truth measurement were modelled 
in Matlab [87] for a fibre length of L = 4.6 km and a refractive index of n = 1.5, which 
gave a delay through the fibre · of T = 23µs. These values were chosen to be consistent 
with the experiment discussed at the end of the chapter (see Section 7.3). These transfer 
functi?ns are plotted in ' Figure 7.3. 
The response of the truth measurement to the fibre noise contribution (Figure 7.3 
(a)) simply has unity gain. For fourier frequencies much less than the inverse of the fibre 
delay (f << l/T) , the respo~se of the truth measurement to the science laser 's absolute 
frequency fluctuations increases linearly with f. Effectively this response is a high pass 
filter. 
7.2 A Novel Technique for Fibre Frequency Noise Suppres-
•· SIOn 
Current techniques for transferring frequency standards over fibre links [109 , 110, 106] 
all implement a common scheme, first suggested by Ma et al [111] , where an acousto-
optic modulat"or (AOM) is used to counter-act the fibre induced phase fluctuations (see 
Appendix D for an analysis of this technique). Here we present a novel AOM independent 
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Figure 7.3: Transfer functions from ( a) the fibre induced frequency fluctuations to the 
truth 1neasurement and (b) the science laser frequency to the truth measurement. 
technique that is also capable of cancelling relative frequency noise introduced by fibre 
fluctuations and the delay through the fibre. 
If one could delay the auxiliary laser by the same delay that the science laser experi-
ences before co1nbining the two beams on a photo-detector, the delay induced noise could 
be nullified. The obvious way to do this would be to send the auxiliary laser light through 
a fibre of the sa1ne length as the fibre used to transfer the science laser light to the end 
station. The problem here is the new fibre would introduce frequency noise to the auxiliary 
laser beam. 
However , if the auxiliary laser was sent down the same optical fibre used to transfer 
the science laser light but in the opposite direction, and combined with the prompt science 
laser bea1n in the corner station, then this heterodyne signal would have the same fibre 
induced fluctuations as the end station signal. With the correct linear combination of the 
two signals, the fibre noise could be cancelled out. A similar scheme has been used in the 
LISA (Laser Interferometric Space Antennae) backlink experiment (112]. This technique 
assumes that the fibre noise is the same in both directions and varying on a time-scale less 
than the delay through the fibre. 
Consider the diagram in Figure 7.4, which shows this technique. Light ~om the science 
laser is sent down the optical fibre to be combined with pro1nptly emitted light from the 
auxiliary laser on the end station photo-detector. The resulting heterodyne signal is read 
out by the End Station PLL. The auxiliary laser light is also sent down the optical fibre 
in the opposite direction to the cornet' station, where it ~s combined on a photo-detector 
with promptly e111itted light from the science laser. The Corner Station PLL reads out 
the frequency fluctuations of this heterodyne signal. 
The frequency fluctuations measured by the ~nd Station PLL, !:l.'vend, and Corner 
~ 
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Figure 7.4: Basic layout of the technique where the sum of the phasemeter readouts are 
fed back to the auxiliary laser to cancel out fibre induced phase noise. 
Station PLL, L:}.Vcor, are given by: 
L:}.Vcar(w) = L:}.Vsci(w) - { L:}.Vaux(w)e-iwT + L:}.Vfib(w)} 
L:}.Vend(w) = {L:}.Vsci(w)e-iwT + L:}.Vfib(w)} - L:}.Vaux(w) 
(7.5) 
(7.6) 
The fibre noise is anti-correlated in the two measurements and-therefore a fibre noise free 
measurement can be obtained by adding the two signals together. The corner and end 
station measurements occur 4km apart and therefore one of the signals would need to be 
sent · electronically tC? the other station, introducing another delay. To simplify analysis, 
imagine that both signals are delayed by the same amount of time before being added. 
This delay will be represented by E, and should be comparable to T. The sum of the corner 
and end station heterodyne frequencies is given by: 
L:}.Vsum(w) = L:}.Vcor(w )e-iwE + L:}.Vend(w )e-iwE (7.7) 
Substftuting Equation 7.5 and Equation 7.6 into Equation 7. 7 yields: 
L:}.Vsum(w) = {L:}.Vsci(w) - L:}.Vaux(w)} {1 + e-iwT} e-iwE (7.8) 
This signal gets driven to zero when fed back to th~ auxiliary laser and therefore the 
auxiliary laser frequency will track the science laser frequency. 
L:}.Vaux(w) = L:}.Vsci(w) (7.9) 
Note. that this is only true for frequencies lower than the bandwidth of the control loop, 
where the gain is much greater than unity. The {1 + e-i.w7 }e-iwE term in Equation 7.8 
limits the bandwidth. The bode diagram of this term is plotted in Figure 7.5, using a 
value of E ~ 26µ,s which was chosen to be slightly.longer than the fibre delay time T. The 
unity gain frequency of the control loop is limited to the inverse of the fibre and electronic 
d 1 · f -l -1 e ays, 1.e. ugf .< < T , , E . 
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Figure 7.5: Transfer function from the relative frequency between the auxiliary and science 
laser to the summed heterodyne signal. 
7.3 Experiment 
An experiment was set up to test the technique from the previous section. A diagram of 
the layout can be seen in Figure 7.6. Much of the setup from the experiment in Chapter 6 
was utilised. The Prometheus Nd:YAG laser again played the role of the auxiliary laser , 
and the Lightwave Nd:YAG laser played the role of the science laser. 
The optical fibre link used in the experiinent was 4.6 km long and single mode for 
1064 nm. The fibre link had the potential to introduce other non-linear forms of noise to 
our experiment, such as stimulated brillouin scattering and Rayleigh back scattering. We 
mini1nised these effects by reducing the optical power of the light going into the fibre down 
to 50 µ W. The fibre was also non-polarisation maintaining and as such the polarisation of 
the light passing through the fibre would drift , causing the amplitude of the heterodyne 
signal to also drift. However the digital phase locked loops (DPLLs) had an amplitude 
to phase coupling of about 0.06 µradians/ % and therefore the deviation of the amplitude 
due to polarisation drift was not a factor. 
A flipper 1nirror was placed just before each input coupler of the fibre , giving the option 
of bypassing the fibre so that an esti1n·ate of the noise floor could be obtained. 
Our corner and end station photo-detectors were of the same design as the in-house 
built photo-detector [100) from Section 6.3. The RF outputs were each sent through an 
anti-aliasing fil ter , to a 40 MHz ADC. The digital outputs of the ADCs· were then sent 
to the DPLLs, which were again implemented on an FPGA. The End Station DPLL 
measured the frequency of the heterodyne signal on the End Station photodetector and 
contained infonnation shown in Equati9n 7.6. At the same time the Corner Station DPLL 
1neasurement (represented in Equation 7.5) was sent to the End Station DPLL via a digital 
link. For this bench-top demonstration, both DPLLs _were co-located. 
The two DPLL output signals were summed together so that the fibre-induced flue.., 
tuations would be cancelled as shown in Equation _7.8. This ~Vsum signal was then sent 
. " 
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through the digital controller and fed back to the auxiliary laser by the digital-to-analog 
converter (DAC) outputs. For fast frequency control one DAC output was fed back to 
a piezo-electric transducer (PZT) that exerted pressure on the laser crystal. A second 
DAC output was fed back to the temperature of the laser crystal to provide larger range 
feedback. 
Light from each laser was tapped off before entering the fibre and combined on another 
photo detector. The RF signal from this photo detector was sent through another anti-
aliasing filter and digitised by an ADC, before being provided to a third DPLL which 
measured the true instantaneous frequency fluctuations between the two lasers. 
7.4 Results 
To characterise our fibre noise cancellation technique, we first used the flipper mirrors in 
front of each fibre coupler to direct the beams around the fibre link. The auxiliary laser 
was then phase-locked to the science laser. A time domain measurement of the relative 
frequency noise between the two lasers was recorded from the truth DPLL with a 100 kHz 
sampling rate. With such a high sampling rate, only ten seconds of data was recorded. An 
amplitude spectral density of this time series was calculated and is plotted in Figure 7.7 
(a). This plot provides the measurement noise floor for our experiment and was due to 
the relative motion of the sensing optics at both ends. 
The fibre was then included in the. optical path , and the auxiliary laser locked up with 
end station signal feedback (Equation 7.6) only. Another ten second trace of the truth 
DPLL was recorded , and the corresponding spectrum has been plotted in Figure 7.7 (b). 
This plot provides a measurement of the frequency noise that results from the fibre noise 
and/or the delay through the fibre , represented _by the transfer function in Equation 7.4. 
Finally the corner station signal was added to the end station signal, and the resulting 
signal fed back to suppress any fibre induced noise. Another ten second trace was taken , 
and the spectru1n is plotted in Figure 7.7 (c).· Note that the gain settings were kept the 
same for all three cases. 
In the noise floor 1neasurement in plot (a) of Figure 7.7, the spectra is flat from a few 
hertz to a few tens of hertz. Above this, to about a kilohertz the spectra rolls up as 12 . 
The noise below a few tens of hertz is due to the relative motion of the sensing optics at 
both ends. The noise above this is gain limited, in that the free-running relative frequency 
noise between the two lasers rolls down as 1-\ and the digital controll_er response has a 
1-3 slope in this frequency range. 
In plot (b) of Figure 7. 7 t he relative frequency is considerably noisier than the 1nea-
suren1ent noise floor , more t han or equal to two orders of magnitude below 100 Hz. As 
the only difference between these two !Ileasurements is the inclusion of the 4.6 km fibre , it 
can be deduced that sending the light through the fibre is what results in the extra noise. 
At the end of Section 7.1 we showed that the response of the truth measurement to the 
science laser frequency noise would be proportional to 1 ( for 1 < < l / T). The science laser 
was free-running in our experin1ent , and therefore the frequency noise rolls off as 1/ 1, and 
---.. -.:.. ...... .- 't) 
7.5. Discussion 
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Figure 7. 7: The true measurement of the relative frequency noise between the two lasers 
when the auxiliary laser is phase locked to the science laser for the case where: (a) the 
fibre is bypassed, (b) the fibre is included and the remote signal used for feedback and ( c) 
the fibre is included and the equal delay sum of the local and remote signals fed back to 
the laser 
is approximately 10 to 100 Hz/-/Ilz" at 100 Hz [113]. Therefore, we expect the science 
laser frequency noise contribution here to be approximately 0.1 to 1 Hz/ -/Ilz". As can be 
seen, this is the level of the noise measured. 
Plot_ (c) of Figure 7.7, shows that the addition of the corner station signal to the 
feedback, results in two orders 0£ magnitude suppression (below 100 Hz) of the relative 
frequency noise in plot (b), down to the measurement noise floor in plot (a). This noise 
. . 
is less than 3 mHz/-/Ilz" below 100 Hz. The fractional frequency stability of this noise 
is simply the noise . ov~:r the optical frequency (3 x 1014 Hz). The fractional frequency 
stability reaches a level of approximately 2 x 10.-18 / 5z between 1 and 30 Hz. 
7.5 Discussion 
Recall that a bandwidth of 120 Hz was sufficient for our ALS control loop, and it should also 
be sufficient for the Advanced LIGO ALS loop, as the most of the residual displacement 
noise occurs well below this frequency (see Figure 2.15). This means that we need to only 
consider the noise •induced onto the heterodyne measurement below this frequency. The 
instability.for tbe case of no fibre correction' (Figure 7.7(b)) is less than 1 ·Hz/-/Ilz" below 
below 100 Hz · { excluding the 50 Hz AC mains spike). The instability imposed onto the 
LIGO arm cavity by an ALS system using this 4.6 km fibre to trans~er the science laser 
.. 
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frequency reference would be: 
b,Lcav = ( ~) b,vtrue (7.10) 
( 
4000 m ) 
3 x 1014· Hz x 1 Hz/Jliz 
~ 1.3 X 10-ll m/ JHz 
This about two orders of magnitude less than the Advanced LIGO ALS requirement , and 
therefore appears not to be a concern. The 4.6 km fibre used in the experiment, was 
spooled and contained in standard laboratory conditions. At one of the LIGO sites a fibre 
connecting the corner station to the end station would be rolled out underground along 
the length of the arm cavity. Therefore we would expect that coupling of temperature and 
seismic fluctuations into this underground fibre would be greater than that of the fibre in 
our experiment. 
Below 100 Hz our technique suppresses the induced frequency noise below 3 mHz/JHz. 
In theory this technique should be able to suppress fibre induced fluctuations for a rolled 
out fibre down to the same level of stability. Assuming this is the case, the instability 
imposed onto the LIGO arm cavity by an ALS system using this technique would be: 
~Lcav = 4 X 10-14 m/Jliz (7.11) 
This may not be the case if the fibre induced noise is direction dependent, which is a 
phenomenon referred to as fibre non-reciprocity. It is difficult to predict how our tech-
nique would perform on a rolled out underground fibre. As such, implementation over an 
underground fibre network is the subject of future work. 
7.6 Summary 
This chapter discussed the stability of the transfer of an optical frequency reference through 
an optical fibre. This work was motivated by the need to send light from a laser over 4 km 
as part of ALS system. The two main sources of instability were identified - the first was 
from variations in the optical path length of the fibre due to mechanical and temperature 
disturbances , and the second was due to the finite travel time through the fibre. The main 
goal of the chapter was to introduce a new stabilisation technique based on PLLs. The 
details of an experiment to test this technique over a 4.6 km optical fibre were described. 
The main result of this experiment was the two orders of magnitude suppression of the fibre 
induced frequency noise down to the noise floor , at a level of 3 mHz/JHz. A fractional 
frequency stability of 2 x 10-18 /Jliz was also reached between 1 and 30 Hz. 
.. 
Chapter 8 
Conclusion and Future Work 
The work presented in this thesis was motivated by the Advanced LIGO upgrade. The 
majority of the work was specifically motivated by the Arm Length Stabilisation system 
which will be responsible for the initial stabilisation and tuning of the arm cavities during 
the lock acquistition of the interferometer. 
The major outcomes of the thesis can be summarised as: 
• The characterisation of a prototype Tip Tilt mirror whi_ch involved measuring the 
various eigenmodes of the mirror and its suspension structure. The frequencies of 
five of the six degrees of freedom were all measured to be less than 10 Hz and 
the corresponding quality factors were all measured to be less than 100 as per the 
Advanced LIGO requirement. The frequencies of the main mechanical modes of the 
T1p Tilt structure were also measured to be more_than 150 Hz as per the requirement. 
• The demonstration of the viability of the Arm Length Stabilisation (ALS) system 
based on dual frequency PDH readout using a Tip Tilt cavity. The ALS system was 
used to stabilise the cavity's residual motion to less than the cavity line-width and 
t une the cavity over an FSR as per the ALS requirements. The hand-over of the 
control of the cavity from the ALS to the science laser PDH was also demonstrated. 
• The development and verification of a new technique, based on phase locked loops , 
for the stable transfer of an optical frequency reference over a 4.6 km fibre. The tech-
nique was used to suppress fibre induced noise imposed onto the relative frequency 
between two phase locked lasers by ,two orders of magnitude. 
8.1 Double Pendulum Suspension for the Tip Tilt Mirrors 
There are plans to improve the design of the Tip Tilt mirror by suspending the mirror via 
a double pendulum, like the one used to suspend the OMC [114]. This double pendulum 
suspension would give the mirror extra isolation above the two pendulum resonances , with 
a response that rolls off as J-4 . By suspending the mirror from th~ penultimate stage 
., 
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with two wires on each side, the control of the mirror could be handled via actuation of 
the penultimate stage. 
8.2 Digitally Enhanced Heterodyne Interferometry for Lock 
Acquisition 
Digitally Enhanced Heterodyne Interferometry (DEBI) is a reasonably new and interest-
ing technique that could also be used to readout the cavity length for an Arm Length 
Stabilisation system. DEBI is largely untested with the exception of an experiment where 
the displacement noise of a 3. 75m cavity, locked to a laser using PDH technique, was 
readout to a level of 5 pin/ -/Ih. 
At the time of the writing of this thesis , DEBI readout has not been used in feedback 
to control the length of a cavity. However a DEBI readout scheme has been implemented 
for the Tip Tilt cavity1 [115) and there are plans to stabilise the cavity in a feedback control 
sytstem. 
Due to its multiplexing capabilites [116), the DEBI technique has the extra benefit that 
it could be used for readout of all five degrees of freedom of the dual recycled Fabry-Perot 
1nichelson and not just the arm cavities. Although the sensitivity would be much less than 
a system using the PDH technique, and therefore not viable for continued global control 
of the interferometer, DEBI would be ideal for lock acquisition. 
8.3 Further Testing of the PLL Fibre Stabilisation Tech-
• n1que 
The new technique presented in Chapter 7 was tested on a 4.6 km long spooled fibre 
contained in pristine lab conditions. The stability of the transfer of the free-running laser 
through this fibre was found to be limited by · the transfer time and riot the optical path 
length fluctuations in the fibre. It was only possible to put an upper limit on the fibre 
fluctuations. 
For further verification of the technique presented in Chapter 7. it should be tested on 
a syste1n limited by optical path length fluctuations. One simple way to do this is to use 
fibre stretchers on the spooled fibre to vary the optical path length at a known frequency, 
and use the technique to try to suppress it below the noise -floor. 
Another way is to try the technique on a fibre rolled out underground .over some large 
distance. This is much more con1plicated as underground kilometre scale optical fibres 
are not that accessible. As part of an effort by a group of Australian research groups 
looking to create a National Ti1ning and Frequency Network, our lab was connected to 
the Intra-govern1nent COmmunications Network (ICON)[ll 7). ICON is an underground 
system of dark optical fibres spread out over hundreds of kilometres around the Australian 
Capital Territory. Initially ICON will be used to test out techniques for disseminating a 
1 For an undergraduate honours project carried out by Silvie Ngo under the supervision of John Miller. 
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stable RF or microwave frequency standard over 100 km scales. However there are plans 
to transfer a stable optical frequency reference over this network which could be done 
using the technique presented here. 
" 
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Appendix A 
Feedback Control Systems 
This appendix gives a very brief description of feedback control systems. Here we will 
describe some of the rules and notation, however the theory behind these rules will not be 
explained. Instead the reader is referred to [55], which provides a very good introduction 
to feedback control systems, sufficient enough to understand the control systems used in 
this thesis. 
A feedback control system (FCS) is used to force a system to track a reference to a 
specified degree of accuracy. Figure A.1 shows a block diagram representing the main 
components and signals of a feedback control system. 
This system that we wish to control is referred to as the plant. Ideally the output 
of the plant would be constant , however due to external factors the plant varies with 
time, i.e. it is free-running. One can think of the output of this plant as the sum of a 
steady ·(constant) output and a time-dependent disturbance. In practice the steady state 
cannot be measured independently of the disturbance, the distinction here is simply a 
mathematical convenience. 
The ·output ·of the plant is ·measured by the sensor which depends on the output in 
some known way. Generally this dependence is approximately linear. The output of the 
. . . 
sensor. is then compared to a reference level to generate an error signal. The error signal 
is sent to the controller where it ~s filtered and amplified , before being fed to the actuator 
which modifies the plant and its output. 
Each component of the VCS can be represented by a frequency dependent transfer 
function. Note that in this thesis we mostly consider c;:ontrol systems that have reached 
some steady state, and therefore Fourier transforms will suffice (no need for Laplacian 
trans'forms). 
' 
The output of the plant is equal to the disturbance plus the error signal that has a 
passed through the controller and actuator , which is represented by: 
o(w) = r;(w) + A(w)C(w)s(w) (A.l) 
where r;(w) is ~the frequency dependent disturbance, A(w) is the frequency dependent 
transfer -function of the actuator , C ( w) is the frequency dependent transfer function of 
the controller and c ( w) is the error signal. This error signal is the di~erence between the 
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Figure A.l: A schematic of a feedback control system and all of its components. C(w) , 
A( w) , and S ( w) represent the frequency dependent transfer functions of the controller, 
actuator and sensor. r(w) , c(w) and o(w) represent the rereference, error and output 
signals. 
reference and the sensor of the plant output , which is given by: 
c(w) = r(w) - S(w)o(w) (A.2) 
where r(w) is the reference and S(w) is the sensor transfer function. Substituting Equa-
tion A.2 into Equation A.1 gives a self consistent equation for the output of the plant: 
o(w) = ry(w) + A(w)C(w) [r(w) - S(w)o(w)e-iwT] (A.3) 
The e-iwT term has been included to account for the finite delay time ( T) around the 
loop. The above self consistent equation can be solved to give the output in terms of the 
disturbance and the reference: 
1 · A(w)C(w) 
o(w) = 1 I A I \ rt / .\ rt/ \ __ ,;, .,,.r ry(w) + 1 I A I \ rt / . \ C,/ . \ _ _ ,;,. ,,, r(w) (A.4) 
The open loop gain is defined as the product of the transfer functions of the loop compo-
nents , it is given by: 
OLG(w) = A(w)C(w)S(w)e-iwT (A.5) 
Equat ion A.4 can be represented in terms of the open loop · gain: 
1 OLG(w) r(w) 
o(w) = 1 , nTr1 t \ rJ (w) + 1 , nrnr . . \ S(w)e-iwT (A.6) 
Wnen the open loop gain is high (O~G(w) >>l) the response of the output to the dis-
turbance becomes very small (o(w)/ry (w) ~ 1/ 0LG(w)} and response of the output to 
the reference approximates to (o(w)/r(w) ~ l /(S(w)e-iwT)) . Therefore the feedback con-
t rol system forces the output of the plant to track the reference while suppressing the 
disturbance. 
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Figure A.2: A Bode plot of the open loop gain. The unity gain frequency, phase margin 
and gain margin are all shown. 
Loop Stability 
From Equation A.5 , one obvious area where the FCS can beco-me unstable is for when the 
complex open loop gain is near -1 ( 0 LG ~ - l). For such an open loop gain the response 
of the output of the plant from Equation A.6 to the reference and disturbance becomes 
infinite. That is the FCS amplifies these terms. In practice the FCS will usually become 
unstabie before this point is reached, as the actuator or sensor will saturate due to their 
finite range. 
The rule for designing a stable FCS is referred to as the Nyquist stability criterion 
which states that the FCS is stable if the plot of the OLG on the complex plane has no 
. 
clock-wise encirclemen_ts of the (-1 ,0) point. Even if this condition is met , transients in 
the system can push the system to-instability if the Nyquist plot comes to close to the 
(-1 ,0) point. Effectively the wider the area surrounding the (-1,0) region , the more robust 
the system will be. 
This leads to the definition of the gain and phase margins which are shown in the 
Bode plot in Figure A.2. Gain margin and phase margin are a measure of how much area 
is around the Nyquist plot that includes the (-1 ,0) region. Hence larger gain and phase 
margins correspond to a more robust a system. 
" 
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Appendix B 
Tip Tilt to OMC Dither Locking 
To measure and suppress the misalignments into the cavity, alignment error signals need 
to be derived. The technique used to do 'this in Advanced LIGO is Dither Locking. 
Dither Locking is similar to PDH in that the degree of freedom being measured is 
modulated at some high frequency, which effectively upconverts the baseband noise to this 
frequency. And the error signal is derived by demodulating at this frequency. For dither 
locking the two Tip Tilt mirrors are dithered in Pitch and Yaw, at different modulation 
frequencies. This modulation is transferred to the angular and lateral misalignment in 
the cavity, and is therefore registered on the transmitted PD;-see Equation 4.1. The PD 
output can then be demodulated at the dither frequency to obtain a readout of a linear 
combination of the lateral and angular misalignment. 
To see how this works consider the schematic in Figure B.1 showing the alignment 
of the 1FO beam into the OMC via the ·Tip Tilt mirrors (Note: the OMC has a bow 
tie configuration, ·however for simplicity we'll treat it as a linear cavity). For simplicity 
we'll only consider m_isalignments in the plane of the page, meaning that the Tip Tilts are 
dithered in yaw. Let the dither signals be given by: 
IFO Output 
Beam 
f3n = f3no sin(wmnt) 
Lo 
L2 
OMC 
- - - - ·1 
Cavity Waist 
Position 
Figure B.l: Steering of the IFO beam into the OMC by the Tip Tilts. 
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(B.1) 
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where n = 1 for Tip Tilt 1 and n = 2 for Tip Tilt 2, f3no is the amplitude of the dither 
signal, and Wmn = 21r f mn is the angular modulation frequency. The lateral misalignment 
is given by: 
x = x 77 + 2(£1 + L2)/310 sin(wm1t) + 2£2/320 sin(wm2t) (B.2) 
where x 77 represents the baseband noise in the lateral displacement , which includes the 
contributions from the interferometer output beam jitter, and the seismic noise coupling 
in through the Tip Tilts. The lengths £ 1 and L2 are defined in Figure 4.2. The angular 
cavity misalignment is given by: 
0 = 077 + 2/310 sin(wm1t) + 2/320 sin(wm2t) (B.3) 
where 077 represents the baseband noise in the angular misalignment , again due to the 
interferometer beam jitter and seismic noise. From Equation 4.1 the transmitted power 
depends on the squares of the lateral and angular misaligments. This gives DC or baseband 
terms , 2wm1,2 terms, Wm1Wm2 and Wm1,2 terms. The only terms of interest however are the 
Wm1,2 terms as these contain information about the baseband noise. They can be isolated 
using a bandpass filter. 
x
2(wm1,2) = x 77 (4(L1 + L2)/310 sin(wm1t) + 4£2/320 sin(wm2t)) (B.4) 
02(wm1,2) = 077 ( 4/310 sin(wm1 t) + 4/320 sin(wm2t)) (B.5) 
The the transmitted power component at Wm1 is: 
. (L1 + L2 1 ) . Pt(Wm1) = 8Po/310 w6 x77 + 06 077 S1n(wm1t) (B.6) 
The power component at Wm2 is: 
(
L2 1 ) . Pt(Wm2) = 8Po/320 w6 x_77 + 06 077 S1n(wm2t) (B .7) 
These signals can be demodulated to obtain error signals that are linear combinations of 
the lateral and angular misalignment fluctuations. Provided the lengths , cavity waist ·size 
and divergence angle are known, a sensing matrix can be calculated and the readout of 
the lateral and angular misalign1nents ·can be obtained. 
,, 
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Appendix C 
Air Turbulence Effects 
Air turbulence was found to be a significant source of noise in our ALS experi1nent using 
the dual frequency PDH readout. Initially the intra-cavity beam was not enclosed inside a 
beam tube. Pressure changes brought on by anthropogenic sources, such as people moving 
around in the lab and talking, as well as the air conditioner , resulted in the fluctuations in 
the density of the air inside the cavity. These density fluctuations couple into the optical 
path length via the refractive index of air. 
From Ciddor et. al (118] the refractivity of dry air is given by: 
108 (n,\ - 1) = ~A,\ (1 + 5.34 x 10-7 (x~-- 450)) 
Paxs 
(C.1) 
where Pa is the density of the air , Paxs is a value for the density of dry air at 15°C, 
101.325 kPa and Xe is the fractional content of CO2 in the air. ,\ is the optical wavelength. 
The constant A,\ is given by: 
A>. _= [-ao ___ a_( ~-/-,\)-2 + -a2 ___ a_(~-/-,\ )-2 l (C.2) 
where the constants ao = 238.0185 µm- 2, a 1 = 5792105 µm- 2, a2 = 57.362 µm- 2 and 
a3 = 167917 µm- 2 ·are from Ciddor et. al (118]. 
. . 
A change in the refractivity of dry air as a · function of the change in density is given 
by: 
~ _ 1 + 5.34 X 10-6 (xc - 450) A ~ 
n,\, - 108 ,\ Pa 
Pax s 
(C.3) 
Note that these refractive index variations are also wavelength dependent. The green and 
. . 
infrared beams will experience different refractivity fluctuations , which means that they 
will also experience different optical path length fluctuations. The optical path length 
variations for a beam with wavelength ,\ are given by: 
~L,\ = n,\~L + L~n,\ (C.4) . 
where n ,\ is the refractive index of the air for the given wavelength and L is the true length 
of the cavity. The discrepancy between the g reen and infra-red measurements is therefore 
given by: 
~L1064 - ~L532 = (n1054 - n532)~L + L(~n1064 - ~n532) 
,, 
' 
(C.5) 
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I Auxiliary Laser 
Auxiliary Laser EJ~·················· 
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532nm 
1064nm I 
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+: I Pmax/21···"·ffi·······f>·······~ f mod 
Tip Tilt 1 
Figure C.1: The experimental setup to look at dispersive effects within the cavity. 
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The fluctuations of b,.L are small ( rv 10-9 m) since the cavity is locked to the niore stable 
science laser. The difference between the refractivities (n>,-1) for green and infra-red light 
is around the order of 10-6 [119], and therefore the contribution from the first term in 
Equation C.5 is negligible ( rv 10-15 m). Variations in the refractive index of air have been 
shown to be of the order of a few parts in 109 [120] and for a 1.3 m cavity the displacement 
equivalent noise resulting from such refractive index changes would have been significant 
(10-9 m). 
Figure C.l shows the setup for measuring the difference between the green and infrared. 
The Tip Tilt mirrors were clamped so that the green light from the auxiliary laser was 
locked to the cavity using the auxiliary locking loop. The infrared beam out of the auxiliary 
laser was sent through a broadband phase modulator (Photline NIR-MPX-LN-10 EOM) , 
which imposed sidebands onto the light, which was then injected into the cavity. The 
broadband modulator was driven by a signal generator (Agilent N5181A) with a frequency 
range between 100 kHz and 3 GHz. The frequency of the signal generator was tuned to 
steer the sideband onto resonance. A feedback control loop was used to hold the sideband 
halfway up the fringe. This was done _by feeding back the transn1itted infra-red power to 
the sideband frequency with an offset equal to half the maximum power. 
The loop controller was a low-pass filter and a proportional-integrator stage that gave 
a simple 1/f response. The bandwidth of the loop was rv 120 Hz. In the high gain 
limit , the feedback correction signal to the auxiliary laser frequency whe:n calibrated for 
displacement , would provide a measurement of the green optical path length fluctuations 
inside the cavity seen by the green laser , i.e. · b,.£532 . . Also in this limit , the feedback 
correction signal to the infra-red side_band frequency when calibrated for displacement , 
would provide a measurement of the difference between· the green and infrared optical 
path lengths, i.e. ( b,.L1064 - b,.£532). 
Both feedback correction signals were recorded and calibrated for displacement. The 
spectra of these two signals are plotted in the top plot of Figure C .2. r.the ratio between 
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Figure C.2: Top: Spectra of the equivalent displacement noise for the auxiliary correction 
measure1nent and the infrared sideband measurement. Middle: The ratio between the two 
. . 
measvrements. Bottom: The coherence between the two measurements . 
the these two spectra was calculated and is plotted in the 1niddle plot of Flgure C.2 and 
the coherence between the two spectra has also been plotted in the bottom plot. 
The coherence between the two signals is approximately 1 below 1 Hz. The ratio 
between the two signals provides a measure of the fractional difference between infrared 
and green optical path lengths. At 0.1 Hz this is: 
(
~£1064 - ~£532) = 0.0154 
~£532 measured 
' . 
(C.6) 
This fractional difference can also be calculated using Equation C .5 (ignoring the ~L 
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I 
Figure C.3: The Tip Tilt cavity with the perspex beam tube enclosing the intra-cavity 
beams. 
term, which we showed to be negligible) , Equation C.3 and Equation C.2: 
( 
~L1064 - ~L532) 
~L532 model (
~n1054 - ~n532) 
~n532 model 
(C.7) 
A1064 _ 1 
A532 
0.0152 
The agreement between this value and the 1neasured value in Equation C.6 , indicates 
that the fluctuations are due to changes in the refractivity, most likely brought on by 
air turbulence. The induced difference between the infrared and green optical path length 
fluctuations inside the cavity (as indicated by the (~L1054 - ~L532) spectra in Figure C.2) 
are at a significant level , where they will add nqise to the cavity in the ALS system. 
The air turbulence through the intra-cavity beam was reduced by enclosing the beam 
in a perspex tube (shown in Figure C.3). The measurements of the feedback correction 
signals were re-taken and are plotted ~gainst the open air results in Figure C.4. As can 
be seen, the inclusion of the bea1n tube results in an order of magnitude reduction of this 
no1Se. 
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Figu:i;:e C.4: The auxiliary correction measure1nent and the infrared sideband measure-
ments with and without the perspex beam tube. 
',
 
Appendix D 
Common Fibre Suppression 
Technique 
Here we explore one of the AOM based techniques [106] by applying it to our exa1nple 
from Section 7 .1. The scheme for the technique is shown in Figure D .1. 
The science laser light is first passed through an AOM, before being sent through 
the fibre. At the opposite end, the fibre transmitted light encounters a partial reflector . 
The reflected light passes back through the fibre and AOM_ where it is combined on a 
photodetector with some of the promptly emitted science laser light. A sine wave from 
a signal generator is used to drive ·the AOM. The AOM shifts the frequency of the light 
passing through by the frequency of the sine wave driving it. 
A heterodyne 1neasurement is produced at the photo-detector between the promptly 
emitted science laser beam and the frequency shifted science laser beam that has passed 
back and forth through the fibre and AOM. The frequency fluctuations of this heterodyne 
signal are measured with another PLL. This phase locked loop will be referred to as the 
corner station PLL. The frequency fluctuations of this corner station heterodyne signal 
are given by the frequency difference between . the pro1nptly emitted science laser beam 
and the delayed science laser be~n that has completed a roundtrip through the AOM and 
/} /} -- _frruthl ( ,1' - ► </1 ► ----~ 
l1~or 
Corner 
. 
~Signal 
~ Generator 
I 
Station~ -
-• PLL -~Controller! ·- -
l1'\{rue 
l1vaux ' 
.. "" .. Z/ '"0 
I End Stationl ~ - - • 
PLL I 
Figure D.l: The basic schematic for the AOM fibre noise suppr.ession technique. 
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Figure D.2: Transfer functions from the equivalent fibre frequency fluctuations and the 
absolute science laser frequency fluctuations to the truth measurement , using the AOM 
technique. 
fibre: 
.6.vcor(w) [.6.vsci(w) + .6.vaom(w)] e-i2wT + 2.6.vfib(w) + .6.vaom(w) - .6.vsci(w) 
-.6.Vsci(w) {1 - e-i2wT} + .6.vaom(w) {1 + e-i2w7 } + 2.6.vfib(w) (D.l) 
This measurement is fed back to the AOM in a control loop, which drives the measurement 
to zero (for high open loop gain). The frequency fluctuations that the AOM imposes on 
the light are therefore given by: 
{ 
1 _ e-i2wT } { 2 } 
.6.vaom(w) = .6.vsci(w) 1 + e-i2wT - .6.vfib(w) 1 + e-i2wT (D.2) 
The light that exits the fibre at the other end .is the delayed AOM corrected science laser 
light with fibre induced fluctuations. The frequency of the end heterodyne measurement 
is equal to the difference between this light and the auxiliary laser light and is therefore 
given by: 
.6.vend(w) = [.6.vsci (w) + .6.·;_,,aom(w)] e- iwT + .6.vfib(w) - .6.vaux(w) (D.3) 
Substitution of the AOM i1nposed frequency fluctuations from Equation D.2 into Equa-
t ion D.3 yields: 
{ 
2e- iwT } { (1- e- iwT) 2} 
.6.vend(w) = .6.vsci(w) .2 - .6.vfib(w) •2w - .6.vaux (w) 1 + e-i wT . l + e- i T (D.4) 
This heterodyne measurement is fed back to the frequency of the auxiliary laser, which 
drives it to zero , and the auxiliary laser frequency is therefore given by: 
2e-iwT (1 - e-'1,WT { . )2} ~Vaux(w) = ~Vsci(w) { 1 + e-i2wT }- ~Vfib(w) l + e- i2wT (D.5)'. 
.. 
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The true measurement of the relative frequency fluctuations between the two lasers is 
therefore: 
{ 
(1 _ e-iWT)2} 
~Vtrue(w) = {~Vsci(w) - ~Vfib(w)} 1 + e-i2wT ' (D.6) 
The transfer functions from the science laser absolute frequency fluctuations and the 
fibre noise to the truth 1neasurement were modelled in Matlab [87] using the same fibre 
parameters from Section 7.1. These transfer functions are plotted in Figure D.2. 
For frequencies well below the inverse of the fibre delay, the response in Figure D.2 is 
less than 1, has a frequency dependency of f 2 and does not reach unity until near 10 kHz. 
At these frequencies the fibre induced noise is well suppressed by the AOM correction 
method. 
~ 
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